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Abbreviations	&	Meanings	
 
WADA: World Anti-Doping Agency 
APM: Shares per minute 
Blizzard: U.S. game development and publishing company 
Cashprize/Prize pool: win in competitions 
Cheering: an incentive system on Twitch 
IOC: International Olympic Committee 
OCOG: Organising Committee for the Olympic Games 
CPL: Cyberathlete Professional League 
CS GO: Counter Strike Global Offensive FPS published by Valve Corporation 
Dota 2: Multiplayer Online Battle Arena Type Video Game  
Dreamhack: Swedish LAN-party gathering several competitions. 
ESL: Electronic Sport League, the oldest league with 4.5 million players. 
Esport: Electronic Sport 
ESWC: Esport World Convention, similar to the video game world cup 
FI: International Federation  
FNATIC: English electronic sports club with several professional teams 
FPS: First Person Shooter, first person shooter video game 
Free to play: free to use video game 
Geek: an individual with a passion for the world of video games 
Pro-Gamer : Professional player 
IEM: Intel Extreme Masters, international tournaments on the major Esports games. 
IeSF: International Esports Federation 
Olympics: Olympic Games 
Kespa: Korean esports association, Korean Esport Federation 
LAN: Networked Video Game Tournament 
LCS: League of Legends Championship Series. 
LOL: League of Legends, MOBA-style video game  
Millenials: Individuals from 18 to 35 years old. 
MLG: Major League Gaming, American Professional League  
MOBA: Multiplayer Online Battle Arena 
O'Gaming TV : Streaming Platform 
Overwatch: FPS developed by Blizzard  
Oxent: ESWC organising company and tournament management with Toornament 
Riot: Publisher of the game League of Legends 
RTS: Real Time Strategy. Real time strategy game. 
Skills: Skills needed for the practice of esport 
Skins: Dressing up an avatar on a game 
Starcraft: Strategy game published by Blizzard 
Streamer: Player filming himself playing 
Streaming: live streaming of content 
Super Chat: feature allowing creators to monetize their Youtube channel 
Twitch: the first Esportif content distribution platform 
GST: Third Person Shooter, video game 
Vitality: French electronic sports club, several professional teams 
G2: German electronic sports club, several professional teams 
WCG: World Cyber Games, an e-Sport event created in Korea 
PUBG: Player Unknown's Battle Grounds, TPS edited by PUBG Corporation 
Fortnite: TPS edited by EPIC Games 
Wildest Fan: 1st fan club in esport 
Gamers Assembly: Annual LAN party that brings together the world's best teams to play 
designecomputer and console games 
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Introduction	
 
Esports has become a growing phenomenon in the world of today. According to Goldman Sacks report 
Esports From Wild West to Mainstream: “Esports are moving into the mainstream. The immense 
popularity of survival-based games like Fortnite, growing prize pools for Esports tournaments, the rise 
of live-streaming, and improving infrastructure for pro leagues have all paved the way for Esports reach 
nearly 300mn viewers by 2022 “1. 
Esports (also known as e-sports or eSports)2, it’s abbreviation of "Electronic Sport" and according to the 
definition in Cambridge dictionary3 is: “The activity of playing computer games against other people on 
the internet, often for money, and often watched by other people using the internet, sometimes 
at special organized events: Esports have become a major industry, as some of the top gamers around 
the world battle each other in a wide range of games. Esports is now a huge spectator sport “. 
Today, Esports is no longer a leisure activity or a waste of time. It is at the heart of the digital industry, 
where it became a real tool for the development of the digital economy. The rapid growth of Esports in 
recent years has attracted the attention of the publish top gain popularity and became a multimillion 
dollars industry.  Esports can be considered as a revolution in its term. 
Thanks to the strategic games teams, the Esports industry is attracting many viewers over the last few 
years. This growing number of fans has motivated companies and organizations to invest in 
professional teams, either as sponsors or owners. 
Moreover, according to the SuperData study, the leading provider of business information on digital 
games and interactive media, Esports’s Middle East market is currently estimated at over $135 million 
US dollars and has nearly 19 million fans. The GCC gaming market has followed the rapid expansion 
and expecting to reach $821 million US dollars by 2021, up from $693 million US dollars in 2017. Global 
games designed by international developers have dominated this regional market so far. “This makes 
them an appealing suggestion for operators in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) region, where more 
than half of the population is under 25, which will conceive a substantial opportunity to create localized 
games content. Opening sponsorship, advertising, and media rights will supposedly increase the annual 
revenues to more than $821 million US dollars by 2021 from $2.5 billion US dollars which is the total 
gaming market"4 said Hicham Fadel, partner of Strategy & Middle East. 
The question to ask is, are the above indicators sufficient to initiate the proper research? 
Tony Estanguet, Paris's 2024 Olympic Games co-chair's statement in an interview with Associated 
Press: "We will take time after the September meeting in lima to discuss with new people and 
shareholders. The IOC will have the last word if it wants Esports on the program. We will discuss it 
among ourselves"5.  
Moreover, Intel has declared the Intel World Open, an Esports competition that will take place on the 
lead up to the Tokyo 2020(21) Olympic Games (before it postponed to 2021 because of the pandemic) in 
Japan. The tournament will highlight Japan-based title Street Fighter V and Rocket League, with a prize 
pool of $500,000 US dollars6. 
 
These two facts are the main subject of this research: Esports and the Olympic Games. Since the 
foundation of the Olympic Games in 1896, it experienced many disappointments and crises: terrorism, 
boycott, racism, failure of countries, financial burden after the Olympics games, etc. But Thanks to the 
youth, social mobilization, and the actual values of Olympism. The Olympic movements are back to the 
track in Los Angeles Games that held in 1984. Since then, The Olympic Games flourishing and create 
history in Barcelona 1992, Sydney 2000, Beijing 2008, and London 2012. But it suffers in Atlanta 1996, 
Athena 2004, and Rio 2016, where the financial burden was draining those countries more than ever. 
Besides the financial drain, many other reasons reduce the popularity of the Olympic Games and make 
the public opinions against hosting it, such as: Social impacts such as what happen Beijing 2008 where 

                                                
1 https://www.goldmansachs.com/insights/pages/infographics/e-sports/report.pdf 
2 https://www.esportsinsider.com/2017/03/associated-press-ended-esports-vs-esports-debate/ 
3 https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/e-sports 
4 https://www.strategyand.pwc.com/m1/en/press-releases/2020/gcc-gaming-market.html 
5 https://www.apnews.com/ca6640ffde80403ea17f339247192324/AP-Interview:-Paris-open-to-Esports-on-2024-Olympic-program 
6 https://Esportsinsider.com/2019/09/intel-world-open-olympics/ 
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1.5 million residents displaced against their will according to Reuters7. Usage of the new infrastructure 
after the events, for example, South Korea built ten new stadiums that hold 40,000 to 60,000 people. 
The average crowd size for professional soccer is approximately 3,000, leaving lots of room at games 
and only five stadiums still in use till now8. Problem association with international organizations. Where 
the host countries and cities will find it challenging to manage the high-profile scandals that recently 
tarnished the reputations of sporting bodies9. 
As a result of this, the tendency of less bidding cities for the Olympics compared to the past. These facts 
force the IOC to bid for 2024 and 2028 Olympic games together against the original bid process10. 
To increase the appetite for the Olympic Games again. The IOC is following some new practices. 
According to an editorial in the French newspaper "Le Monde": “To bring gender equality closer and to 
rejuvenate its program, the IOC has to introduced a mixed triathlon, a BMX freestyle event and a mixed 
team archery event, while replacing men's events with women's boxing, canoeing and shooting event”11. 
“Rejuvenate the program” of the Olympic Games is the key for the IOC to attract a new audience and 
gain the support to the Olympic movements. Sustainability, digitization  and technology are the new 
practices that attracts youth. In Tokyo 2020(21), entering climbing, karate, skateboarding, surfing, and 
baseball/softball is a way to reach a younger and broader audience10.  
In correlations with this new vision, it’s logical that the International Olympic Committee (IOC) will be 
interested in introducing Esports to the Olympic Games. However, there are still many obstacles.  
Esports is not recognized as a physical activity because of little consumption of energy and associable 
practice, which means that there is no recognition of Esports as a sport from the IOC. 
Even though Esports gain recognition such as Bowling and Chess, there are still many steps to do like 
having International Sports Federations that include enough members. Then enforce the Anti-Doping 
Code and oblige the Olympic Charter. If Esports meet all those requirements, they may gain IOC 
recognition. Still, they need to fill a petition establishing its criteria of eligibility for the IOC who will admit 
the activity into the Olympic program in one of three different ways: as a sport, as a discipline, which is 
a branch of a sport, or as an event, which is a competition within a discipline12. The process is extremely 
difficult. 
 
Moreover, the presence of violence and the terms used do not reflect the vision and values of Olympism. 
International Olympic Committee President Thomas Bach told AP: “We cannot have in the Olympic 
program a game which is promoting violence or discrimination,” he added “So-called killer games. They, 
from our point of view, are contradictory to the Olympic values and cannot therefore be accepted”13. 
 
As a result, the debate must start from a certain point: Is Esports a real sport? Some believe it is, while 
others argue that Esports is a sport in its own right. Florian Lefebvre’s said in his report “At the e-sports 
Summit on October 28, 2015, there was a very distinct agreement: the Esports development model 
shares strong similarities with the traditional sport development model”14. 
 
Governments finally start considering Esports to support the economy and to meet the needs of the 
youth. But they still refuse to recognize them as a sport. However, other organizations, such as the 
professional football clubs (Paris Saint Germain or FC Barcelona) are taking the initiative towards 
recognizing this practice as a sport by investing in Esports teams and competitions to take a part of the 
market share. 
Can Esports rescue the Olympic Gamers? To answers this question, the study will discuss the 
Hypothesis below:  
 
 
 

                                                
7 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-olympics-beijing-housing/beijing-to-evict-1-5-million-for-olympics-group-idUSPEK12263220070605 
8 https://thEsportsjournal.org/article/the-benefits-of-bidding-and-hosting-the-olympic-games-are-difficult-to-justify-due-to-the-overall-costs/ 
9 https://theconversation.com/five-reasons-why-your-city-wont-want-to-host-the-olympic-games-52289 
10 CIES Sport Events Managements lecture  
11 https://www.lemonde.fr/sport/article/2017/06/09/quinze-nouvelles-epreuves-introduites-pour-les-jo-de-tokyo-2020_5141642_3242.html 
12 https://www.britannica.com/story/how-are-sports-chosen-for-the-olympics 
13 https://apnews.com/3615bd17ebb8478ab534691080a9a32a/Bach:-No-Olympic-future-for-Esports-until-%27violence%27-removed 
13Compte-rendu Florian Lefebvre - EsportsSummit – Paris Games Week 2015 Article du journal Le Monde sur l’EsportsSummit. 
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Hypothesis #1: The democratization of Esports creates a new social cohesion.  
This enthusiasm for Esports identified a certain cohesion and attracted particular interest in society. It 
can be seen through the filling rate of stadiums and Arenas, while this practice is considered sociable 
practice; Esports has surpassed the simple fact of sociability. 
Hypothesis #2: Esports can promotes and modernizes the image of the Olympic Games. 
Esports are highly related to the young generations. And introducing it to the Olympic Games would 
rejuvenate the games. Above all, it will develop its openness and the ability to adapt to new generations 
and their practices. 
Hypothesis #3: The economic profitability of Esports allows a better development of the practice. 
Esports represents a monstrous economy for the years to come and the numbers are only increasing. 
This allows Esports to develop the practice and to have legitimacy in the society opinion and international 
bodies. 
 
 
Hypothesis #4: UAE set to become the world leader in this new ecosystem. 
UAE set to take more steps to enhance Esports in the country and that by investing millions in the 
industry15. According to the demographic, infrastructure and the discussion the IeSF is going to move it 
headquarter to Dubai soon16. UAE can be one of the global leaders of the Esports industry. 
 
The study will also present Esports in UAE from a legal and sociological viewpoint. It will highlight as 
well the potentials of the country to be one of the leaders in the global market. 
In the second part, the study will exhibit the methodology used to conduct the field survey. Qualitative 
interviews were conducted with nine professionals in the Esports community, highlighting their profile 
and profession in this domain. 
 
The third part will focus on analyzing and comparison of results and critical elements of the literature 
review. The evidence obtained would or would not confirm the theoretical assumptions. 
The study will outline the limitations of this work. Concluding with the possible opportunities for further 
exploration and finishing by making recommendations. 
 

                                                
15 https://www.arabianbusiness.com/banking-finance/431983-dubai-firm-to-invest-50m-in-middle-east-gaming-Esports-ecosystem 
16 https://www.arabianbusiness.com/sport/430659-international-Esports-federation-seeks-to-make-dubai-its-global-hq 
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1. Literature	review	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	

This section divides into three sub-sections. It starts with Esports as a definition, then highlighting its 
history, social status, and development till nowadays. The second part talks about the introduction to 
the Olympic Games. What are the advantages and disadvantages? Why there is such a debate in the 
world of Sports about these practices. Then it will end with Esports in UAE and how it can be a leader 
in this market worldwide. 
 

1.1. Presentation	of	Esports	
1.1.1.	Definition	of	Esports	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	
According to Granados Sylvain, Esports in definitions is: “A practice of putting people in competition with 
each other through a video game. It can be a confrontation between two individuals or teams”17. This 
definition is straightforward and comprehensive, but not showing the skills needed in this activity. 
Several definitions have been given, but no one is definitively valid for the public, scientists, and 
researchers. Esports is a new subject, so its meaning depends on how this activity is perceived. 
 
According to Besombes, Esports "Consists of organized and codified confrontations between players 
during national and international video games competitions."18. For Hamari and Sjöblom it is "a form of 
sport where the primary aspects of the sport are facilitated by electronic means. The contributions of the 
players and teams as well as the final performance are mediated by the interface between the human 
and the computer”19. And for Lefebvre and Chanavat, "A global cultural phenomenon that sees e-
athletes competing in video game competitions”20. 
These definitions present a better approach because of the usage of "codified confrontation" or 
"electronic means." These terms are essential in the aspects of this practice. And it will develop in 
another sub-section.  
 
Esports used to consider a meeting place for "geeks"21 who is inordinately dedicated to and involved 
with technology This term has become very common and used by most people who consume a video 
game. It is important to mention that " geeks" were used to stigmatizing people as "being cut off from 
real life and society exists"22. 
 
However, everyone claims to be a geek because mentalities have slightly changed and have even 
become a real social recognition. Today, Esports went from a subculture stigmatized by the media to 
events followed by millions of people around the world (Trémel and Fortin, 2009).23 
 
It is tough to give a precise definition for Esports, especially in the early days. Nevertheless, based on 
the previous descriptions and at the same time using specific terms communicated by the association 
France Esports24: "Esports refers to all the actions and techniques enabling a player or players to 
confront their level via an electronic medium, and essentially video games, during simple 
encounters or competitions, whatever the type of game or platform (computer, console or 
tablet)". 
The French association of  Esports shows that Esports has three criteria that stand out: the confrontation 
(in the sense of "opposition", nuanced in relation to "competition" understood as "competitive event"), 
the players (whether alone or in teams), and the electronic medium (sometimes identified as "digital" 
and mainly "video game") 
                                                
17 Introduction to e-sport : The Next Big Thing, Granados Sylvain, 2016. 
18 « Du streaming au mainstreaming : mécanismes de médiatisation du sport électronique », Nicolas Besombes, Mai 2015. 
19 « Qu'est-ce que Esports et pourquoi les gens le regardent-ils ? » Hamari, J., & Sjöblom, M. 2017. 
20 « L'e-sport au service du football professionnel : quelle(s) réalités ? » by Florian Lefebvre under the leadership of Nicolas Chanavat and Mathieu Djaballah. 
21 https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/geek 
22 https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/geek 
23 https://www.cairn.info/l-enfant-connecte--9782749240343-page-153.htm# 
24 https://france-Esports.org/site/definition-et-orthographe/ 
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1.1.2. Historical	background	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

 
The first Esports tournament is quite old, dating back to the 1970s. It all started with a simple digital 
gravity simulator 25at MIT26, and from this computer tool, the first video game in history was born, and it 
would be called SpaceWar27  When they learned that they were going to receive a PDP-1 computer 28, 
Stephen Russell and Martin Graetz, two teacher-researchers, imagined a shooting game to show all the 
skills and power of their machine. To do this, they transform their device into a real video game. 
The game was simple, to survive the gravity of a star in the center of the screen. Russell, the main 
programmer, decided to make this software one of the first open-source programs 29. There was only 
one player who should avoid a gravity that was getting stronger in the original version. 
 

1.1.2.1.	The	birth	of	Esports	(1972-1990)	 	
  

The first Esports tournament in history held on October 
19, 1972, at Stanford University. During this period, the 
phenomenon began to appear in various popular 
newspapers and magazines. A television program 
broadcasted about events: the participants were trying 
to beat the high scores of an arcade game known as 
Starcade.  
In 1980, the most popular event was about a game 
called "Space Invaders." Atari organized this event with 
more than 10,000 participants across the country. The 
games did not have a multiplayer nor online mode. 
Despite this, the aspect of video gaming start attracting 
a lot of people30. 

 
 
1.1.2.2.	The	arrival	of	broadband	(1990-2000)	
 

here is a strong link between Esports and the evolution of the internet. Many games will benefit from the 
arrival of a high-speed connection. A new type of video game will be published that can be played by 
millions of players worldwide, such as Counter-Strike and Warcraft III. 
Therefore, great Esports tournaments were beginning to be born, such as the Cyber athlete Professional 
League (CPL). A pioneering organization in professional video game tournaments. 
 Esports evolve rapidly, more professional the players participate, and more sponsors come to invest. 
The cash prizes, or prize-pools, which are the rewards to win during tournaments, started to become 
more attractive. This lead to the creation of the first professional teams who win up to 50 000€. Microsoft 
sponsored the Red Anhilation tournament, which has a Ferrari 328 as a cash prize, and Dennis Fong 
win it. Then the appearance of the Electronic Sports League (ESL) in Europe, created in 2008. Today, 
it has more than 4.5 million players in different games: Warcraft, FIFA, Counter-Strike ...etc. 

 
1.1.2.3.	Esports's	momentum	(2000	and	beyond)	
 

The term "Esports” appears in the English-speaking world and spread rapidly from the United States to 
Europe with the increase of Internet users and video games competitors between 2000 and 2001.  

                                                
25 https://bequipe.com/blogs/infos/first-Esports-tournament 
26 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
27 SPACEWAR: Fanatical life and symbolic death among computer fags, Rolling Stone, December 7, 1972. 
28 https://history-computer.com/ModernComputer/Electronic/PDP-1.html 
29 https://www.1min30.com/dictionnaire-du-web/open-source-logiciel 
30 https://esportsforgamers.weebly.com/history-of-esports.html 
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South Korea was the first nation to recognize Esports and this with the creation of the Korean Esports 
Players Association (KeSPA), responsible for organizing Esports under the Ministry of Culture, Sports 
and Tourism. Esports is very popular in Korea. Chloé Paberz explains31: "During the economic crisis, 
video game competitions represented a low-cost entertainment, with guaranteed success by the 
massive and persistent rage for StarCraft." Today, Esports is the second most popular sport in South 
Korea, after baseball 
In 2002 the Major League Gaming (MLG) was founded, where it became a league for professionals in 
video games. The league is organizing events in the largest cities in the United States and Canada32, 
and broadcasting the tournaments on several television channels, including ESPN33.  
In 2003, the Ligarena,a French company previously hosted smaller LAN events in France under the 
name of LAN Arend34, decided to organize an event on a larger scale and set up the first Electronic 
Sport World Cup (ESWC) in France35. In the same year, it brought nearly 358 participants from 37 
countries with a cash prize of $150,000 US Dollars on games like Counter-Strike, Warcraft III, and Quake 
3. 
In 2006, Intel sponsored multiple tournaments in Europe. Giant tech company saw room for expansion 
outside of Europe, especially in North America. Therefore, it provided funds for a worldwide tournament 
organized by ESL, an Esports organizer and production company that produces video game 
competitions worldwide Based in Germany36, billing it as the Intel Extreme Masters (IEMs). Today, Intel 
Extreme Masters is the longest-running global pro gaming tour in the world. The competition features 
Counter-Strike: Global Offensive, StarCraftII and League of Legends tournaments across multiple 
continents37.  
 
In 2013, the US government officially recognizes League of Legends players as professional athletes 
with visas to come and play in the country in addition to the recognition of the League Championship 
Series as a sport.38 
The appearance of Twitch changed the Landscape of Esports tournaments and competitions. The 
platform found. In 2007 by Justin Kan and Emmett Shear (currently the CEO of Twitch), and they called 
it Justin.tv. Though the site had many categories for content, the gaming division grew abnormally fast. 
In 2011, the gaming part of the website called Twitch.tv. Since then, it has dominated the Esports live 
broadcasting business. 
In February 2014, a stream called "Twitch Plays Pokémon" went viral. Gamers from around the world 
logged on appendage Pokémon Red using commands together. The channel was viewed more than 
6.5 million times, with an average of 60-70k concurrent viewers. 
On August 25, 2014 Twitch was acquired by Amazon for $970 million since the company negotiated its 
takeover by YouTube earlier in the same year. Nowadays, Twitch is the world's leading streaming 
platform, offering a simple and inexpensive way to deliver live streams to millions of viewers.39 
 
The gaming industry was always there in UAE, but there was no presence for the organized Esports as 
it was in Europe, the USA, and East Asia. The first official step to arrange Esports in UAE was in 2015 
when the Ministry of Youth and Sports (replace by the General Authority of Sports in 2017) issue the 
resolution of the foundation of UAE Esports associations. Sheikh Shakhbut bin Khalifah bin Sultan Al 
Nahyan appointed as the Chairman of the Board of directors. 
Since that time, UAE Esports associations have started contacting all active members of gaming and 
Esports community to organize the UAE's Esports industry. According to its Secretary-General, 
Counselor Saeed Ali Taher, The UAE Esports associations are working on legalizing Esports in the 
country and create plans to flourish the industry, especially after COVID 19, where Esports prove its 
importance to the local economy40. 

                                                
31 « Le jeu vidéo comme sport en Corée du Sud ? » Chloé Paberz, Hermès, La Revue 2012 n° 62, p. 48-51. 
32 https://money.cnn.com/2008/08/05/technology/mlg.fortune/index.htm?postversion=2008082113 
33 https://www.espn.com/esports/ 
34 https://liquipedia.net/fifa/ESWC 
35 https://www.eswc.com/page/about-eswc 
36 https://about.eslgaming.com/about-us/ 
37 https://www.intelextrememasters.com/about/ 
38 https://www.forbes.com/sites/insertcoin/2013/07/14/the-u-s-now-recognizes-esports-players-as-professional-athletes/#4b76ed33ac9e 
39 https://www.streamscheme.com/twitch-a-brief-overview-and-history/#:~:text=Twitch%20History,of%20the%20site%20Twitch.tv. 
40 Special Interview with Counselor Saeed Ali Taher, its Secretary-General of UAE Esports associations  
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Esports expanded rapidly with the following competitive, 2004: Word of Warcraft, 2009: League Of 
Legends, 2010: StarCraft II, 2011: Dota 2, 2012: CS GO. 
Publishers are fully aware of the impact of Esports on the gaming industry. It was the beginning of the 
competitions' differentiation. To position themselves as the reference for Esports, they start increasing 
the cash prizes as shown in graphics below41. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Graph represents the evolution of endowments between 2010 and 2017, distributed each year in Esports in millions of US dollars 
 

The history of the Esports is only half a century old. It came a long way and continues to grow in response 
to the expansions of the video games market. According to SuperData: "Esports revenues expect to 
reach $2.3 billion by 2021"42 .Taking into consideration the way fans and supporters have gathered in 
crowded stadiums to watch their favorite teams compete for the championship. Esports, in such a short 
period, managed to achieve the same success in terms of participation and spectator numbers as 
traditional sports did. 
 

1.1.3. Complex	and	incomplete	ecosystem	
 

In Esports, games are subject to continuous evolution, whether with regular updates or to add new rules. 
According to Sylvain Granados: "It is impossible to draw up a precise and exhaustive list of the games 
that are part of the world of Esports. It is still an unstable world."43. 
  
Several games can carry the status of Esports game as long as it holds the framework of a competitive 
stage and having a tournament set up around it even locally. But not all games can be considered 
interesting enough to attract many spectators to motivates the organization of essential tournaments 
with huge prizes. 
 
 Therefore, the Esports landscape is a result of the game's ability to attract players and spectators; it all 
depends on the audience. If it is large enough during the broadcasts, then we can consider the game a 

                                                
41 https://www.statista.com/chart/13922/annual-Esports-prize-money/ 
42 https://esportsinsider.com/2017/12/superdata-report-suggests-esports-revenue-reach-2-3-billion-2022/ 
43 Introduction to e-sport : The Next Big Thing, Granados, Sylvain, 2016, 354-355, Kindle Edition 
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successful one. "Indeed, the more popular the game is, the more it will interest sponsors and investors, 
and the more major tournaments will be created" Say Sylvian Granados in his book44. 
Therefore, most of the dominant competitive games such as League of Legends (LoL) and Fortnite have 
a new economic model: the “free-to-play”45. Games in this category can be downloaded from any 
connection point. Moreover, players can start playing immediately without anything than a computer. 
This simplicity is the main reason for their success in recent years. 
 
However, the Esports scene is in constant motion. The appearance of new games can lead to the decline 
or even the disappearance of others. Typically, a game can decline in popularity due to the intense 
competition. Making a list of the Esports games is a difficult task. 

1.1.3.1.	Classification	and	dominant	games	
 
There are many categories for the dominate: 
46 

 
- The Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA):  The majority of Esports games belong to this 
category. It depends on a clash in multiplayer battle arenas where two teams of 5 players compete 
against each other and must destroy the base of the opposing side. Each player has a unique 
character and has to take the opponent's base. "League of Legends" and "DotA 2" are the leading 
games in this category 
 
47 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- Real Time Strategy (RTS): Usually, it's one to one competition; players manage units, structures, and 
the military to destroy the opponent. The player must also develop and collect resources to create armies 
so that they can attack the opponent. "Starcraft II" is the best example. Unfortunately, this kind of game 
moves away from Esports because there is a lack of multiplayer mode. 

                                                
44 Introduction to e-sport : The Next Big Thing, Granados, Sylvain, 2016, 354-355, Kindle Edition 
45 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LGalkJPS3IA, free game either in part or in full. 
46 https://discoveresports.com/what-are-the-game-types/ 
47 https://www.mac4ever.com/actu/117688_metal-debarque-dans-starcraft-2-heroes-of-the-storm-et-ca-envoie-du-steak-benchs	

League of Legends	 Defense of the Anciens 2	Exemple de carte de League of 
Legends	

Starcraft	III	
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4849 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-  
 
 
 

 
First Person Shooter (FPS): Each person plays a character who can shoot with a weapon. The 
objective is often to hit the target (put a bomb, plant a flag etc.) which in most cases involves 
eliminating the opposing players. There are many FPS, but the main competitive games are "Counter 
Strike: Global Offensive", "Call of Duty", "Battlefield", "Overwatch" and the new "Valorant". 
 

50     51 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-  
 
 
 
 

 
 
Third Person Shooter (TPS): The objective of this game is to be "last man standing," i.e., a death 
matches this mode called "Battle Royal" in which there is no "respawn" and a resurrection of 
characters as in MOBA. This kind of play started with Player Unknown's Battle Grounds (PUBG). But 
its copy "Fortnite" has widely spread this new mode of play.  
 
52 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
48 http://csgopedia.com/how-to-see-fps-in-cs-go/ 
49 https://media.contentapi.ea.com/content/legacy/battlefield-portal/fr_FR/games/battlefield-
4/_jcr_content/par/section_3/columns/column/content/editorial/image/large.img.jpg 
50 http://www.mweb.co.za/games/view/tabid/4210/Article/31201/PUBG-getting-Killcam-and-custom-replay-settings-this-week.aspx 
51 http://www.frandroid.com/android/applications/jeux-android-applications/492800_fortnite-battle-royale-le-jeu-arrive-sur-android-et-ios-dans-sa-version-complete 
52 https://streetfighter.com/?lang=fr 

Battlefield	 Counter Strike Global Offensive	

Fortnite	 Player Unknown’s Battle Grounds	

Street Fighter	
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- Fighting games: which mainly put two players against each other in a head-to-head fight. Street 
Fighter is the main game in this category and the fighting community is quite developed especially In 
Japan 53 
5455 

 
- Sports simulation games: the most popular games is "FIFA", recently with the FIFA Ultimate Team 
Champions mode. A ranking is carried out during a weekend, out of 40 matches played over an entire 
weekend, and a ranking is made at the end of the event. Rewards depend on their final ranking. Still 
there is other game related to the American sports such as “Madden NFL series “and “NBA 2k series”.   
56 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- Card games: Card games, such as Hearthstone, are experiencing real growth. This type combines 
form chance and reflection. Some professional gamblers play this type of game to encourage and 
develop their thinking skills57. 
 

1.1.3.2.	The	competition	scene	and	it’s	actors	
 

This sub-section aims to provide an overview of all Esports scene actors to show that not so different 
from the traditional sports scene. There are players, managers, transfers between teams, sponsorship, 
several nationalities in one team or same nationalities in another, similar to traditional sports clubs. 
Moreover, an Esports club can be present in different games e.g. the European team "FNATIC" where 
it is present on Counter-Strike Global Offensive, League of Legends, Dota 2, FIFA, Rocket League."58 
Comparable to Paris Saint Germain (PSG) with football, handball, basketball, and Esports.  PSG in 
Esports present on FIFA and recently withdrawn from the League of Legends59. 
 

Game Developers/ 
Publishers 

Private companies who creator games. Without them, Esports would never 
exist. Their games become competitive if the multiplayer mode is included. 

                                                
53 https://www.goldmansachs.com/insights/pages/infographics/e-sports/report.pdf 
54 https://uae.souq.com/ae-en/nba-2k18-by-2k-games-for-xbox-one-24011793/i/ 
55 https://store.playstation.com/fr-fr/product/EP0006-CUSA07994_00-FIFAFOOTBALL2018 
56 https://www.gamecrate.com/hearthstone-best-ways-play-without-spending-money/17925 
57 https://esportsinsider.com/2020/02/2020-defining-year-card-game-esports/ 
58 https://www.fnatic.com/ 
59 https://www.lequipe.fr/Esports/Actualites/Esports-league-of-legends-l-echec-du-psg/817371 

FIFA 20	 Rocket League	 NBA 2K20	

Hearthstone	
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Publishers must have regular monitoring and updates to keep their games 
interesting. Moreover, they need fast and reliable servers to bring the 
maximum number of players from around the world to play in the right 
conditions without saturation problems and lags60. 

Professional/ Pro-
Gamer players 

Being a professional Esports player is not so simple similar to traditional sport. 
It requires training on the mechanical aspect, performing 400 actions per 
minute on a keyboard, mental aspect, reflex, and anticipation of opponents. 
Moreover, pro-gamers must be a model in their behavior because they reflect 
the image of the game. Publishers and sponsors do not hesitate to sanction 
any players. A Pro-gamer's lifespan is very short, so most gamers think about 
a conversion (caster, coach, analysis team, or staff of publishers). 

The 
Coaches/Managers 

Similar to traditional sport, Esports need coaches to keep competitiveness 
between different teams at the highest level. Most of the coaches are former 
players. Today, their role becomes much more critical. Their primary missions 
are analysis of the games, set up strategies, and prepare training sessions.  
They also follow-up their team and opponents, advising, and players. 

Broadcasters and 
Casters61 

Broadcasting is a booming market with the creation of many Esports Leagues. 
Knowledge of the Esports environment is a profession with an essential follow-
up of the casters. Thus, some companies have made a specialty of 
broadcasting matches. Even television channels have positioned themselves 
at this market, such as ESPN Esports and BeIN Esports.  
In some cases, broadcasters have Esports teams, such as "Millenium" or 
"O'gaming." Typically, Commenting requires advanced knowledge in the 
Esports about teams, players, technical terms, evolutions, and changes, etc.). 
Commenting creates the enthusiasm of the spectator; some casters perform 
better than others. 

Tournament 
organizer 

Championships and tournaments are mainly organized by the game 
publishers or external companies, except in LoL (League of Legends), where 
developers want to keep control of their competitions. Some companies take 
advantage of the development of Esports to specialize only in organizing 
events. 

Public Structure of 
Esports 

Rules and regulations are essential to promote Esports and facilitate the 
contractual work between clubs, players, and sponsors. In South Korea, 
governmental structure and laws help monitor and develop Esports, making it 
a global pioneer and a leader market worldwide. 

Streamer62 

Streaming is the possibility to retransmit a video stream live on the internet. 
Streaming in Esports is a player who "films" himself playing 
According to Sylvain Granados: "Esports has accentuated the phenomenon 
of streaming, which is this possibility to retransmit a video stream live and, 
on the internet”63. 
Through streaming, amateurs and beginners can see a professional player 
practicing at home. Therefore, streaming and Esports are integral to the 
promotion of the practice. Following a pro-gamer is interesting for all players 
and aspires to reach professionalism. 

Cosplay64 

" Cosplay " is a combined word made up of "costume" and "playing" means 
"practicing in disguise." 
Cosplay is playing the role of characters from video games, manga, anime, 
books, singers, and actors... This practice aims to resemble the character as 
much as possible, both in appearance (clothes, hairstyle, accessories) and 
in attitude (expressions, poses). 

                                                
60 Untimely slowdowns due to the distance between players and computer servers, source Introduction to e-sport: The Next Big Thing, Granados, Sylvain, 2016, 2413-
2415, Kindle Edition. 
61 Comment on video game competitions	
62 Introduction to e-sport: The Next Big Thing, Granados, Sylvain, 2016, 1730-1731, Kindle Edition. 
63 Introduction to e-sport: The Next Big Thing, Granados, Sylvain, 2016, 1730-1731, Kindle Edition. 
64 http://tales-of-symphonia-by-lina.wifeo.com/quest-ce-que-le-cosplay-.php 
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1.1.4. Sociological	aspect	of	Esport	 	
       
Esports had a bad reputation for causing "isolation from society or social autism ... or for its violence 
according to Dominique Wolton. "For a long time, themes of video game addiction has been used in the 
general media and in parts of the scientific discourse, thus preventing us from grasping all the complexity 
of this protean sociological object"65 says Nicolas Besombess in his article “Body and motor skills in the 
practice of video games”.  But today "virtual sports are now as close to reality as possible" according to 
Dennis Hemphill cybersports 66. 
In Korean society, "attitudes towards video games are not consistently positive ... parents are concerned 
that their children spend their time in front of a screen instead of engaging in a healthy activity - a real 
sport”67. Nowadays, several studies and research agree that Esports involves a different kind of effort. 
So, we can only associate ourselves with them but also with the idea that "Sports is a sport in its own 
right"68. Hence the question is: what is the difference between Esports and traditional sport? 
The term "sport" has been used in various fields such as communication or fashion with the sports style. 
However, Sociology define as “a set of similar practices organized according to an identical model, but 
of diversified social practices that present themselves as more personal definitions”69.  
 
In the beginning, there were the traditional and leisure games that everyone practices. With the industrial 
revolution and the rise of a democratic regime, new rules and regulations start coming into those games. 
The Influence of time and place in what so-called "standardized space"70, made up of two different 
families: outdoor and indoor games. The crossing of "Motor relevance," complete the transition from 
games into sports. All this process transformations have the terminology: “sportivisation”71. Today, 
Esports is in the same situation, with an environment of technological revolution, and with a 
rationalization of video games (mastery of rules, time and space), a sportivisation can be applied to 
Esports.    
 
The French dictionary Larousse defines sports as "all physical exercises in the form of individual or 
collective games, generally giving rise to a competition, practiced by observing certain precise rules"72In 
this first definition, there is a characterization of sport as a game. People usually say: “we are going to 
play football or basketball." Therefore, the French book “Jeu et Enjeux Culturels du sport” says: "playing 
seems to be an activity that gives pleasure that comes essentially from the action itself not from what 
has been achieved"73. Furthermore, the Cambridge Dictionary defines sport as "all types of physical 
activity that people do to keep healthy or for enjoyment"74. This definition shows that play is the set of 
physical and intellectual activities that provide pleasure, which is the case for Esports when the game is 
played individually or collectively without any specific goal. As Carl Diem also points out, play is "a 
purposeless activity, carried out for its own sake, as opposed to work”75. 
It should be noted that "a game can only become a sport when the degree of spectacle is large enough 
to keep a crowd on the edge of its seats"76. Indeed, based solely on this reflection, there is no doubt that 
Esport is a Sport, we can deduce it by its ability to fill arenas or football stadiums. However, this 
entertainment cannot be a major factor but rather one of the factors in defining sport. So, there's a very 
strong link between Esports and sport. 
The European Sports Charter defines as " all forms of physical activity that, through casual or organized 
participation, aim to express or improve physical fitness and mental well-being, forming social 
relationships or obtaining results in competition at all levels"77. Once again, the notion of "physical 

                                                
65 « Corps et motricité dans la pratique du jeu vidéo », Nicolas Besombes et al., Corps 2016/1 N° 14 p. 49-57. 
66 https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00948705.2005.9714682 
67 « Le jeu vidéo comme sport en Corée du Sud ? », Chloé Paberz, Hermès, la Revue 2012/1 N°62 p.49. 
68 http://www.gameher.fr/esport/sport-et-esport 
69 « Socio-histoire de l'éducation physique et sportive », Christelle Marsault, PUF 2009, p.48 
70 Jeu et enjeux culturels du sport, François Bosman, Pierre Lambien, Arnaud Waquet, Atlantica, 2011, p.161. 
71 Jeu et enjeux culturels du sport, François Bosman, Pierre Lambien, Arnaud Waquet, Atlantica, 2011, p.161. 
72 https://www.larousse.fr/dictionnaires/francais/sport/74327 
73 Jeu et enjeux culturels du sport , François Bosman, Pierre Lambien, Arnaud Waquet, Atlantica, 2011, p.161. 
74 https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/sport 
75 Wesen und Lehre des sports, Diem Carl, Berlin/Franckfort, Weidmannsche Verlags-Buchhandlung 1949, p.10. 
76 Jeu et enjeux culturels du sport, François Bosman, Pierre Lambien, Arnaud Waquet, Atlantica, 2011, p.149. 
77 https://rm.coe.int/16804c9dbb#:~:text=For%20the%20purpose%20of%20this,b. 
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activity" has related to the definition of sports. But it also includes mental effort as well. Vigne and Dorvillé 
point out that sport "integrates the measurement of physical as well as intellectual performance"78 
(Guttmann).  
Fundamental motor skills79 is a central notion in sports. It indicates to essential activities such as the 
run, leap, catch, and overhand throw. The motor skills will help improving more complicated sport and 
movement skills common to the community. Without fundamental motor skill competence, students are 
less likely to learn the related sport and mobility skills. 
Intensity and physical effort are not the same in all sports, this is called "motor relevance" (Parlebas).  
For example, swimming and marathoning involve substantial physical effort and motor skills. In contrast, 
activities such as archery and chess have a low intensity, but the mental stress and attention are high.  
Esports practices are in front of a screen, in a closed place with little physical effort opposite traditional 
sports, which is an outdoor activity with high physical exertion. By the semantic shift effect80: "the 
qualities attributed to the practices were gradually applied to the practitioners". Therefore, consider that 
some practices will be "active and in full possession of their physical means, while others will be inactive, 
and machine-subordinated" (Peter, 2007). Here, the body emerges in the imaginations negatively linked 
to video games. This reflection began "during the industrial revolution, then technological, which 
replaced the place of the body for the benefit of the machine" (Roustan, 2004). 
The player immerses in a virtual world through various connection tools. Visual through the screen, 
auditory through headphones, tactile through peripherals (keyboard and mouse).Therefore, this creates 
incentives to involve the whole body and "brings into playing process all complexity of its biological, 
psychological and social dimensions that stimulated the whole level of its attention, perceptions, 
emotions, and sensations"81. 
The player has involved in the game thanks to the various "sensor-affective-motor elements of his 
environment”82. In this way, the player identifies with the virtual character he is playing with, which we 
call "The incorporation of object dynamics" (Jean-Pierre Warnier, 1999). This feeling of being in motion 
without expending energy: the simulation of a physical activity. 
 
83 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An excellent example of that is motorsport. The driver is in a seated position, the minimal physical effort: 
shifting gears, accelerating, and braking. Here "the incorporation of object dynamics" is valid because, 
through the steering wheel, the driver steers his car or Motorcycle—high similarity with the pro-gamer 
and his "avatar." The only difference is the environment in which drivers compete. They feel the high 
speed, the braking, and the impacts of his car. But what they have in common is this the ability to 
concentrate and put all physical and mental effort into attention and reflexes. In the same way, 
motorsport and Esports use the same processes as the diagram above. And in both practices, physical 
training is essential to improve mental effort and develop reflexes and concentration. 
                                                
78 Jeu et enjeux culturels du sport, François Bosman, Pierre Lambien, Arnaud Waquet, Atlantica, 2011, p.149. 
79https://www.education.vic.gov.au/Documents/school/teachers/teachingresources/social/physed/fmsteacher.pdf 
80 « Competitive video games through the prism of sports games: electronic sports», Nicolas Besombes, Game Science, 2016, p.5 
81 « Competitive video games through the prism of sports games: electronic sports», Nicolas Besombes, Game Science, 2016, p.6 
82 « Competitive video games through the prism of sports games: electronic sports», Nicolas Besombes, Game Science, 2016, p.7 
83 https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Le-corps-comme-support-de-la-pratique-videoludique_fig1_297673138 

Diagram	explaining	the	body	as	a	support	for	videogame	practice.	
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For example, League of Legends star Bora Kim "YallowStar," use the keyboard and mouse during his 
training in a way that reaches more than 300 to 400 actions per minute (APM) and this during 40 minutes 
to 60 minutes (the average duration of a professional player's game). He said to the French newspaper 
Le Monde: "In Germany, we train on games every day from 2 to 8 p.m, which causes some people 
tendinitis, carpal tunnel problems and back problems from sitting down for a long time”84. Like any sports, 
hard training and injuries are necessary to perform in the professional world. On the other hand, Jim 
Parry considers «electronic sports are not sports because they are partially 'human'; they lack direct 
physicality; fail to use absolute whole-body control and skills." He added that "Competitive computer 
games cannot be considered sports, regardless of the 'similarities' that may be claimed. Computer 
games are just games”85.  
 
In the legal framework, the Physical Training and Recreation Act 1937 in the United Kingdom is " An Act 
to provide for the development of facilities for, and the encouragement of, physical training and 
recreation, and to facilitate the establishment of centers for social activities."86. In France, the definition 
of the Sports Code Article L. 100-1, "Physical and sporting activities are an important element of 
education, culture, integration and social life. They contribute against school failure, reducing social and 
cultural inequalities, and improving health. The promotion and development of physical and sporting 
activities for all, in particular for people with disabilities, is a general interest"87.The definitions of sports 
and its conceptions and visions differ between countries. Therefore, it can be understood the difficulty 
of defining Esports as sports since the Sports itself does not have an accurate description. However, 
there are many similarities in terms of assimilation, socialization, and big and mega Esports events. 
 
It can be easily seen that Esports unifying people and creates a real cohesion with its community. It has 
a “sporting aspect"88, especially in tournaments where each team has its jersey with their names, just 
like professional football teams. Fans are watching Esports by the millions virtually around the world. 
This concept is interesting because the games are virtual. Esports bring and unite their community in 
the same place, similar to traditional sport or culture. The Grandmorin Game89 show that specific very 
particular structural characteristics of the rules of the game favor "Sportification" (Georges de 
Grandmorin, 1937). He explains that many games will never become sports because their internal 
structures of playing do not allow the evolution to become a public show. Moreover, Video games start 
playing an essential role in a family's life. "Initially, games considered as causes of distancing. Today, 
they' used as a factor of rapprochement. Young parents, who also play video games, are having fun 
playing with their children"90. Video games are a dominant socializing factor. Esports can bring Pro-
gamers closer to their communities. Players or Streamers, apart from the basic exchanges on social 
networks, share parts of live video games and create discussions with their fans who often ask them 
about their playing techniques, current topic or even their private lives. "The stars often have their 
community of fans and followers with whom they interact very directly, sometimes daily"91. 
In summary, define Esports as sports is challenging because it's a subject that is in the process of 
change. Moreover, the absence of a unified definition of Sports does not facilitate the mission with no 
conclusive study whether Esports is a sport or not and the absence of official recognition from the 
governments and the IOC.  Esports need to treated as a sport within its term. It's the generational sports 
that embrace technology and accommodate societal and cultural changes. And with the acceptance by 
society, Esports may start a new evolution of sports. 

                                                
84 https://www.lemonde.fr/sport/article/2014/05/08/bora-kim-pur-player_4413643_3242.html 
85 « E-sports are Not Sports », Jim Parry, 2018, Journal Sport, Ethics and Philosophy 
86 https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/Edw8and1Geo6/1/46/contents 
87  http://www.sports.gouv.fr/pratiques-sportives/sante-bien-etre/Donnees-scientifiques/ 
88 Introduction to e-sport: The Next Big Thing, Granados, Sylvain, 2016, 928-932, Kindle Edition. 
89 « Jeu et enjeux culturels du sport », François Bosman, Pierre Lambien, Arnaud Waquet, Atlantica, 2011, p.162. 
90 Introduction to e-sport: The Next Big Thing, Granados, Sylvain, 2016, 950-954, Kindle Edition. 
91 Introduction to e-sport: The Next Big Thing, Granados, Sylvain, 2016, 1003-1008, Kindle Edition 
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Diagram	explaining	the	organisation	of	an	Esports	season	

Diagram	explaining	the	regulations	in	the	Esports	environment	
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So as mentioned at the beginning of this subpart, it is still very difficult to define a subject that is in the 
process of change. The definitions of Sport also do not facilitate the research exercise with the absence 
of a clear and precise definition. The Esports is in the process of recognition and acceptance by society. 
Currently, studies contradict each other sport and not sport, so we need to treat the subject differently, 
i.e. not treat Esport as a sport but rather as a sport in its own right. It's a generational sport that keeps 
pace with technological, societal and cultural changes, and it will probably come to dominate. But it is 
impossible to deny the evidence of a similarity and resemblance to sport. It may even be the beginning 
of a new phase in the evolution of sport. 
 

1.1.5. The	Esports	market	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	

There are several estimations of Esports revenues. According to SuperData reached $1.5 billion US 
dollars (Annex 1) in 2018, exceeding the expected estimates. And it will increase by 26% by 202094. 

                                                
92 https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Lorganisation-competitive-du-sport-electronique_fig2_297673138?_sg=OcqcmcnCc6ZF3O3g4dGELfXMjlAwglPUwpMB_Ybhv-
fOd7hsWf91FA2Z-lb4XVRRiGFwbklhV3uToYEWE6O_0A 
93 https://www.researchgate.net/figure/La-double-reglementation-e-
sportive_fig4_297673138?_sg=KAGJ9UyU3qYoK35LPEV2dCGmS_UaPAMJz4WEeKvZYJYcBXnMnHPkX-syE6ESQb7TXgsdatLcVB0GpgvhMMxXMw 
94 https://www.superdataresearch.com/market-data/esports-market-report/ 
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Goldman Sachs's reports estimate the market will grow 35% from 655 million dollars in 2017 to reach 
2,963 million as it shown in the graphic 1 95. 
 
 

 
 
 
According to the same report, Esports will have 14% 5-year audience growth CAGR (Compound Annual 
Growth Rate)96 to reach 276 Million by 2022 as it shown in the graph 297. 
 
There are several factors to support this audience growth, including increase in the global gaming 
audience and the rising prize pools of Esports, which will continue to build interest among players and 
fans. The expectation that Esports prize pools will double in the next couple of years and will drive more 
players into competitions98. 
 
 

                                                
95 https://www.goldmansachs.com/insights/pages/infographics/e-sports/report.pdf 
96 https://www.vertex42.com/Calculators/cagr-calculator.html 
97 https://www.goldmansachs.com/insights/pages/infographics/e-sports/report.pdf 
98 https://www.goldmansachs.com/insights/pages/infographics/e-sports/report.pdf 
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Advertisers and investors are finally becoming aware of the investing in Esports. The main Esports 
revenue pool are Advertising, Sponsorship, Merchandise and tickets, Media rights and Game publisher 
fees. According to NewZoo, The Esports revenue mix in 2017 estimated by 38% from sponsorships, 
14% from media rights, and 9% from ticket revenue. By 2022, Esports revenue streams will look much 
different. Media rights will become the largest source of Esports revenue with massive audiences and 
associated ad revenue for established online video platforms such as Twitch, YouTube, Douyu, and 
Huya. They will be able to attract funds from media rights. In 2022, media rights estimated to reach 40% 
of the total Esports revenue. And it will keep growing as the Esports audience continues to grow, and 
more league infrastructure continues to improve as the graph below99. 

                                                
99 https://www.goldmansachs.com/insights/pages/infographics/e-sports/report.pdf 
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Video games companies such as Activision Blizzard, Riot Games, and Valve continue to support their 
main Esports franchise titles with player agreements and larger prize pools. Many giants tech brands 
such as HP, Asus, Intel, etc., are able to be part of the industry because of their product or even direct 
sponsorships.100 Today, many other brands (Annex 3) even sports leading ones start investing in the 
market for the first time. Advertisers such as The Kraft Group (owner of the New England Patriots) and 
Mercedes-Benz are among the most important.  
Having several other sports teams and brands making financial commitments reflecting the growing 
confidence in the Esports market. Coca-Cola, which already sponsors the competitions for more than 
five different video game publishers, and has announced its own competition: The eCopa Coca Cola 
which will qualify for the final phase of the official FIFA eWorld Cup101.  
Esports market is linked to video games market102 According to Newzoo study103, The global gaming 
market was estimated at $108.9 US billion dollars at the beginning of 2016. It increases by $7.1 billion 
US dollars to end up with $116.0 US billion dollars by 2017 and it will continue to grow to reach 143.5bn 
$ by the end of 2020. Mobile gaming is the most growth of all segments, from 40.9 billion dollars and 
29% of total revenue in 2016 to 72.3 Bn and 41% of total revenue in 2020. PC gaming market shows a 
similar change from $29.4 US to $32.3 US billion dollars. Game consoles will end the year slightly below 
expectations at $33.3 US billion dollars while the annual growth is 3.7%. The adjustment was driven by 
the new 2017 revenue figures for China and Japan. The Chinese gaming market expect to end the year 
at $32.5 US billion dollars and Japan at $14.0 US billion dollars (Annex 4). 

                                                
100 https://fr.slideshare.net/Digitas_fr/esport-quelles-opportunits-pour-les-marques-79455940 - Conference: Esport: What opportunities for brands? NEOMA BS Campus,13 
March 2018 
101 https://esportsinsider.com/2018/02/ecopa-coca-cola-esports/ 
102 New Gaming Boom: Newzoo Ups Its 2017 Global Games Market Estimate to $116.0Bn Growing to $143.5Bn in 2020 
103 https://newzoo.com/insights/articles/new-gaming-boom-newzoo-ups-its-2017-global-games-market-estimate-to-116-0bn-growing-to-143-5bn-in-2020/ 
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Graph showing an estimate of the global gaming market from 2016 to 2020 (In billions of US dollars).104 

 

Esports entering a new phase towards maturity. The year 2020 will be crucial in terms of attracting multi-
billion-dollar companies. The decisive factors are the success of the local leagues and the franchising 
approach, the implementation of regulations, the arrival of new game formats and competition, the 
adoption of copyrights, the profitability of the teams, and the impact of traditional media. According to 
NewZoo, Esports' growth could accelerate to $2.4 US billion dollars in 2020 in an optimistic scenario. 
This is almost $1 US billion dollars more than the base scenario of $1.5 US billion dollars. 
 

Graph showing an estimate of all Esport segments at new highs from 2017 to 2020 (In billions of US dollars).105 

                                                
104 https://newzoo.com/insights/articles/new-gaming-boom-newzoo-ups-its-2017-global-games-market-estimate-to-116-0bn-growing-to-143-5bn-in-2020/ 
105 https://newzoo.com/insights/articles/new-gaming-boom-newzoo-ups-its-2017-global-games-market-estimate-to-116-0bn-growing-to-143-5bn-in-2020/ 
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Television broadcasting rights are the primary revenue stream for traditional sports. Today, young 
viewers abandon television in favor of other screens. According to Nielsen106, more than 80% of Esports 
fans watch online where. For this user base, online media platforms like Twitch and YouTube in the 
West and Douyu and Huya are the leading distributors of Esports content. These platforms obtain 
reliable and uninterrupted user engagement through chat features. 
Twitch and YouTube continue their battle for the domination of distributing Esports and gaming content. 
With over 600 million107, views in 2017 views in 2017.  In the coming years, Esports content (mainly live) 
will continue to grow in value due to the audience reach and engagement, which will create opportunities 
for advertisers to target the young demographic. As a result, media rights paid by online video platforms 
to video game IP owners will also grow in value as formalized leagues are created. We estimate that 
media rights, which are 14% of Esports revenue today, will reach 40% of total by 2022, similar to the 
current average of 37% for major western sports leagues today. owners will also grow in value as 
formalized leagues are created. We estimate that media rights, which are 14% of eSports revenue today, 
will reach 40% of total by 2022, similar to the current average of 37% for major western sports leagues 
today.108 
 YouTube (YouTube Gaming), Facebook (Facebook Live), Twitter (Periscope), Microsoft (Mixer), and 
Amazon (Twitch) seek to dominate the Esport streaming market through their respective platforms. So 
far, Amazon, through Twitch, taking the first place. According to the Twitch Revenue and Usage 
Statistics 109 study, the average concurrent viewers were up to 1.4 million in 2020. The platform has 
increased the number of streamers every second from 15,000 to 25,000 in one quarter, 65% share 65% 
share of hours viewed (3.1 billion), and 72% hours (121.4 million) streamed. While YouTube is lagging. 
This growth was driven by new initiatives at Twitch, enabling smaller streamers. 

                                                
106 https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/article/2015/us-esports-fans-arent-just-pc-gamers/ 
107 https://www.blogdumoderateur.com/chiffres-streaming-jeux-video/ 
108 https://www.goldmansachs.com/insights/pages/infographics/e-sports/report.pdf 
109 https://www.businessofapps.com/data/twitch-statistics/ 
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Graph showing live streaming to thrive with 12% growth in December 2019 compared to December 2018 110 
 

to generate revenue through subscriptions, virtual tips, advertising and game sales. Hours viewed (3.1 
billion), and 72% hours (121.4 million) streamed. While YouTube is lagging behind. This growth was 
driven by new initiatives at Twitch, enabling smaller streamers to generate revenue through 
subscriptions, virtual tips, advertising and game sales. 
Twitch maintains a significant advantage over its competitors with more than 500,000 active streamers. 
YouTube Gaming is still gaining users, but less engaged than on Amazon's platform, and Facebook 
gaming is starting to gain ground towards the end of 2019. 

                                                
110 https://www.modding.fr/twitch-perd-des-parts-de-marche-contre-facebook-gaming/#prettyPhoto 
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For streamers, one of the most common ways to generate revenue is virtual tipping. Twitch already 
allowed its users to reward streamers with "Cheering," YouTube followed with "Super Chat," introduced 
in January 2017. According to Streamlabs111, virtual tips have been rising steadily since 2015, when 
they already represented $43.6 million. By 2016, they almost doubled to an estimated $80.2 million. 
This year, revenue expected to surpass the 100 million mark. Currently, $73.8 million has already 
accounted with an average of $24.6 million raised per quarter. 

 

Graph showing the evolution of streamer tips on Twitch between 2015 and 2017 112. 
 

The world of video games used to be marked by Fifa, Call Of Duty and especially League of Legends. 
However; Fortnite breaks a record, to the point of becoming a real phenomenon. For example, stars 
such as Drake or football players make references to the game in their celebrations or during interviews 
such as during the 2018 Football World Cup with the player Antoine Griezmann113.  
In less than a year, Fortnite has revolutionized the world of streaming and the world of video games as 
well. With Fortnite, the game format of battle royale become more attractive to amateur gamers who 
can compete against more talented players by even hiding out in the map, or being part of a team that 
can support them. Today, Epic is using Esports to attract the biggest possible audience. The company 
announced the Fortnite World Cup in 2019, a series of Esports tournaments with an unusual prize pool 
of $100mn with a main event of $30mn, and it won by a 16-year-old gamer Kyle “Bugha” Giersdorf. The 
total Esports prize pool in 2017 was $113mn. Epic made the World cup accessible to all types of players, 
not just pros. Hence, Fortnite is one of the reasons for inflection in audience growth that moves video 
games and Esports into the mainstream114 (Annex 5). 
It is important not to forget the effect of COV-19, which has created another dynamism in the 
consumption of video games. Esports have had good times in the COVID-19 Pandemic. However, 
competitive video gaming hasn’t shown an entire invulnerable to the coronavirus pandemic. With 
traditional sports on hold around the world, people are more turning to games to fill their hours of 
lockdown and isolation. The playing of video games is flourishing with the COVID-19 Pandemic. 
According to telecom giant Verizon, in the US alone, gaming usage has gone up to 75% percent during 

                                                
111 https://www.blogdumoderateur.com/chiffres-streaming-jeux-video/ 
112 https://www.blogdumoderateur.com/chiffres-streaming-jeux-video/ 
113 http://www.leparisien.fr/sports/football/coupe-du-monde/coupe-du-monde-2018-on-vous-explique-la-celebration-fortnite-de-griezmann-16-06-2018-7775670.php 
114 https://www.goldmansachs.com/insights/pages/infographics/e-sports/report.pdf 
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peak hours. Furthermore, Esports has seen a dramatic spike in viewers, with Amazon’s Twitch 
streaming platform seeing a 60% percent jump in viewership in March compared to the previous year115. 
This spike in gaming created a rush in requests for gaming-related products, varying from consoles and 
laptops to headsets and controllers. In North America alone, video game sales were up 34% in March 
compared to the same month in 2019, while hardware sales were up 63% percent, according to 
American research firm NPD Group. This spike in gaming created a rush in requests for gaming-related 
products, varying from consoles and laptops to headsets and controllers. In North America alone, video 
game sales were up 34% percent in March compared to the same month in 2019, while hardware sales 
were up 63% percent, according to American research firm NPD Group. Although, corporations in the 
Gulf and Middle East markets have reported seeing similarly profitable increases in demand since 
lockdown restrictions started116. 
In Brazil, the epicenter of the epidemic of the COVID-19 Pandemic, according to WHO. The Brazilian 
League of Legends Championship (CBLoL), break the record with 336,000 viewers watched the match 
between paiN Gaming and Santos on June 7 on Twitch. Tiago Xisto, CEO of Vivo Keyd, one of the 
largest Brazilian Esports organizations, reports an increase of around 25% percent in viewership and 
audience engagement for online action. INTZ Co-Founder and CEO Lucas Almeida say that 
engagement records reach a continuously broken records on social media (Twitter and Instagram) 
increased from 8.3M in February to 17.9M in April117. 
Moreover, large parts of the professional sports world have taken their competition online using celebrity 
endorsement. With world-class athletes temporarily not doing what they do best, digital pursuance is 
filling the gab. Motor racing has led with way with Formula 1 announced an ‘Esports Virtual Grand Prix’ 
featuring many current F1 drivers. NASCAR announces online video-game contests.118 The Spanish La 
Liga football league completed their virtual league with Barcelona player Sergi Roberto and Marco 
Asensio from Real Madrid, who won the challenge119. Inter and AC Milan held an ‘e-Milan derby’ on the 
game Pro Evolution Soccer 2020. The most famous derby around the world were broadcast globally on 
YouTube and on AC Milan’s subscription TV channel120. The English Premier League held a similar 
week-long digital tournament on FIFA, with the matches streamed on NBC Sports, Sky Sports Twitch 
and YouTube. 
Esports was a way to help society during the Pandemic. In late April, the Saudi Arabian Federation for 
Electronic and Intellectual Sports (SAFEIS) declared the ‘Gamers without Borders’ Esports charity 
championship with total prize of $10 million US dollars. All will go to UNICEF and other charity 
organizations121. Moreover, La Liga Santander FIFA 20 challenge event raised over $140,000 US dollars 
with fans able to donate for another 18 hours. all proceeds going to UNICEF in its fight against the 
coronavirus122. Distinctly, the World Health Organisation (WHO) and many gaming companies launch 
the #PlayApartTogether initiative, tried at keeping people indoors. Last year, the global organization 
officially identified gaming addiction as a modern disease. So, the encouragement of gaming today 
comes as something of a reversal123. Despite all gains, Esports was not totally immuned from the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The main Esports events usually held in stadiums and attended by thousands of 
spectators such as the $30 million US dollars Fortnite World Cup 2019. Covid-19 has struck those 
events. The Esports Observer spotted more than 60 events that been on hold or canceled with huge 
losses in Media rights and ticketing.124 
 
Today, Covid-19 is now weakening traditional sports clubs from their usual revenue streams, so the 
need to find new forms of income is essential. Esports can create this new revenue stream by creating 
tournaments or by integrating competitive gaming into the traditional sports offering. Mat Jessep, the 
Esports Games Association Australia chief executive, said to the Guardian: "This alone probably would 
not save a club, but it wouldn't hurt either. It could form that incremental income, that comes the next 
rainy day, there's a bit of saving set aside that a sport can fall back on"125.
                                                
115 https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2020/apr/11/esports-ride-crest-of-a-wave-as-figures-rocket-during-covid-19-crisis 
116 https://www.arabianbusiness.com/technology/446639-pandemic-players 
117 https://esportsobserver.com/brazil-esports-pandemic/ 
118 https://www.forbes.com/sites/adigaskell/2020/04/14/will-necessity-be-the-making-of-esports-during-covid-19/#420984d846ba 
119 https://en.as.com/en/2020/03/22/football/1584874299_566186.html 
120 https://www.arabianbusiness.com/technology/446639-pandemic-players 
121 https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/gulf/2020/05/27/Coronavirus-Saudi-esports-charity-event-Gamers-Without-Borders-becomes-biggest-ever 
122 https://en.as.com/en/2020/03/22/football/1584874299_566186.html 
123 https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20200410005047/en/Games-Industry-Unites-Promote-World-Health-Organization 
124 https://esportsobserver.com/esports-gaming-events-coronavirus/ 
125 https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2020/apr/11/esports-ride-crest-of-a-wave-as-figures-rocket-during-covid-19-crisis 
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1.2	Introduction	of	Esport	at	the	Olympic	Games	
	 	 1.2.1.	The	most	eagerly	awaited	event	

The Olympic Games have become the global gathering of the sport since the start of the modern games 
in 1896. The IOC usually alternate between the Summer Olympic Games and the Olympic Winter 
Games every two years. This multi-sport show brings together the world's best athletes, millions of fans 
and tourists, and billions of television viewers worldwide (Augustin, Gillon 2004)126. The outstanding 
number of audiences is attractive to broadcasters, sponsors, and other stakeholders who wish to 
associate themselves with the world's most powerful sports brand. Today, the Olympic Games are one 
of the most high-profile sporting events in the world. The Opening and Closing Ceremonies are high-
profile events by itself with billions of viewers worldwide. A total of 3.6 billion people watched at least 
one minute of the London 2012 Olympic Games. In contrast, the World Cup 2014 in Brazil had a total 
global audience of 3.2 billion viewers127. With media exposure, the attractiveness of the Olympic Games 
growing enormously, and the value of the television rights for the Summer Olympics has increased 
tenfold since the 1988 Olympic Games in Seoul. 

Graph showing revenue from the sale of TV rights for the Summer Olympics worldwide (in € billion)128. 
 

                                                
126 L’Olympisme, Bilan et enjeux géopolitiques, Jean-Pierre Augustin et Pascal Gillon, Armand colin, 2004, p.7 
127 CSA Report February 2018, Olympic and Paralympic Games Paris 2024 Challenges and opportunities for the audiovisual sector, p.5. 
128 CSA Report February 2018, Olympic and Paralympic Games Paris 2024 Challenges and opportunities for the audiovisual sector, p.5. 
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Camembert (Graph) showing the distribution of income by IOC revenue item129. 

Even if the financial balances are not entirely comparable between the Olympic and Paralympic Games, 
the importance of media exposure in the economic balance of these events appears undeniable. 

The host cities typically benefit from hosting the Olympics. "It makes it possible to attract international 
investors and professionals from the tertiary industry. It also encourages advertisers to position 
themselves on the domestic market and build a new and more attractive image of the city”130. 
 
Martin Müller considers the Olympic Games as a "Mega-Event", i.e. "including the necessary building 
blocks" 131 and a large number of visitors, coming at high costs, and having a significant impact on the 
built environment and the population, with top media reach. However, Martin Müller considers these 
characteristics not a necessary element to transform "events" into "mega-events." even for the Olympic 
Games. Because visitors' attractiveness and the media reach are much better documented comparing 
to costs or urban transformation, he said "to better understand the dynamics of these events, beyond 
individual case studies, comparative longitudinal research is needed, besides a better assessment of 
the costs, benefits and impacts on a significant number of events to inform future contributions.’132.  

Behind this media coverage, there are inevitably quite substantial economic spin-offs, but above all, 
there is exposure to sports practice development.  

According to the study "Sport England" before and after London 2012, a national team that performs 
well has a direct and indirect impact on reinforcing the image and the stimulation of the national sports 
practice. The study reveals an increase of 1.1 million in sporting practices between the Beijing Olympics 
in 2008 and the London Games in 2012. The United Kingdom doubled in scores in medals between 
Athens's Games in 2004 and London in 2012 from 30 to 65. And 120 medals at the Paralympic Games 
in 2012.133

                                                
129 https://www.olympic.org/fr/cio-financements-sources-et-distribution-des-revenus 
130 « Grands événements sportifs : des impacts multiples », T. JUNOD, Finance & Bien Commun, 2007 
131 « What makes an event a mega-event? Definitions and sizes », Martin Müller, 2014, Journal Leisure Studies, p. 627-642 
132 « What makes an event a mega-event? Definitions and sizes », Martin Müller, 2014, Journal Leisure Studies, p. 627-642 
133 https://sportengland-production-files.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/dcms-creating-a-sporting-habit-for-life-1.pdf 
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Graph on the Number of people over 16 years of age participating in sport for at least 30 minutes at least once a 
week in England (in millions)134 

The same case was noticed at the British Basketball Federation (BBBF). After the London Games, an 
increase of 5% in licensees between 2011-2012 and 2012-2013. This effect reinforced by the results of 
the British women's and men's teams at the European basketball championships in 2013, where they 
reach the semi-finals. The number of licensees increased by 23.5% Between the 2011-2012 and 2013-
2014 seasons. Other federations sush as rugby, badminton, judo, horse riding, cycling, athletics etc. are 
experiencing the same situation (Annex 6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph on the evolution of the number of basketball licensees from 2008 to 2017135. 

The Effect of the Games declines in the years that follow. Each sports federation's objective is to 
maintain this momentum of citizens towards the practice of sport while waiting for the next Olympics. 
The impact on practice will depend on the athletes' sporting performance. And everything depends on 
the sports policy made to develop sports performance.

                                                
134 Sport England, Once a week participation in sport, Active People Survey 10Q2, April 2015-March 2016, 
135 https://www.sportengland.org/media/10745/1x30_overall_factsheet_aps10q2.pdf 
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1.2.2.	The	Stakes	and	Values	of	Olympism	 	 	 	 	 	

The values of Olympism: 

The Olympic Charter describes Olympism in its introduction as: “a philosophy of life, raising and 
combining in a balanced whole the qualities of body, will and mind. Combining sport with culture and 
education, Olympism aims to create a lifestyle based on the joy of effort, the educational value of a good 
example, social responsibility and respect for universal fundamental ethical principles”136. 
 
Today, Olympism based on three fundamental values, excellence, friendship, and respect. Excellence 
consists of giving the best in the field of life. It is not only about winning but above all about participating 
“The importance in these Olympiads is less about winning than it is about taking part. Let us 
remember...this strong word. It extends across all fields until it forms the basis of a serene and healthy 
philosophy” (Speech made by Pierre de Coubertin at the 1908 London Olympic Games)137. But also, 
the progress to set objectives and strive to surpass oneself daily. 
Friendship should lead to build a better and more peaceful world through sport, solidarity, team spirit, 
joy, and optimism. And it is considering sports as an instrument for better mutual understanding between 
individuals and peoples throughout the world despite differences. 
 
In sport, respect goes hand in hand with fair play and the fight against doping or any other unethical 
behavior. The motto of the Games, “Citius, Altius, Fortius”, expresses excellence. It encourages athletes 
to give their best. The flame symbolizes the friendship between peoples, with its relay traveling through 
many countries around the world. The rings represent respect, uniting all nations and all five continents 
without discrimination. 

Stakes of Olympism: 

To preserve the Olympic brand, which has become one of the world's best-known brands with, on 
average, "94% brand awareness"138. At the time of Greek civilization, the term "Olympic Truce," also 
known as "Ekecheiria" is an accord between all regional to end conflicts every four years to allow the 
Games to occur, the first of them being staged in 776 BC. It used to start seven days before the Olympic 
Games and ending seven days after.139 This term sought to put an end to violence (Boniface, 
2016)140.Pierre de Coubertin tried at each Olympiad to put the Truce principle back in place, but because 
of the wars, it was very difficult to apply it, "To interrupt a war to take it up again is hardly satisfactory" 141.  
However, the Olympic Games can make a useful contribution to the development of international 
contacts and peaceful relations. The "Elias theory"142  sees in sporting competition as an element of 
societies' pacification by reducing confrontation to a level of non-war. Another way of increasing the 
power of a country, an aspect is always present nowadays.  

Over time, The Olympic Games have developed its ideology and philosophy, i.e., contributing to bringing 
communities and countries closer together, an opening to the other. The Olympic is the fraternization 
moments between competitors, far from hostility. With the support of the public and the nation, where 
they are encouraging their champions' exploits.

                                                
136 Olympic Charter, IOC p. 15. 
137 Revue Olympique, Pierre de Coubertin, Juillet 1908, p.109 
138 Le marketing Olympique, Alain Ferrand, Jean-Loup Chappelet, Benoit Séguin, de boeck 2012, p.26 
139 https://www.olympic.org/news/the-history-of-the-olympic-truce#:~:text=Beginning%20seven%20days%20before%20the,to%20then%20return%20home%20afterwards. 
140 JO politique, sport et relation internationales, Pascal Boniface, Eyrolles 2016, p.21 
141 JO politique, sport et relation internationales, Pascal Boniface, Eyrolles 2016, p.26 
142 Norbert Élias et la théorie de la civilisation, Yves Bonny, Érik Neveu, Jean-Manuel de Queiroz, Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2003, p.151-168. 
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1.2.3.	The	Olympic	Games	at	an	impasse	 	 	 	 	
	 	

Throughout history, the Olympic Games have experienced geopolitical crises, boycotts, terrorism, 
sexism, Olympism powerless in the face of wars such as:  

 
- 1896, the attempt to cope in Greece. 
 
- 1900, the French government's disregard for the development of a sports policy and the 
dictatorship of Pierre de Coubertin.  
 
- 1904, Saint Louis in the United States of America, nicknamed the "Games of Shame" 143, 
with an American presence and empty stadiums.   

- 1916, canceling the first Olympiad because of the First World War. 

- 1920, all of Germany's allies excluded from the Olympic Games in Antwerp because of their 
defeat in the war. 

- 1928, exclusion of women from the next Olympics until 1960, because of fatigue signs, worried 
the organizers. 

- 1936, the propaganda of racial superiority in Nazi ideology. 

- 1940, canceled because of the Second World War. Japan invades northern China; the USSR 
invades Finland. Thus, the boycott of the Chinese and the British Empire for the Games due to 
the IOC's refusal to change the Games' host city, i.e. Japan. 

- 1944, canceled again because of the Second World War. 

- 1956, international crises and a bloodbath in Melbourne. 

- 1968, the massacre in Three Cultures Square and the fists raised by Black Power. 

- 1972, attack on Israeli athletes by the Palestinian movement, which takes Olympism hostage. 

- 1976, African countries boycott the Olympic Games. 

- 1980-1984, the Cold War between the USSR and the United States also impacted the sport 
(the western world led by USA boycott the Olympic Games in Moscow 1980 because of the 
invasion of Afganistan)144 

- 1996, a terrorist pipe bombing attack on Centennial Olympic Park in Atlanta, Georgia, again 
traumatizes the IOC about the Olympics' security. 

The Olympics is an event to unify the peoples. In 1912 in Stockholm considered the first Universal 
Games. In 1924 in Paris, the first appearance of the motto "Citius, Altius, Fortius." In 1936 considered 
the so-called Nazi Games to promote the idea of the superior race. A total failure thanks to the 
                                                
143 JO Politique : Sport et relations internationales, Pascal Boniface, Eyrolles 2016, p.41 
144https://20012009.state.gov/r/pa/ho/time/qfp/104481.htm#:~:text=In%201980%2C%20the%20United%20States,countries%20sent%20athletes%20to%20compete. 
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troublemaker Jesse Owens, who single-handedly destroys the Aryan race's theory of superiority by 
winning four gold medals. 
 
The decolonization era helped increase the number of states participating in the Olympic Games, thus 
raising their visibility and interest. Initially, the IOC took the turn of decolonization by contributing to it in 
its way (Boniface, 2016)145. In Mexico City, in 1968, the victory of Tommie Smith and John Carlos, 
Olympic Gold and Bronze medalists respectively, raised their fists to claim the injustices suffered by 
Blacks with the "Black Power". At the same time, Abebe Bikila won Africa's first gold medal in 1960 in 
Rome. 1984 Los Angeles, first Arab, African and Muslim woman to win a gold medal, Nawal El 
Moutawakel.  
 
Over the last 30 years, all the Olympic Games have exceeded their initial budgets146. In London 2012, 
the bill rose from 4.8 billion to 11 billion euros. But this is nothing compared to the Beijing and Sochi 
Olympics, which went from a budget of 2.6 billion to 32 billion and 8.8 billion to 36 billion euros each. 
The costs of organizing the Olympics in Tokyo147 in 2020(21) multiplied the budget six times to reach 
13.8 billion euros, compared to the 2.3 billion initially planned. The last Olympic Games in Rio were, 
from this point of view, a total flop. The infrastructure built in the Brazilian capital has been abandoned 
since the end of the festivities. As what happened in Greece, the 2004 Olympic Games host country, 
The total cost amounts to more than 13 billion euros. 
 
The financial drain that the Olympics usually cause for the host cities decreases the number of bidding 
cities. In the past, there are always enough bidding cities interested in hosting the game (minimum of 
four cities). Nowadays, the tendency of less Bidding Cities (BC) for these events. For example, the 2022 
Winter Olympics had two Bidding Cities, while 2014 had four and 2018 had three.2024 Summer 
Olympics had only two Bidding Cities (previously minimum of 4 BCs) joint award for 2024 & 2028, which 
is against the original bidding procedure148. Hamburg, Rome, Boston, and Budapest had all withdrawn 
from the race and leave the race to Paris and Los Angeles. The public opinion and political leaders 
concern about the organizational cost that far exceeded the provisional budget. 

Moreover, doping increased a lot since the end of the 20th century. The Olympic honor tempts the 
nations and athletes, so they went to Anabolic drugs to enhance their performance. The Doping problem 
destroys the image of a nation's sport, the athletes' health, and ruins the Olympic Games. In 1999, the 
IOC agreed with the public authorities, which led to WADA (World Anti-Doping Agency) creation. Sports 
organizations and the national states equally finance the global agency. WADA's mission is to fight 
against doping on an international level and to coordinates the development, implementation and correct 
application of the Code149. In Rio 2016, more than 67 strong Russian athletics were banned by the 
International Athletics Federation. Other several doping cases were reported in RIO as well, such a 
Chinese swimmer, a Bulgarian athlete, and two weightlifters from Taiwan and Poland150. In December 
2019, the World Anti-Doping Agency executive committee handed down the harshest punishment to 
date in the years-long Russian doping saga, issuing a four-year ban Monday that will bar Russia from 
competing at the next two Olympic Games and the World Cup 2022151. 

Despite the Symbolic and historical value of the Olympic Games, many reports indicate a total disinterest 
of young people in watching it. The average age of Olympic television viewers rose from 38 to 46 
between 1992 and 2004152. Moreover, in 2012, the number of prime-time viewers decreased by 18%. 
And it dropped by 25

                                                
145 JO Politique : Sport et relations internationales, Pascal Boniface, Eyrolles 2016, p.21 
146 https://www.huffingtonpost.fr/2017/08/01/jeux-olympiques-pourquoi-plus-personne-nen-veut-sauf-paris_a_23059068/ 
147 http://www.europe1.fr/sport/jeux-olympiques-de-tokyo-le-budget-initial-pourrait-etre-multiplie-par-six-2639037 
148 Lecture in CIES/Sports Event, Daniel A. Rupf, Management module 2019-2020 
149 Lecture in CIES/Sports Law, Dr. Lucian W.Valoni, Law module 2019-2020 
150 https://www.lexpress.fr/actualite/sport/le-dopage-aux-jeux-olympiques-2016-de-rio_1821714.html 
151 https://www.washingtonpost.com/sports/2019/12/09/russia-banned-tokyo-olympics/ 
152 Jeux olympiques : Raviver la flamme, Jean-Loup Chappelet, Opinion 2016, p.38. 
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among 18-49-year-old, which are the preferred target group for advertisers in  

the United States153. Attracting a new audience force the IOC to revise its program for the Games in 
2005 to set the maximum number of sports at 28 games and asking the future OCOGs (Organisation 

committees of the Olympic Games) to propose new sports for their edition. This approach led to 
eliminating baseball and softball from London 2012 and golf and rugby admission to seven as of the 
2016 Games. In Tokyo 2020(21) Games, they combine baseball and softball and include climbing, 
skateboarding, rollerblading, and surfing.154 

Therefore, the IOC should set up a new marketing strategy to sell their new product and gain a new 
audience. In their book, Chanavat, and Desbordes (2015) states: "Generating new revenues requires 
adapting new marketing strategy and considering the place to be given it in economic models”155. They 
also add that "Consequently, marketing is necessary to optimize revenues. Therefore, it requires 
specialists in charge of thinking and implementing it”156. Hence, the current IOC President Thomas Bach 
adopts forty recommendations “Agenda 2020” to facilitate the IOC's strategy for the next ten years that 
published on 9th December 2014.  
Sports is a daily practice for leisure, health, cohesion, simply an evolution of society. It is becoming 
modern, diverse, and digital. So, there is a need for the IOC to follow it development. As Michel Serres 
(2008) points out, “technology has transformed five fundamental aspects of human life: time, spatial 
dimension, legal framework, sociability, and way of thinking.”157.  
 
The change must not only be aesthetic, as the Agenda 2020 states: “For us, the change must be much 
more than a simple cosmetic reform, much more than a simple procedure. Change must have a purpose. 
And that end in progress. And for us, progress means strengthening the place of sport in society through 
our values”158.  
 
Recommendation No. 3 from IOC's agenda states: "Reducing the costs of bids". While recommendation 
No. 12: " Reducing the Olympic Games' costs and increasing the flexibility of their management"159. IOC 
is trying to avoid what happened in 2024 bid and encourage medium-sized similar to Budapest and 
Rome's cities to bid. But to date, the Olympic Games organization is still costly and Jean-Loup Chapelet 
also said in his book: "The Games are expensive, it must be acknowledged. Their effect is certainly 
positive overall during the two Olympic months, but that cannot justify a cost of billions of Swiss francs, 
where it needs debts that contracted for many years to finance the general infrastructure and sports 
facilities". Hence the IOC President's intelligence in awarding a double bid for Paris in 2024 and Los 
Angeles in 2028, giving the IOC time to implement a new strategy160. 
 
Recommendations No. 19 states," Launch the Olympic Chain," while No. 26 states: "Further Combine 
Sport and Culture."  According to the previous two recommendations, The IOC priorities to be present 
on a digital medium used by most young people and young adults. In 2017, a study161 for the research 
Centre for the study and observation of living conditions (CREDOC) for the Electronic Communications 
and Postal Regulatory Authority (ARCEP), the General Economic Council (CGE) and the Digital Agency, 
shows us that the smartphone is gradually replacing the traditional mobile: 73% of individuals have a 
smartphone compared to 21% for traditional one. The majority of smartphone owners are under 40 years 
of age, with nine out of ten people aged 18-39 owning a smartphone. And young adults lead mobile 
internet usage: almost 99% of 18-24-year olds have a smartphone, and the dropout rate is clear from

                                                
153 https://www.lemonde.fr/actualite-medias/article/2016/08/24/jeux-olympiques-les-audiences-de-nbc-en-chute-chez-les-jeunes_4987391_3236.html 
154 https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zm4h7nb 
155 Marketing du Football, Chanavat Nicolas et Desbordes Michel, broché, 2015, p. 96 
156 Marketing du Football, Chanavat Nicolas et Desbordes Michel, broché, 2015, p. 96 
157 Marketing du Football, Chanavat Nicolas et Desbordes Michel, broché, 2015, p. 273 
158 Olympic Agenda 2020, 20+20 recommandations, 9 décembre 2014, p.3 
159 Olympic Agenda 2020, 20+20 recommandations, 9 décembre 2014, p.13,17,19,21 
160 https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/17430437.2013.834621?scroll=top&needAccess=true 
161https://laboratoire.agencedunumerique.gouv.fr/wpcontent/uploads/sites/2/2017/11/Baromc3a8tre20du20Numc3a9rique20-Prc3a9sentation20conf20de20presse2027nov2017.pdf 
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 the age of 40 onwards (Annex 7)So, a current IOC marketing model (through the Agenda 2020) will 
add new actors among the stakeholders (Annex 8)162 already present in the Olympic system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The total Olympic system (according to Chappelet & Kübler 2008)163. 
 
This Olympic marketing has four fundamental characteristics: the exploitation of property, exclusive 
marketing rights, strong brands, and aims to co-produce a constellation of value among stakeholders. 
In Esports, video games publishers are the owner of their intellectual property, i.e., video games, and 
have a profitable objective and financial profitability. This intellectual property is already in conflict with 
the first characteristic of Olympic marketing: the "exploitation of property." Any natural or legal person 
can create a regional, national, or even international football tournament. Football is not anyone's 
property, unlike a video game, where the publisher's approval is required to build a project around it. 
 
Among the new stakeholders, there is the "E-fans", Chanavat and Desbordes explain "The emergence 
of new sports consumers: e-fans”164 and define them as "Any active participant in the online community 
of the Internet”165. E-fans divided into young undecided fans, commentators, aficionados, connoisseurs, 
and creative people. These E-fans will change the scene “We will face profound changes in corporate 
culture” (Taleb, 2004)166  and "will contribute to transforming the Owned media platforms. The only 
challenge will be to accept and tame the creativity of these enthusiastic e-fans"167. The previous 
categories are the IOC's main target audience. Among them, the Esports community. Football clubs 
already understood the rise of Esports worldwide “A football club like PSG has a professional handball 
or women's football team, football clubs should think about building a first Esports team to reach a new 
audience and attract the talents of new global stars”168.

                                                
162 All public and private sports and non-sports actors and institutions are present in the table above (Annex 7). 
163 Le marketing Olympique, Alain Ferrand, Jean-Loup Chappelet, Benoit Séguin, de boeck 2012, p.50 
164 Marketing du Football, Chanavat Nicolas et Desbordes Michel, broché, 2015, p. 273 
165 Marketing du Football, Chanavat Nicolas et Desbordes Michel, broché, 2015, p. 273 
166 Marketing du Football, Chanavat Nicolas et Desbordes Michel, broché, 2015, p. 277 
167 Marketing du Football, Chanavat Nicolas et Desbordes Michel, broché, 2015, p. 277 
168 Marketing du Football, Chanavat Nicolas et Desbordes Michel, broché, 2015, p. 279 
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Therefore, this will allow IOC to reach this target society that began to lose it interest in the Olympic 
Games or even captivates a new audience and then retain them for this event. As Jean-Loup Chappelet 
says in the title of his book: "Reviving the Flame” 

1.2.4.	Esport	at	the	Olympic	Games	 	
  

With the help of two major endemic brands, Intel and ESL, the Olympic Committee led the way for the 
first time. EMPs have made worldwide recognition while preserving the Olympic values shared by the 
Esports sector. And that to encourage significant brands to invest more seriously in this relationship with 
the Esports. 
In a report from the documentary "Envoyé Spécial”169 the IOC representative said: "Esports allows us 
to reach out to a new community while respecting the Olympic values, we are happy to welcome you 
to our community".  
 
The IOC keeps insisting that many major non-endemic brands seek to conquer a massive gaming 
audience, a less popular and diverse niche market. 
 
For the PyeongChang SMI was just a test that gave the IOC an idea of what it could expect from this 
community regarding return on investment. 
  
Since the declaration of the October 2017 Olympic Summit, the IOC and the World Association of 
International Sports Federations (WAISF) organized a forum170 about Esports on 21 July 2018 at the 
Olympic Museum in Lausanne, bringing together executives and influencers such as Blizzard 
Entertainment, Riot Games and YouTube in one place. The forum aimed to explore possible synergies 
between the video game industry and the Olympic movement, promote understanding on both sides, 
and create a platform for future interaction. 

So far, Esport will not join Paris in 2024 or even Los Angelis 2028, according to Nasr Esports club 
Manager Lalit Vas171. Esports will have to be recognized as a Sports in the first place. Then Esports 
should be a member of GAIFS (Global Association of International Sports Federations) and member of 
AIMS (Alliance of Independent Recognized Members of Sport) then WADA.  

Esports should be able to create international federations recognized by the IOC. Then unify the 
legislation for competitions in all countries, guarantee the status for all Pro-gamers and solve the 
problems of monetization of events, and above all, violence at main video games in Esports. 
 
But in traditional sport, there are other forms of violence, “Some events such as weightlifting, boxing, 
endurance races are moments of great violence, suffering, pure brutality between individuals and on 
individuals”172 Baron Pierre de Coubertin said: "Sports must be practiced with enthusiasm, I would even 
say with violence. Sport is not a good physical exercise for everyone's health; It has to be done wisely 
and moderately. Sport is the pleasure of the strong or of those who want to become strong physically 
and morally. Accordingly, it contains violence, excess, and recklessness in its essence” 173. Therefore, 
virtual violence in video games can be adding to Esports definition when it recognized as a Sport. 
As a reminder, Los Angeles mentioned Esport in its bid file for 2028 games174.The city who have  big 
publishers such as Blizzard (which has just inaugurated an arena or its tournaments)175 might witness 
the entrance of  Esports to the Olympiad or at least a parallel Esports competitions similar to what will 
happen in Tokyo 2020(21). 

                                                
169  https://www.francetvinfo.fr/sciences/high-tech/video-les-nouveaux-maitres-du-jeu_2715082.html 
170 https://www.olympic.org/fr/news/le-cio-et-la-gaisf-organisent-un-forum-sur-l-e-sport 
171 Interview with Lalit Vas 
172 https://blogs.mediapart.fr/marc-perelman/blog/100517/de-la-competition-sportive-et-du-mythe-des-valeurs-de-l-olympisme 
173  http://www.terreetpeuple.com/300-reflexion/1657-pierre-de-coubertin-renovateur-de-l-olympisme-et-defenseur-de-la-sante-aryenne.html 
174 https://library.olympic.org/Default/detailstatic.aspx?RSC_BASE=SYRACUSE&RSC_DOCID=171660&TITLE=%2fdossier-de-candidature-los-angeles-ville-candidate-
jeux-olympiques-2024&_lg=en-GB 
175 https://www.millenium.org/news/275939.html 
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1.3.	Esports	in	UAE	

1.3.1.	Overview	about	Esports	in	UAE			
	

UAE is a member of IeSF through the governing body UAE – Esports association. The Associations 
Established in 2015, and it works under the General Authority of Youth and Sports. The Chairman of 
the Board of Directors is Shaikh Sultan Bin Khalifa bin Shakhbut Al Nahyan, and he’s the vice president 
of the IeSF. UAE is also a member of the Arab Esports Federation that includes 9 countries and Emirati 
national Mr.Hisham Ali Taher as secretary-general176.  
The Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region is a growing market for Esports. The sector has a 
massive potential audience in the region, primarily through smartphone usage, which doubled in the 
Middle East and North Africa region between 2014 and 2019177. The Esports industry has been valued 
between $3 to $4.8 billion dollars in the MENA region, which equals 3% percent of the global total worth 
$148.8 billion dollars, with a whopping 25% percent annual revenue growth in the coming years178. The 
forecast to increase by 12.1% percent between now and 2022, that's the most substantial growth rate 
globally, said Tom Wijman, senior market analyst at Newzoo179.  
Esports is rising in UAE, the country ranked 35th worldwide amongst the world's top 100 gaming markets 
based on their revenue estimates as of October 2018, with total revenue of $324 million180.  
GCC and the UAE are primed for growth in Esports, mainly due to the High-income level which helps to 
invest in devices such as PS4, Xbox, gaming PC and mobiles. Moreover, the region has excellent 
infrastructure in LAN, WiFi, mobile networks... etc. Besides, the young population of gamers that are 
present in the region. UAE is seeking to become a global destination for Esports. The Dubai Media 
Office announced plans to build the Dubai X-Stadium, the first dedicated Esports Arena181. 
Sheikh Hamdan Bin Mohammed bBin Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of Dubai and chairman of the 
board of trustees of Dubai Future Foundation, was one of the key figures behind the proposal, which 
falls under the Dubai 10X initiative182. –Government of Dubai on a mission to be ten years ahead of all 
other cities – hence the name 10X (with X symbolizing experimental, out-of-the-box future oriented 
exponential thinking) 183. 
Dubai hosted many big festivals for Esports and gaming, such as GIRLGAMER Esports festival last 
February 2020 with a 100,000-prize pool money, Insomnia Dubai in October 2019 with a prize pool 
money 250,000 Dhs.  
 
In 2019, the International Esports Federation (IeSF) announced his intention to move its global 
headquarters to Dubai. Moreover, IeSF also has plans to organize a number of top events in Dubai, 
including its annual conference, which brings together stakeholders on a common platform to exchange 
ideas, create synergies, and reach a mutual consensus on developing Esports184. 
UAE is taking steps forward in virtual reality (VR) gaming, having already invested in making it part of 
its location-based entertainment present, specifically at The Dubai Mall, home to the world’s largest VR 
Park185. 
Abu Dhabi Show its interest in Esports even earlier. In 2013 and 2014, The Capital organized the “One 
Million Dhs competitions” in EA Sports game FIFA under the patronage of Sheikh Mansour Bin Zayed 
Al Nahyan deputy prime minister of the United Arab Emirates, minister of presidential affairs. The prize 
pool money was 1 million Dhs.The competition was sponsored by IPIC (International Petroleum 
Investment Company and HELVECO watches186.Abu Dhabi set to open the world’s first Esports 
academy, and its own VR Park and events space at Al Qana, a waterfront entertainment destination 

                                                
176 https://www.arabianbusiness.com/technology/442812-the-indoor-generation-the-rise-of-gaming-in-the-middle-east 
177 https://www.arabianbusiness.com/technology/442812-the-indoor-generation-the-rise-of-gaming-in-the-middle-east 
178 https://www.khaleejtimes.com/get-your-game-on 
179 https://www.thenational.ae/arts-culture/gaming-in-the-middle-east-and-africa-the-stats-you-need-to-know-from-average-spend-to-numbers-of-gamers-1.940720 
180 https://gulfnews.com/going-out/society/over-80-of-uae-residents-are-mobile-gamers-shows-survey-1.2228746 
181 https://twitter.com/DXBMediaOffice/status/985393777715097603 
182 http://www.sportindustryseries.com/sports-industry-insider/uae-set-for-first-esports-arena-with-dubai-x-stadium/ 
183 https://www.dubaifuture.gov.ae/our-initiatives/dubai-10x/ 
184 https://www.arabianbusiness.com/sport/430659-international-esports-federation-seeks-to-make-dubai-its-global-hq 
185 https://www.arabianbusiness.com/technology/442812-the-indoor-generation-the-rise-of-gaming-in-the-middle-east 
186 http://www.alkhaleej.ae/sports/page/dd37ac87-01e0-439a-abbb-1ba175d7765a 
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currently in development and expected to be completed in December 2020, but Corona Pandemic may 
delay this date187.  
Several companies start looking to invest in the Esports ecosystem. For example, Dubai-based W 
Ventures announced investing $50 million dollars to develop a local Esports and gaming ecosystem in 
the Middle East and North Africa188. 
Moreover, the professional Esports team start to be formed, such as Nasr Esports, founded in March 
2017 with only six players and management, and today, the team has 40 players in five divisions189. 
Another team is Yalla Esports, who gets his fund from a strategic investor group, led by angel investor 
Kushal Shah. Those teams started to make an impact internationally, which has led to more interest in 
our region. 
 
Top publishers facilitate servers for the region to play on equal ground with the rest of the world. 
Moreover, Dubai Ladies Club, Grow uP Esports, and Galaxy Racer has announced they will join forces 
to form the first-ever all-women eSports team in the Middle East. The team, comprised of five girls from 
across the Middle East, will compete at the first Dubai-hosted GIRLGAMER World Finals tournament in 
December, before going on to compete at regional and international events in League of Legends 
tournaments the year190.  
UAE become the destination for many game publishers. According to Mr. Said Ali Taher, secretary-
general of UAE Esports Association: “Many game publishers set to open offices in Dubai. Earlier this 
year, Tencent Games, a Chinese firm that was begun in 2003 and is currently a part-owner of popular 
multiplayer titles such as Epic Games’ Fortnite and South Korean developer Bluehole’s Player 
Unknown’s Battleground (PUBG)”191 All this editor opened its regional headquarters in Dubai to better 
tap into the Middle East market192.  
 
According to Lalit Vas, Manager and owner of Al Nasr Esports clubs, there will be a $500 million dollars 
investment in Esports at least in the next five years193. 
 

1.3.2.	The	Importance	of	Mobile	Gaming	in	UAE	
 

In the UAE, most of the gaming revenue comes from mobile. more than 80% percent of smartphone 
users in the UAE identify as “mobile gamers”, including 86% percent of users between 16 and 36-years 
according to the survey, which was conducted by AdColony EMEA in partnership with On Device 
Research194. The survey showed that 84% percent of females and 87% percent of males in the UAE 
said they play games on their mobile devices as the graph below. 

                                                
187 https://www.arabianbusiness.com/technology/442812-the-indoor-generation-the-rise-of-gaming-in-the-middle-east 
188 https://www.arabianbusiness.com/banking-finance/431983-dubai-firm-to-invest-50m-in-middle-east-gaming-esports-ecosystem 
189 http://nasresports.com/about/ 
190 https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/21/sport/girl-gamers-uae-spc/index.html 
191 https://www.constructionweekonline.com/business/256056-dubai-internet-city-now-home-to-tencent-part-owner-of-fortnite-pubg 
192 https://www.wamda.com/2019/12/untapped-opportunity-esports-mena 
193 private interview with Lalit Vas  
194 https://gulfnews.com/going-out/society/over-80-of-uae-residents-are-mobile-gamers-shows-survey-1.2228746 
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Michael Ward, COO at On Device Research, ensures that research indicates that UAE is the top region 
for smartphone penetration in 2017, with an 80.6% percent insertion rate and a total of 7.5 million people 
with smartphones195. 
Data from the 2018 Game Developers Conference showed that 38% percent of game developers were 
improving games for smartphones and tablets to provide to the growing interest in the segment 
worldwide. 
Tarek Sabbagh, head of the IT and mobile division at Samsung Gulf Electronics, said that some aspects 
had influenced the number of consumers opting to game on smartphones. As mobile devices technical 
specifications become more advanced, the capabilities of these devices are making them more and 
more suitable for gaming applications. Increasingly faster CPUs and GPUs and revolutionary screen 
developments and more significant amounts of RAM and internal storage are taking the digital 
performance of smartphones into a new era for gamers. 
He added in an interview with Khaleej Time newspaper "Additionally, the portability of mobile devices is 
proving to be a popular benefit for gamers as this allows them the freedom to play anywhere, anytime 
as opposed to the physical limitations of traditional gaming consoles. Lastly, because a growing number 
of games are app-based and easily accessible for free download, gaming via mobile is becoming a 
much more feasible and convenient option. All these are facets of mobiles are having a profound impact 
on the increase in the number of mobile gamers".  
Video gaming is an exciting opportunity also for telecom operators in the Gulf region to diversify their 
businesses using their existing capabilities. According to a report by Strategy& Middle East. Gaming 
would also increase data usage and bring welcome extra revenue for telecom operators. Significantly, 
this would allow telecom operators to generate more data about their customers, which will help improve 
customer experience and increase monetization.

                                                
195 https://gulfnews.com/going-out/society/over-80-of-uae-residents-are-mobile-gamers-shows-survey-1.2228746 
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Strategy& Middle East said another way for telecom operators to associate with gaming is through 
Esports investment, which are spectator events in their own right196. 
 

1.3.3.	Challenges	face	Esports	in	UAE	
 

Despite the massive potential that the UAE has and the steps the government is taking, the industry 
faces some difficulties and has to solve in terms of becoming a gaming hub in the middle east. 
 
The first difficulty is the legal framework. Despite the foundation of the UAE Esports associations as a 
governing body, there are still no specific laws for Esports where it all works under the Laws regulating 
the General Authority for Youth and Sports. Issuing any licenses related to Esports is from the economic 
entities. For example, there is no Esports category license as a trade license. An Esports Club director 
is using a talent management license. They do consider the player as talents, and the Club Director is 
managing those talents197.  
 
Moreover, no organized leagues are starting from school leagues till the pro-leagues. What is happening 
so far is random events (even the big ones). But According to Mr. Said Ali Taher, Secretary-general of 
Esports associations, there are plans to get the authority to issue licenses and structuring league similar 
to traditional sports. Moreover, there are negotiations with the General Authority for Youth and Sports 
to recognize Esports' nature and the possibility to have an e-club, which can be a virtual club without 
facilities or headquarter. This action will help to expand Esports and increase participation under the 
umbrella of UAE Esports associations, which will help it become a federation198. 
According to Saeed Sharaf, CEO of Esport Middle East and president of the Syrian Esports Association, 
an essential part of the Esports ecosystem is having it backed by the government. Having the official 
support will help businesses to designate sustainable resources to sponsor or fund Esports unions and 
will allow them to set up a facility as he said in an interview with Arabian business199.  

 
UAE has one of the best infrastructures for the internet and mobile networks in the region. But the coast 
of using it is still high, according to Nasr Esports director Lalith Vase200. Moreover, further infrastructure 
is needed to support the industry .200 tons of equipment was shipped in to make the 2018 PUBG Mobile 
Star Challenge global final in Dubai possible201. 

According to Karim Ibrahim, CEO of Beirut-based start-up Robocom, an ecosystem that can allow the 
gaming industry to develop is not yet in place in the Middle East and UAE comparing to Europe, the 
USA, and Asia. He said in an interview with Arabian business: “Those countries have gaming centers 
where you can learn to develop games for free, they have online platforms where you can connect. They 
have meetups at schools; Esports become part of the educational curriculum”. 
 
He added “We do not have that level of awareness as a Middle Eastern culture, and this is the 
fundamental problem with the growth here. Because people think if you are playing a game, you are 
wasting your time, but you are not wasting your time, this is how people in 2020 interact, this is how 
people consume their information”202. 
 
The director of Nasr Esports agrees with the need for education in Esports, not only for the society but 
also for investors: “There is a need to educate people about gaming and show that there is nothing 
wrong with it even if you don’t become it a professional. Many skills can take it from gaming like problem-
solving, critical thinking. It additionally helps you with your reflexes and teaches you how to work with a 

                                                
196 https://www.arabianbusiness.com/media/438915-why-gaming-offers-big-opportunity-to-gcc-telecom-operators 
197 Interview with Lalit vas 

 
198 private interview with Mr. Said Ali Taher  
199 https://www.arabianbusiness.com/technology/415428-esports-needs-govt-backing-to-thrive-in-the-gulf-say-top-gamers 
200 Interview with Lalit Vas 
201 https://www.thenational.ae/arts-culture/gaming-in-the-middle-east-and-africa-the-stats-you-need-to-know-from-average-spend-to-numbers-of-gamers-1.940720 
202 https://www.arabianbusiness.com/technology/442812-the-indoor-generation-the-rise-of-gaming-in-the-middle-east 
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team.  It also essential to educate brands, and everyone want to involve in the Esports sector on how 
and where to invest especially in infrastructure and events”. 
 
Another challenge is the competition. Many countries are looking to become the gaming Hub in the GCC 
and MENA region. The strongest competitor for UAE is KSA. According to Mr. Said Ali Taher, Esports 
in KSA take support from two entities, GSA (General Sports Authority) and GEA (General Entertainment 
Authority). Both Authorities are backing up The Saudi Arabian Federation for Electronic and Intellectual 
Sports (SAFEIS). 
Today, KSA organizing big competitions with a massive prize pool money. The Saudi team took first 
prize in one competition at the 10th edition of the IESF Esports World Championship in Taiwan in 2018, 
Mosaad Al Dossary also won Fifa eWorld Cup 2018. KSA also organizes Esports version of the league 
(known as the eSPL).  
 
Unifying the efforts related to Esports is what distinguishes KSA and what miss UAE, according to Said 
Ali Taher, Secretary-General of the UAE Esports association203. This helps Saudi go further and become 
the first gaming market in the region in the next few years. 
 
UAE has plenty of positive points related to Esports. It also has the necessary infrastructure, 
competencies, and investors. But it is essential to structure the industry, combining efforts about Esports 
and creating a true partnership between the government and the private sector to educate the public 
and businesses about Esports. Furthermore, the most important is moving fast because time is ticking 
and all the surrounding countries want to eat from Esports cake. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
203 private interview with Mr. Said Ali Taher 
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2.	Methodology		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	
The first part defined the characteristics of Esports and its ability to compete with the Olympic Games. 
The study will include interviews with several actors and professionals in the field of Esports, which will 
give a concrete vision about the environment and will allow to analyze and validate or invalidate the 
research hypotheses using the aim of qualitative results. 

	 
2.1	Presentation	of	the	methodology	used		

2.1.1.	The	chosen	study:	qualitative	study	 	 	 	 	
	 	

The qualitative study reflects fieldwork based on sociological analysis to understand public opinion 
mechanisms and what people think regarding a specific subject and their understanding of the 
surrounding environment. The qualitative study even gives information reveals insights the quantitative 
research does not provide. Morgan G. describes this study by comparing it to one based on quantity: 
“Qualitative data can describe, in opposition to quantitative data that can be measured a by a unit, all 
fields phenomena that cannot be directly observed, particularly in the social and human sciences”204. 
However, the quantitative study has limits where it records a particular frequency of practices, 
satisfactions, and expectations. But it cannot explain why such a situation exists.  
 
It has to be in mind that Esports at the Olympic Games is still, till the time of writing this research, a case 
to debate about between the international sports movement (mainly the IOC) and the Esports community 
(game publishers). Therefore, the field study (qualitative research) will help understand the arguments 
between them. 

	
2.1.2.	Types	of	interviews	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	

The most commonly used qualitative research methods are interview, observation, life story, and group 
meetings: 
 
- The interviews: Blanchet distinguishes between general interviews comparing to the "oral 
questionnaires" and "research interviews" as elements of a subset of the broad set of interviews205. 
 
- Observation: For de Ketele, "observation is a process including voluntary attention and intelligence, 
oriented by a terminal or organizing objective and directed at an object in order to gather information In 
scientific research, observation is based on a theoretical frame of reference. The particularity of it is the 
object of the approach. Observation is an activity related to the current situation while interviewing is 
based on communication with the possibilities of going backward and foresight the future. 
 
- Life history: Life history collections have experienced a revival of interest in the social sciences since 
the 1970s. According to Chalifoux (1992), it defined as "a narrative that tells about life experience of a 
person. It is, in fact, a personal and autobiographical work”206. 
 
Focus group meetings, or round tables, are one of the methods used in qualitative studies. The 
interviewer brings together several consumers, between 6 and 10 people, in a room. 
According to the previous research's essential methods, it is logical that the interview is the appropriate 
medium for this research. However, it is necessary to differentiate between the several types of 
interviews before adopting on of it:  

                                                
204 The case for qualitative research, Morgan G., Smircich, L., 1880, Academy of Management Review, Vol. 5 Issue 4, p.491-500. 
205 L'Enquête et ses méthodes : L’entretien, Blanchet Alain, Gotman Anne, de Singly François, 1992, Paris : Nathan Université, 
206 http://www.carede.org/IMG/pdf/RECHERCHE_QUALITATIVE.pdf 
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- The open-ended interview: where the interviewer avoids asking questions aimed at redirecting the 
interview. 
- The guided interview: the interviewee answer planned questions in a specific order. 
- Semi-directed interview: where the interviewer plans a few questions to ask as a reference point. 
According to the subject of this research, it is necessary to guide the professionals with an interview 
guide. In this context, it is essential to have precise details to deal with all the subject's complexity. For 
this reason, freedom is necessary for interviews to have all the information. Thus, a semi-structured 
interview is the most adequate. 
 

2.1.3.	The	organisation	of	the	survey	and	the	method	used		 	
	 	

The chosen type of interviews for the current research can be defined as “a document that lists the 
themes or questions to be addressed and sometimes allows the answers to be entered as the interview 
progresses”207. The interview guide's usage is because of the target personalities are commonly from 
the same background but with different profiles, which proposes few changes from one interviewee to 
another. But with preserving the spirit of the problem and the resolution of the hypotheses posed 
beforehand. 
 
The guide will contain an introduction, three themes, and the conclusion:  
 
- The introduction will allow creating the first contact with the interviewee to put him/her in confidence to 
obtain reliable answers. It also provides information on the interviewee's profile, his or her training 
background, and current position. 
 
- The first part concerns the place of Esports as much as a societal phenomenon. The aim is to know 
the definitions of the activity according to the professionals, its practice objectives, and the stakes. 
 
- The second part deals with the subject of the Olympic Games and its evolution. The target is to get the 
interviewee's point of view about the reality and development of Esports at all levels. 
 
- The third part deals with the vision of the UAE concerning this promising activity. It will allow the 
professional to reveal his view of things in the short and long term. 
 
- A conclusion at the end is to allow the professional to integrate this data and add complements or 
improve the interview guide's point. 
 
All interviews will be recorded via smartphones, Dictaphones, or computers to transcribe these data 
later. Moreover, telephone conversations is recorded via an application that allows the call to be saved. 
This approach was necessary because some professionals were not available for a face-to-face meeting 
because of their schedules or their travels without forgetting the Covid-19 pandemic who forced to do 
interviews at a distance. But at the same time allowed to look for professionals internationally and not 
only locally. 
 
The interviews conducted with the professionals brought out topic such as:  
 

- Esports in public opinion  
- Sport and Esports: what's the similarity? 
- The needs of the Olympic Games  
- Structuring the practice of Esports 
- Esports in UAE

                                                
207https://www.acstrasbourg.fr/fileadmin/pedagogie/stss/DEPOT_DOCUMENTS/BAUMEIER_Elisabeth/16_EBentretien.pdf 
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- Pandemic Covid-19 
 

A summary table will be drawn up to highlight themes, arguments, and counter-arguments (in the annex) 
collected.  
Besides, recommendations will conclude the third part, leading to a general conclusion that summaries 
the results and the answers to the research problem. 
 
 

2.2	Sampling	and	profiles	of	the	professionals	interviewed		
2.2.1.	Choice	of	Sampling	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	
According to Miles and Huberman (1994), “Sampling is as important for data collection as it is for the 
analysis and interpretation of results” the choice of professionals working in the Esports sector has been 
a meticulous task, considering that Esports sector is an emerging sector in UAE. The sampling has 
primarily targeted the people who have provoked this emergence or influenced it. 
 
2.2.2. The profiles interviewed          
The table below, shows all the interviewees presented in chronological order, mentioning the name and 
surname of the professionals, the date and duration of the interview and their professions. 
 

First and Last Name Date of 
interview 

Duration of the 
interview Profession 

Mathieu Renard 20/12/2019 00:44:41 
Manager of Canal Esport Club at 
Canal+ 

Nicolas Besombes  19/02/2020 01:18:16 

Researcher in the field of Esports at 
the University of Paris-Descartes. 
Laboratory "Techniques et Enjeux 
du Corps" (EA 3625), Paris 
Descartes University. 
Vice-President of France Esports 

Juan Diego García 
Squetino 

13/03/2020 00:39:40 
Country Manager Argentina - Chile - 
Perú en LVP - Liga de Video juegos 
Profesional - Grupo Mediapro 

Hisham Shehabi 03/05/2020 00:40:09 

CO-Founder COO N3XT SPORTS 
Inc. 
Sports Intelligence Manager at ICO 
 

Lalit Vas  09/06/2020 01:02:26 Al Nasr Esports Club Director  

Said Ali Taher 19/06/2020 01:05:00 Secretary General of UAE –Esports 
Association  

Adel Anouche  19/06/2020 00:36:54 
Professional Gamer in Naser 
Esports club 

Melvin Kuek 07/07/2020 00:48:27 Chief Communications Officer at 
Global Esports Federation 
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Ali Al Abed 14/07/2020 01:28:09 
PR and Arabic Community Manager 
in GamersHub – Esports event 
organizer company  

 
Table 1: Profiles and chronologies of the interviews 

 
2.2.3.	The	structures	of	the	Esport:	companies	and	associations	 	

	 	 	
These are exactly the organizations in which the professionals we met are practicing. 
 

The structure Status Object 

Canal+ (talkshow 
Canal Esports 

Club)208 
Company 

Canal+ is France's leading private pay-TV channel, a 
national French general-interest pay-TV channel focused on 
cinema and sports.  
Including the program dedicated to the Esport phenomenon, 
Canal Esports Club has now become one of the leading 
brands for Esport news. 

France Esports209 Association 

Created on April 26, 2016, during a constitutive assembly 
held at the Ministry of Economy and Finance, at the invitation 
of the Secretary of State for Digital Affairs. Its purpose is to 
develop, promote and supervise the practice of electronic 
sports in a spirit of equity and human development, in line 
with the values and main fundamentals of Olympism. 

 
N3XT SPORTS 

Inc.210 
 

Company 

N3XT Sports is a strategic consulting agency that specializes 
in end-to-end innovation, technology, and investment 
strategy. It with the clients to identify and address their most 
critical challenges, allowing them to achieve sustainable 
competitive advantage given the rapidly changing sports 
landscape. Born in the world's epicenter of innovation in 
Silicon Valley, the headquartered in Barcelona. 

League of 
Videogames 

Professionals211 
Company 

LVP (League of Videogames Professionals) is the biggest 
esports organization in the Spanish-speaking market and 
one of the biggest esports organizers in the world, with 
offices in Madrid, Barcelona, Buenos Aires, Bogota and 
Mexico and presence in more than 30 countries. LVP 
manages the most prestigious national competitions (like 
Superliga Orange in Spain, Liga Master Flow in Argentina), 
big international tournaments (Gamergy Masters), online 
competition platforms (ArenaGG). 

The Global Esports 
Federation212 Association 

Born from a vision to create an organisation for the world’s 
Esports eco-system. The organisation seeks to establish the 
credibility, legitimacy and prestige for esports.  
The mission: build an inclusive platform to bring together all 
the stakeholders from the Esports industry to help shape the 

                                                
208 https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canal%2B 
209 https://france-esports.org/site/presentation/ 
210 https://www.n3xtsports.com/ 
211 https://lvp.global/ 
212 https://globalesports.org/ 
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GEF mission and maximize the potential for esports and its 
participants. 

Nasr Esports  Esports club  

Nasr Esports was founded in March 2017 to foster, manage, 
coach and nurture talent with a focus on the Middle East and 
North Africa.With multiple game titles on different platforms, 
the club currently houses 40 players across 5 divisions. Nasr 
Esports is one of the leading advocates for esports in the 
MENA region expanding their players' reach to the world. 
 

GamersHub 
Esports event 

company  

Established with the vision to elevate Esports in the MENA 
region. Based in the UAE, GHME focuses on the 
advancement of Esports through consistent tournaments, 
international standards of competition, greater brand 
opportunities and increased overall awareness. 
 
 

UAE Esports 
Association  

Government  

Established by the decision to publicize from His Excellency 
Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan, Minister of Youth 
and Sports in 2015. The association is the official body 
concerned with Esports affairs in the United Arab Emirates. 

Table 2: Represents the organizations of the interviewees 
 
 

2.2.4.	Conferences	and	documentaries	 	 	
     

We had the chance to attend a few conferences in order to reflect on our problems, but also 
documentaries and television programs that addressed the same themes. 
 
Online conferences: 

• Esports: What opportunities for brands? 

Speaker: 
- Aurélie Tailleux (ESSEC) and Marie Caulliez (ESC Rennes), Marketing and Digital Céréales Lion 
Managers at Nestlé (sponsor of one of the main Esports events in Europe). 
- Nicolas Maurer, CEO and co-founder of Team Vitality, the first French eSport team and one of the 
largest in Europe. 
- Cyril Chomette (ESCP Europe), CEO and founder of Glory4Gamers, the first Esports tournament 
platform in France. 
 

• The 2024 Olympic and Paralympic Games: from a winning bid to a societal 
accelerator?  

Speaker: 
- Gwladys Épangue, double world champion in taekwondo, co-president of the CNOSF High Level 
Athletes' Commission and member of the Paris 2024 Athletes' Committee. 
- Aude Amadou, today deputy and rapporteur of the Law on the organisation of the JOP 2024 
- Fanny Donnarel, Impact and Legacy Project Manager on the Paris 2024 JOP Bid Committee 
 

• Mixity in Esports: state of play, challenges and perspectives? 

Speaker:  
(1st round table: Esports, testimonies and evolutions of the profession) 
- Marie-Laure "Kayane" Norindr, host on the Game One television channel and organizer of sports 
events. Today she continues to compete on other games such as Mortal Kombat or SoulCalibur,  
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- Marion "Mar1on" Lopez, the captain and "Leader In Game" of the women's team Counter-Strike: 
Global Offensive (CS: GO) eParadise.  
- Mélie "Maylie" Marceau, Fortnite player in the mixed Oserv team. She won the 2018 Gamers 
Assembly. 
- Laura "Nsty" Déjou, who played for the Millenium, Mistral and ACER teams, combines her 
competitive practice with coaching and teaching. 
- Sophie "Ayunie" Phan, the captain and "Toplaner" of the League of Legends (LoL) OOB women's 
team.  
(2nd round table: Women in the Esports industry) 
- Hyunseon "Hajin" Park, has been a self-entrepreneur and multi-casquette of Esports since 2017.  
- Iris "Callystoo" Elbazis, the president and co-founder of the WAT Social Club, an agency specialized 
in the representation of gaming talent and consulting. 
- Julie "Tina" Jeanniot is Social Media Specialist at Riot Games Paris.  
 

• CIES WEBINAR #11: Esports & Sport: A complex dialogue. 

Speakers:   
- Alex Cabot, International football Consultant and FIFA Master Alumnus 2012  
- Gareth Cortje, FIFA/CIES Executive Programme in Sports Management Alumnus 2019 at Nelson 
Mandela University and Winner of the CIES Network Prize 2020 with a project on the creation of an 
African eSport League  
- Juan Diego Garcia Squetino, Country Manager South America LVP (Professional Videogames 
League) MEDIAPRO Group and speaker at FIFA/CIES Executive Programme in Sports Management  
- Prof. Pierre Lanfranchi, Moderator. 
 

• Besport: Is sport selling its soul to the Esports? 

Speakers: 
- Iris Elvazis, President of WSCgroup. 
- Nicolas Besombes, Teacher-researcher/ Vice-President of France Esports. 
- Julian Jappert, Director General of Sport and Citizenship. 
- Nicolas Bonnet Oulaldj, In charge of sports and leisure at the PCF. 
 

• CIO: The Esports Forum the Olympic Summit 

Speakers: 
(1st round table: Esports, testimonies and evolutions of the profession) 
- Kim Cheolhag, Secretary General of Korea e-Sports Association (KeSPA). 
- Nicolo Laurent, CEO, Riot Games. 
- Mike Morhame, President & CEO, Blizzard Entertainment. 
- Ralf Reichert, Founder & CCEO, Electronic Sports League (ESL). 
- Rick Fox, Former Professional Basketball Player & Owner, Echo Fox, Moderator. 
(2nd round table: Esports, Future Opportunities for Collaboration) 
- Sean Bratches, Managing Director, Commercial Operations, Formula 1. 
- Chong Geng NG, President, Singapour Esports National Sports Association. 
- Mark Rein, Vice-President & Co-Founder, Epic Games. 
- Susanne Schödel, Secreatary-General, World Aie Sports Federation. 
-Todd Sitrin, Senior Vice-President & General Manager, Competitive Gaming, Electronic Arts. 
(3rd round table: Esports, Sports Organizations – Governance, Structures and Best Pratices). 
- Raffaele Chiulli, President, Association of IOC Recognized International Sport Federations (ARISF). 
- Sangwon Leopold Chung, Secretary-General, International e-Sports Federation. 
- Hans Jagnow, CEO, Esports Bund Deutschland. 
- Chester King, Founder & CEO, British Esports Association. 
- Ser Miang NG, IOC Executive Board Member. 
- Nate Nanzer, Commissioner, Overwatch League. 
- Chris Overholt, CEO & Secretary General, Canadian Olympic Committee. 
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- Jan Pommer, Director, Team Relations, Electronic Sport League (ESL). 
- Carlos “ocelote” Rodriguez, Founder & CEO, G2 Esports 
- Kit McConnell, Sports Director, International Olympic Committee, Facilitator. 
(4th round table: Esports, Media/Broadcasting- How to reach your fans) 
- Lester Chen, Global Head of Esports, YouTube. 
- Raymond Goldsmith, CEO, International Sport Multimedia, Official Interactive Gaming Partner of the 
IOC. 
- Todd Pawlowski, Senior Vice-President, Live Experiences, Blizzard Entertainment. 
- Robert Simmelkjaer, Senior Vice-President, NBC Sports Ventures. 
- Mark Parkman, General Manager, The Olympic Channel. 
(4th round table: Esports, The investor perspective) 
- John Bonni, Vice-president, Client Computing Group & General Manager, Esports and Gaming, Intel. 
- Jens Hilgers, Founding Partner, BITKRAFT Esports Ventures. 
- Andy Hunt, CEO, World Sailing. 
- Jarred Kennedy, Co-Head of Esports, Riot Games. 
- Timo Lumme, Managing Director, Television and Marketing Services, International Olympic 
Committee, Facilitator. 
 
 
Programs and documentaries: 
- Canal Esport Club: Olympics, does Esports have a place in the Olympics - with Olivier Ozoux (AAA) 
and Matthieu Dallon.  
- Canal Esports Club: France at the heart of Esports - with Nicolas Besombes and Sami Harbi. 
- In Game, the documentary series by France Télévision and Upian. 
- Esports fait vivre - Un nouveau phénomène, the documentary series of the channel ARTE and Bigger 
Than Fiction. 
- Netflix: League of Legends Origins. 
- The rise of Esports: The future of business isn't what you think: Competitive video gaming is the next 
big thing, ESPN. 
- Netflix: Explained season 1 episode 12: Esports 
- LCP le mag : "E-sport : tout reste à jouer" (E-sport: everything remains to be played).
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3.	Analysis	and	Results	
 
The section will present the results collected by interviewed professionals. The information and 
statements that these professionals share will be dealt with in a table by themes (Annex), which will 
help to integrate these themes and analyze them to validate or invalidate the hypotheses. 
 
The problem: How would the Introduction of Esports at the Olympic Games be a potential 
market through the initiatives in the United Arab Emirates? 
 
Hypothesis n°1: The democratization of Esports creates a new societal cohesion.  
Hypothesis n°2: Esport promotes and modernizes the image of the Olympic Games.  
Hypothesis n°3: The economic profitability of Esports improve the practices 
Hypothesis n°4: The United Arab Emirates can become the world leader in this new ecosystem. 
 
The following discussion will be the managerial recommendations, limits, and difficulties encountered 
during the thesis. 

 
3.1	Themes:	Analysis	and	results	

3.1.1.	Esports	in	public	opinion		
3.1.1.1	Esports	in	the	face	of	prejudice		 	

 
Esports was always under prejudices. The public opinion usually accuses video games and the Esports 
community in creating a rupture between the young (15-30 years old) and the older generation (40 years 
old and over). Most of the interviews highlight the misunderstandings about Esports activities. Hisham 
Shehabi explains "people are giving bad feedback, parents are always arguing if kids should go out 
rather than playing video games. When the practices professionalized, then sadly, Esports had more 
positive aspects to it". This idea is common in all interviews as Said Ali Taher, "Another difficulty that we 
face is Esports' social reputation. Parents normally don't like games and consider it a waste of time and 
consider it a danger for physical and mental health", and he adds, "So, the problem is not in the games 
if people waste their time with it. The problem is with the people".  Juan Diego García Squetino gives 
the perfect example "If I'm Coca-Cola and I see a game with guns and kill people, I don't like to associate 
my brand with this game. It is true because they have their philosophy, but it is also true that 
entertainment today is different from what it used to be before". 
 
The prejudices portray video gaming activities as a hobby, not a profession in the opposite of the image 
of traditional sports. Nicolas Besombes develops this idea by saying: "The image of the traditional sports 
include energy expenditure and physical activity. We always imagine someone running, jumping, 
moving, swimming. This concept distracts people and makes them prejudice setting behind the screen 
is not a sport.". Hisham Shehabi explains another reason for this prejudging: "People still did not 
understand Esports practices. But as long as Esports is gaining popularity, it becomes less 
stigmatized". Not testing the game or understanding its rules will automatically generate this prejudging 
and the outright breakage. 
 
To reduce this gap, professionals called for more communication around the positive aspects. Lalit Vas 
states, "Educating everyone is playing a major role. And when we say everyone, we mean kids, parents, 
brand, and everyone want to involve in Esports sectors". Whether from the competent authorities, 
players, or even publishers to encourage this community. 
 
But still, the prejudices about Esports in continually changing. Today, the community starts recognizing 
Esports as a profession, and parents support their children in having a career in Esports. Adel Anouch 
is a pro-gamer in Nasr Esports, and he states: "Right now there are many players who came with their 
parents to the event before it will never happen because gaming was considered a waste of time. It still 
not in where it should be but it's improving". 
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3.1.1.2.	The	new	generation	is	getting	carried	away		

 
Esports did not only democratize its community. The effect extent to outside this circle as well. Young 
people are the pioneers of this new movement, along with professional and casual players. 
Nicolas Besombes declares, "The main segment of the Esports society is between 18-30-year olds. This 
segment will grow up and will continue to watch Esport. Their children will also be familiar with Esports, 
so the community will continue to grow." most of the interviewees saying the same thing. "You can go 
to the end of France in any small village you'll find people who know about Esports. There are still people 
who don't know about it" (Matthieu Renard). Today, Esports exceed being a large economy to become 
a huge phenomenon; Melvin Kuek shares with us this idea "The Esports is connecting communities to 
each another." 
 
The stabilization of the ecosystem (competitions, players, age segment) can explain Esports' 
phenomena. At first, it helps media to create content fit for the young population. When players practice 
for competitive activity, usually, there is an imitation and reproduction of the same techniques toward 
some fans, which automatically creates a trend that helps Esport creating commitment and community 
cohesion. Mathieu Renard explains, "There is the fashion effect, we go away from the video game 
model, not because it was old-fashioned, but because it was uncompetitive and misperceived by the 
people in that community. We turned it into something sexy thanks to the media coverage". 
 
The Esports community confuses media outlets' strategies and habits by imposing other consumer and 
communication products they forced to follow. "Adding to this, the technological evolution, accessibility 
and digital usability among young people" besides, "Esports have different games, and different 
publishers for smart-phones, computers, PlayStation, and Xbox… too many technologies to play 
games" (Juan Diego García Squetino). 
 
	 	 	 3.1.1.3.	The	hidden	face	of	this	practice	 	
 
Esports has another face that is not known by the interested parties, which is sexism. Women have no 
place in the world of Esports, despite the presence of a few women's tournaments. 
Nicolas Besombes explains, " At that time, the content of video games was designed primarily for young 
boys, not girls, and it stayed that way for years". Juan Diego García Squetino added, "We have a large 
audience, but we are the women? The Esports is like 85% for men".   
 
 Hisham Shehabi has the same opinion "having a little presence of women in Esports is a problem, 
despite the improvement, but it's a very negative point to be in Esports".  
 
This environment is extremely sexist and reductive. Societies are gaining more liberation of speech, 
gender equality, as equal pay. Even traditional sports start pushing women's sport forward, similar to 
what happens in women's football. There is a vast improvement, even it's not sufficient. However, 
Esports keep ignoring this equality and focuses mainly on men's tournaments.  
 
Hence, the debate revealed that a young and dynamic community had created a certain cohesion 
around Esports. The latter has managed to attract them, whether they are video game fanatics or not. 
It has also led to meeting their needs in terms of media consumption, video games, and virtual products, 
something that both the authorities and the private sector have difficulty capturing their attention. 
                                                                  
 Thus, this section validates our first research hypothesis, Hypothesis 1: The democratization of the 
Esports creates a new societal cohesion. 
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3.1.2.			Sport	and	Esports:	what	is	the	similarity?	
3.1.2.1.		Presence	of	false	debate	and	false	competition	

 
This section is dealing with the origins of the sport and its definition. The interviewed professionals do 
believe Esports is a real sport but it requires a different kind of skills. According Lalit Vas "Esports include 
some physical activity. It's not included running and jumping, but for example, the Esports player hit 
keyboard more than 120 times in minute while the fastest tipper in the world hit it 95/min. It's required 
huge concentration and attention...so for me it's defiantly a Sport". For Melvin Kuek "For me, Esports is 
like golf; you require some skills a concentration". The same idea by Said Ali Taher "The heartbeat, the 
movement, decision making, the concentration the mental effort", he adds Esports similar to traditional 
sports in competition, but we have some obstacles". 
 
Ali Al-Abed believes it's true sports, even in the model of training, competitions, rules, etc." Companies 
similar to ESL start creating a show with an anchor, caster, organizers, player's highlights, and stats. 
They make it look attractive. The science seems like complete sports, without forgetting the coaches 
who are connecting with the team and discussing”. 
 
Moreover Nicolas Besombes, Associate Researcher in Sport Sciences (Esports and Social Research), 
has his sociological observations and took the comparison between sport and Esport debate towards 
another perspective. He also shares the same vision as the other professionals: "Already in the Olympic 
disciplines, you have sports that don't require a lot of sweating, that use less energy than other sports. 
And I think of archery, rifle shooting, curling, golf, which are all Olympic disciplines" "It's not the criterion 
of energy expenditure and that's where the sociology of sport is interesting, it's that to avoid that we 
prefer to talk about motor situations. [...] if we take only a motor situation, that's what explains, for 
example, petanque, it's a game, it's a motor situation".  
 
The professional player Adel Anouch agrees with the previous opinion "I can say it takes a different kind 
of skills, people consider chess as a mental sport and Esports can find that as well because it considers 
mostly a mental game. The brain is the most functioning part".  
 
And where he points out on the direction of the debate, the fact that we're starting from the wrong 
premise of comparing Esports to sport "Today the real debate is not so much whether Esport is a sport, 
but whether it is still relevant to compare Esports to Sport?". Matthieu Renard added a touch of humor 
but also true, "It's a confusing name, we called it Esports if we'd called it Competitive Video Game, 
nobody would have bothered us». Moreover, the remark by Hisham Shehabi is very interesting about 
closing the debate and not being open-minded and allowing a real exchange to take place: "it's important 
not to put a cage around it if it's a sport or not a sport". Because there are some professionals how are 
not convinced one hundred percent, Said Ali Taher said, "As a personal opinion, I don't see it as a sport, 
but some of my colleagues convince me that It's a sport". 
 
Today, the sports community, in all disciplines, has created physical reasons to reject this practice. 
Nevertheless, the same community is using Esports to revitalize sport itself, a real paradox. Digital has 
merged with the sports to create a new sport, which is Esports, an evolution of the sports and is 
becoming a phenomenon "I think the Esports is a new entertainment in the new area in 21 
centuries" (Juan Diego García Squetino).  
 
Here we can note a real difference between sport and Esports, i.e. video games have a minimal lifespan 
because of the competitiveness of the market. Some games that marked the beginnings of Esports no 
longer exist, because there is no longer profitability, no longer interest and above all a technological and 
graphic evolution "in his DNA, led to be permanently modified" (Matthieu Renard). 
 
So, this fear that Esport will one day replace sport is a false fear where most of the interviewees 
confirmed that. Lalit Vas "So Esports will not replace sports completely, but it will come biggest sports 
in the world", Said Ali Taher had the same idea "Esports will not replace traditional sports that will stay 
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at least for the health and the physical competitions always have it beauty" and Ali Al Abed "No for sure, 
traditional sports have its traditions, and it will not die". 
 
Only Adel Anouch believe it will replace Esports one day "I can see that happen. Esports might replace 
traditional sports because the new generation below 20 years don't give that much interest in traditional 
sport comparing to Gaming. So, it might be possible when the new generation takes over”. 
 
This theme was essential to develop because it allowed us to clarify certain information and at the same 
time create a transition to the next theme: the criteria of the Olympic Games. 
 
 

3.1.3.	The	needs	of	the	Olympic	Games	
3.1.3.1.	The	criteria	of	the	Olympic	Games	

 
Joining the Olympic Games requires implementing essential criteria and creating a real framework for 
practice and competition to ensure the sustainability of this new practice. The most important is to 
respect the values of Olympism: Excellence, Friendship, Respect. However, Esports has several 
drawbacks with the violence of specific games and inappropriate terms. Matthieu Renard has given its 
opinion, "Should we put violent games in the Olympics of video games? No, I don't think so". Nicolas 
Besombes explains, "Another interview with Thomas Bach at September reminds us that video games 
must correspond to the values of Olympism, non-discrimination, and violence. Fundamentally, games 
must correspond to Olympic values”. Still, there are some opinions support the presence of violence in 
video games such as Juan Diego García Squetino: "for me Call of Duty, CS, Fortnite and Street Fighters, 
every game that maybe have different violence, is different entertainment". 
 
The former IOC Sports Intelligence Manager said: "I did a lot of research they show that there is no 
aggression or add aggression by people who play violent games […] because it's just the content is 
violent, they shooting but it doesn't translate to the real world anyway". It is essential to include this 
information in the daily debate between Sport and Esports. 
 
Another disadvantage is the international representativeness of this practice. Today, there is no 
International Esport or Video Games Federation that is recognized by the IOC. The International 
Electronic Sports Federation (IeSF) is only recognized by the Olympic Council of Asia (COA), which is 
a good start but not enough. Lalit Vas confirms, "Esports today doesn't have the have a proper structure 
worldwide, and there is no government funding in most of the countries because they don't have the 
proper structure." 
 
 IeSF itself doesn't have a reliable authority or structuring. "IeSF wants to connect the Esports world but 
we need some rules, we need some facilities, like how to protect E-Athletes, how to protect young people 
who are maybe playing games. But we don't have real rules or insurance; for example, what happens if 
they get harassed online?" (Melvin Kuek). He also adds, "There are a lot of Esports federation 
continentally but the more important is be objective because someone has to make rules et 
regulation." Plus, "The Olympic committee has years of experience on how to structure things, so they 
will be able to benefit all those publishers on how to have a proper structure worldwide that people trust 
to invest in" (Lalit Vas). The only representatives of Esport today are the game publishers who have the 
games' intellectual property. In comparison, sport is a universal good that everyone can practice and 
use. 
 
All professionals confirm the previous fact, "We have similarities with the Sport but we are not sport 
because Esports depend 100% on publishers […] you don't have a law in different countries depend a 
100% on the publisher, it's different from traditional sport, you have associations, a federation" (Juan 
Diego García Squetino). Same thought, Said Ali Taher says, "It has some interesting topics, particularly 
on this intellectual property that the IOC should look into. There are a lot of things that the Olympic 
Games will refuse. Today, publishers are obliged to adapt and revise its copy surely to be adaptable to 
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the Olympics". Hisham Shehabi specifies, "Definitely the intellectual property (IP) is a problem. For this 
to happen, it would be maybe shared IP for some source that would be like creating a new game or 
creating an Olympic version of an unexciting game". 
 
These are three essential drawbacks that must overcome to facilitate the integration of Esport into the 
Olympic Games; Nicolas Besombes said, "Esport has not yet arrived at the Olympic Games, we haven't 
got it yet." Esport's entry to the Olympic Games as a sport is not considered as a criterion. "The IOC 
has expressed itself more in an official press release saying that they can consider Esport as a sport in 
its own right," Nicolas Besombes confirmed. 
 
 

3.1.3.2.	SWOT	analysis	of	Esports	at	the	Olympic	Games	 	
	 	 	

Through SWOT analysis, the research will determine the options available in a strategic field of activity 
and make a global vision about integrating Esports in the Olympic Games. 
 
 

Strengths Weaknesses 
  - Esports has a young community, the ideal 
target for the Olympics, and its partners. 
- The growth of Esports: tournaments and 
players. 
-  High economic profitability with a massive 
increase in growth every year. 
-Presence of several endemic brands and 
influencers. 
- A broad audience in international tournaments 
and competitions. 
- High consumption of online content from the 
Fans. 
- Esports conveys the same values as the 
Olympic Games (Excellence, Friendship, and 
Respect). 
- International electronic Sports Federation 
(IeSF) is recognized by the Olympic Council of 
Asia (COA). 
- Esports will be present at the next Asian Games, 
as an official discipline in China in 2022. 

- A skeptical public opinion on the Esports. 
- The lack of physical activity  
- Rules and terms comprehensible only for the 
gaming community but not to the general public. 
- Violent game is an essential part of Esports  
- Many entities hold the wright of intellectual 
property. 
- Lack of laws and regulations related to Esports 
on the national level. 
- Lack of proper structure to comply with the 
Olympic movement's rules and regulations (anti-
doping, betting, manipulation). 
- International electronic Sports Federation 
(IeSF) is only an intermediary. 
- Lack of national Esports federations. Some 
federations are not yet recognized or are still an 
association (Annex 9).                                                           
- To have Olympic recognition of the practice of 
Esports is a privilege. But this perspective is not 
accepted by the gaming community. 

Opportunities Threats 
- Esports can create new entertainment. 
- Presence of sports simulation games. 
- Technological evolution can bring a new way to 
consume Esport. 
- Rejuvenating the Olympic games by attracting 
the youth audience. 
- Esports provides platforms that can be used to 
mobilize within the Olympic movement. 
- Develop the target: E-fans. 
- New Olympic selection criterion: technology. To 
have new types of sports infrastructures (Stadium 
2.0 or connected stadiums) to best respond to 
this community of E-fans. 
- A great success of the official Esports 
tournament held in the run-up to the 2018 

- Esports does not meet the values of the Olympic 
Games, because of violence in some games.  
- Publishers normally have the intellectual 
property and set rules of their games. They also 
own the servers of those games. 
- The appearance of new types of doping. 
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PyeongChang Winter Olympic Games in South 
Korea. 

 
3.1.3.3.	Divided	opinions	 	

 
Most of the interviewees agree that "Esports is a sport". But When asking the question "Who needs the 
other more, Esport or the Olympic Games?". There are different opinions. On the one hand, some 
interviewees believe that the Olympic Games need Esports. Hisham Shehabi said, "The Olympic needs 
Esports in to attract new and younger audiences. This is good for the Olympic Movement. A way around, 
Esports needs Olympic because it's given them credibility that government can trust, parents can 
support and society can start to accept them as a profession." Therefore, Said Ali Taher does not 
agree  "I do believe that IOC need Esports more because they do need to improve their methods and 
follow the technology and the improvement in the taste of the new generation, elsewhere they will miss 
the bus" adding "Esports is coming and it will become the most popular sports in the world so It's better 
to agree with them to participate in the Olympics. The IOC should grap the opportunity to drive this 
audience." Melvin Kuek presents the same idea but with a different approach "The Olympic has now 
100 years and it does not change and it will take a lot, of investigation, work and analysis to change and 
I think it is the time do it. It will be sooner or later".  
 
This position is explained by the fact that entering the Olympic Games will give legitimacy to this practice 
so that people can change the preconceived ideas about Esports and therefore a certain recognition. 
But above all it will bring a new difficulty and another way of looking at the Olympic Games. 
On the contrary, some of the interviewees believe that the Olympic Games and Esports need each 
other. “The Olympic committee has years of experience on how to structure things. Esports will benefit 
from going to the Olympics by helping publishers on how to have a proper structure worldwide that 
people trust to invest in Esports today doesn’t have that. There is no government funding in most 
countries because they don’t have the proper structure, so there is a huge benefit for Esports” (Lalit 
Vas).  
 
Both sides also have one thing in common Juan Diego García Squetino explains it very well “The 
publishers don’t like to lose money and the Olympic are in the same level because in this model it’s not 
amateur, it’s professional, they need to have a profit business model”. 
 
But there are a few arguments to support the idea that the Olympic Games need Esports. Nicolas 
Besombes argues that "Olympic Games audiences tend to fall between 2012 and 2016 […] Indeed, the 
Olympic world seems to be interested in this, I don't know if you have an answer. I have one, because, 
in fact, they have an interest in attracting to them a clientele, a younger audience. The younger 
generation is watching less and less television and more and more streaming. But if you look at the 
Olympic Games' economic model, their sources of revenue are essentially TVs, with the sales of TV 
rights". 
 
Therefore, the analysis of this part helped to validate the second hypothesis of the research; Hypothesis 
2: Esport promotes and modernizes the Olympic Games image. 
 
IOC and the games publishers met in Lausanne on the 20th of July 2018. The propose of the summit is 
to discuss some of the criteria mentioned before. The summit decided that the Esport will not be present 
at the Olympic Games. A bad for a good, undoubtedly next Games will not include Esports in the 
Olympiad, but it will save time for reflection and find common ground on each model. Lalit Vas 
assured, “There is no way that Esports going to the Olympics before 2028 or even 2032 because of the 
number of steps needed or the lack of agreements with IOC. Esports will be in Tokyo 2021 a longest 
the Olympics with streetfighter and rocket leagues […] Esports will be beside the Olympics but not a 
part of it which ok for the time being”. 
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3.1.4.	The	structuring	of	Esport	practice												
 
As shown in the Literature review, Esports will represent an enormous economy that will grow every 
year. However, Esports still without a sloid structure worldwide. Nicolas Besombes claims, "Today, there 
is no legitimate federation, it's the biggest obstacle." He adds, "The last institutional example, an activity 
recognized by the Ministry of Sports, today it is a physical activity but not a sport." Also, on his side, Lalit 
Vas "Esports today doesn't have a proper structure, and there is no government funding in most of the 
countries because lack of the proper structure, so there is a huge benefit for Esports." 
The problem of Esports is its status in most continents where it is considered an industry or economy 
and not as leisure or culture. As a result, the main priority is to make the maximum profit not to structure 
the practices. Juan Diego García Squetino, who works in Esports marketing industry, explains, "They 
put lots of money because the Esports and gaming audience will be their consumers for the next 10-15 
years. It is driven by sponsorship and prizemoney and then a limited amount of licenses. Furthermore, 
there are teams such as G2 who sell lots of merchandise such as T- shirts, hats…etc ". 
 
Besides the persuasions of the economic profits, there are no government commitment and lack of 
regulation related to Esports. Lalit Vas states, "There should be the structure to have Government – 
private sector partnership. For example, so far, there is no Esports category license as a trade license". 
He gives some solution "Someone has to invest in that, and there should be encouragement for 
companies, entities, brands, and federations to build this infrastructure. Once you have this will, people 
will play more." Matthieu Renard explains, "So there are rules for cheating, but there are no rules for 
doping". 
 
Other professionals have proposed solutions to improve this situation. From Juan Diego García 
Squetino, "The first is the relationship with the publisher. The publisher is the owner of the game". 
Hisham Shehabi takes examples from other countries "I think the Government Denmark put a National 
Esports policy last year. The plan is a result of cooperation between the Government and the game 
developer from the other side". 
 
Back to the previous debate on the introduction of sports at the Olympic Games, Hisham Shehabi 
said, "For the IOC at the moment, they look at it from an institutional point of view, without Esports 
Federation, they cannot have it." Lalit Vas also adds, "To be recognized as a sport, Esports should 
become a member of GAIFS (Global Association of International Sports Federations). Then a member 
of AIMS (Alliance of Independent Recognised Members of Sport) then WADA". 
 
Ali Al-Abed explains, "We need a strong push to evolve the industry. It needs more attention from 
International media, sponsors, and Governments. Give it what it deserves and what it needs from proper 
funding for the teams and events. Otherwise, it's going to die if there is no support. Give it the attention 
similar to the neighboring countries, and I can guarantee it will become much bigger". Even from 
professional players, or there's a sense of affluence on the part of the Government, Adel Anouche 
states, "I do think it needs to take more interest, looking after the player, doing more tournaments and 
events backed by the government and all that". 
The international bodies that are trying to federate the Esports are in conflict and disagreement. Melvin 
Kuek claims, "The Global Esports federation sent an invitation to IeSF to be part of the federation, and 
they refuse for many reasons. I think there is confusion on who is doing what, in the long term, two 
organizations must meet up to a line up for the industry". 
 
In most countries, this lack of commitment is evident. Investors try to get revenues as much as possible. 
So, they leave the mission of developing Esports to the local associations. Besides, there is a massive 
delay in issuing governance’s legislation for the practice, which creates a real discrepancy between the 
published data and the reality in the field.  
 
The analysis of this part, refute Hypothesis n°3: The economic profitability of Esports allows a better 
development of the practice. 
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3.1.5.	Esports	in	the	United	Arab	Emirates	 	
 

Esports is a growing market, and it will keep growing in the coming years. A fact shared by all 
interviewees and supported by numbers. Esports market evolved enormously in a short period to 
become a real phenomenon. During the research, it was notable that Esports in the UAE suffer from the 
lack of data that reflect its market. Matthieu Renard, Nicolas Besombes, and Melvin Kuek have no 
information on it. Juan Diego García Squetino and Hisham Shehabi know "Minimal" where none of them 
live or work in UAE. However, all other interviewees are active professionals in the Esports sector in the 
UAE, which helps to get a clear vision of the market. Lalit Vas, director of Naser Esports, describes the 
general framework "Right now, there are 50 Esports clubs in the middle east. Most of them start with 
few friends who play together, then more people join them, then they become bigger. But they are not 
organizing and not looking into sponsors". Said Ali Taher, Secretary-General of UAE –Esports 
Association added, "We are a member of IeSF, the Chairman of the Board of Directors Shaikh Sultan 
bin Khalifa bin Shakhbut Al Nahyan is the vice president. Moreover, we are a member of the Arab 
Federation of Esports and the secretary General is from UAE". Nasr Esports Club Director Lalit Vas 
believes that Esports is UAE will grow a lot. "Regarding UAE and GCC it will grow phenomenally; I 
estimate half billion Dollars investment in Esports during the next five years from brands, investors, 
government, and publishers. Most of the investment come from private people who are interested and 
not coming from the private companies or the government". 
  
Adel Anouche, become a professional player because of the development of Esports in the UAE "The 
CAPCOM international tournament starts, and there was a stop in Dubai. So, I played in that, and I got 
second place losing to Japanese player at that time […] In UAE there are the UAE Esports association 
where they try to look out after local talents and develop them and support them". He also gives an idea 
about some major events in UAE, including Esports events for women, which is not something to be 
ignored. "It's growing a lot, and many things are happening right now, three month ago, there was an 
event in Dubai WTC called gaming girls and it was very big." 
 
UAE aims to become the capital of Esports in the MENA region. Many initiatives are happening right 
now to achieve this target, and one of them is moving the IeFS headquarter to Dubai. Said Ali Taher 
confirms this news, "We will benefit a lot from moving the IeSF to Dubai, and they will benefit also. 
Moving to Dubai will help to organize bigger competitions and bring the best player to the country, but 
things need some time to settled and to work on the law frame and organization stuff." He added, "Many 
games publishers are aiming to open branches in UAE. According to the last statistics, the Esports 
industry in UAE evaluated by 300M Dollars (tournaments, Games, competitions, prize pools …etc)". But 
Hisham Shehabi, on the contrary, assures the lack of publishers' companies. "There is maybe space, 
but for creating the abilities to be an Esports Capital, you need developers. And I think game 
development is not that thing in the Middle East". 
 
But Esports in UAE is still missing the proper legislation form to the practice. The UAE Esports 
association is the first step to create this form. According to the secretary-general Said Ali Taher, "So 
far, the legal frame is not existing, and There is no specific licensing for Esports. But being an association 
does not mean any derogation from its jurisdiction and doesn't prevent us from doing our jobs. “He 
added, "We start communicating with the concerned authorities to inform them that right now there is 
an official entity which is UAE Esports association who is responsible for all Esports activities in the 
country. According to the Emirati laws and regulations, it is not allowed to organize any Esports 
competitions without the associations".  
 
The statue of Esports in the region is still not similar to UAE, Europe, and the far east. According to Adel 
Al Anouch,"In China, they have plenty of events and they always backed by the government and the pro 
player are famous people. In UAE, it's not like that here. It's like a hobby than a job because most people 
have good jobs and have family and kids, so the approach is different. There Is no enough interest".  
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Said Ali Taher agrees with this Idea "Some of the Emirati players usually said that they don't want to be 
part of any clubs or associations and they don't even want to compete on the international level. They 
are doing that just for fun”. 
 
This status and the absence of laws and regulations related to Esports do not give the confidence to 
invest in the sector. Ali Al-Abed Defines the situation "UAE starts the first in giving attention to Esports, 
but KSA is ahead right now and that because in UAE, it's difficult to convince the Brands to invest. Many 
teams come to us to find them a sponsor, and we do help, but our job only to connect, the decisions are 
to made by the brand". It needs a good reason to invest, explain Lalit Vas. "For example, BMW will not 
invest in Esports except if they sell cars here so they will have enough budget because this is not a 
strategic direction". 
However, The Esports community at the UAE is very confident about the future of the sector but need 
more support from the government to create real momentum for Esports through financial support, laws, 
and infrastructures. Said Ali Taher states, "I do believe that governmental economic departments should 
give more attention to Esports and not leave it totally for the private sector because it's a promising 
sector." The professional player Adel Anouche is an optimist with the future of Esports, where he 
says, "Esports in UAE in the right direction, it's gonna grow and get bigger as long as they are more 
people are interested". Ali Al-Abed develops his idea "There is a good step taken, but we need to 
execute what planned… As I said before, we have to give Esports attentions. We are not in an early 
stage, but we need a strong push to evolve the industry", likewise for Lalit Vas "Esports will happen, but 
the questions when it will happen, as much fast it comes UAE will benefit more".  
 
According to the analysis of this part, the last hypothesis is invalid, Hypothesis n°4: The United Arab 
Emirates set to become the world leader in this new ecosystem. 
 

3.1.6.	The	Pandemic	Covid-19	
 
The COVID -19 pandemic hit all over the world and affect all aspects of life. And Sports filed is one of 
the most affected sectors. Many events were canceled, others were postponed and not get back except 
with strict health protocols such as the European leagues. All mega-events postponed till next years, 
such as the 2020 Olympic Games and Euro 2020. 
 
During the pandemic, the video games industry experience real success in term of sales. Lalit Vas 
confirms this fact, "the whole gaming industry benefits massively. People spend more time playing, more 
time in consuming content related to Esports and video games. They buy much more stuff related to 
video games. I can estimate a 30% increase in revenues for the industry during the last three months, 
at least".  
 
Said Ali Taher also assures the benefit of video games and the Esports sector. "Many competitions were 
organized and people during staying at home, start competing or playing more and more. Companies 
as well make some profit", he also adds, "The social clubs and Governmental offices organize Esports 
competitions to encourage people to stay at home. While any other activity, including traditional sports, 
is on hold". Ali Al-Abed shares the same idea "The brands want to invest more in Esports after pandemic 
to reach the audience at home using the streaming to advertise".  
 
The free time has allowed people to discover a new world; Melvin Kuek says, "People are working from 
home, so they are more time to do anther things than usual. So, they involve in some hobbies and even 
play games". 
 
Moreover, the particularity of Esports is the possibility of making viral tournaments. This has not escaped 
the attention of several sponsors and even the sports world like F1, which continued these events 
virtually.   
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Despite the profits for the video games industry, Esports still affected by the pandemic. Many events in 
arenas were canceled, according to Ali Al-Abed. "We also affected by the COVID-19 because many 
events were canceled similar to one that we had with the pro-league".  
 
The cancelation of the events affects the pro-player the most where they lose the opportunity to promote 
their sponsors. Adel Anouche certifies, "Esports diving because no events are happening right now. A 
lot of competitive players go to streaming, create content. The pro player doesn't have competitions, but 
they need to present their sponsors and have them visible. It's forced us to experience another side of 
pro gaming". 
 
This pandemic has created a new consumption model; some practices will be maintained even after the 
end of this virus because brands can reach a new audience. Hisham Shehabi says, "The future of 
Esports after COVID-19 is more solid, It lower growth but still higher than traditional sports with better 
monetization models". Above all, more focus on this practice, from society and the institutions, Melvin 
Kuek declares, "Thomas Bach, the president of IOC, says that Covid-19 will change how sport can 
breathe. And they start to see the reality of Esports". 
 

3.2.	Managerial	recommendations	and	the	limits	of	this	research	
3.2.1.	Managerial	recommendations	

 
The current section will present some managerial recommendations for this future market for sports and 
Olympic movements. First, Esports community needs to get the recognition and the support from the 
Olympic movement and by the states. If this recognition takes time, there are risks that Esports will close 
its doors to the public sectors and remain at the hand of the privates.  

 
The International Olympic Committee (IOC) is making efforts to bring Esports to the Olympic games, 
with the creation of The Esports Liaison Group in 2018, which aims to initiate discussions between the 
key players in Esports and the members of the Olympic movement. However, the National Committees' 
responsibility does not need the IOC's approval to start observing and doing some field experiments on 
how effective it is to have a shared space between the Olympic Games and Esports. Asia did not wait 
for the green light and had many Individual initiatives to test the water. 
UAE has the potential and the resources to become a destination of Esports in the market. The country 
has one the best communication infrastructure globally, and there is a real obsessive among young 
people about the practices where they create a good community. 
Still, there is a lot of work to do, especially from the legislation and legal frameworks of the practices to 
give the necessary push for the Esports sector. Moreover, there is some need to pay more attention to 
the practices, unify the efforts between different entities, more structuring of leagues and competitions, 
and educating all key players (parents, investors, pro-player, etc.) to know how to deal with this sector. 
And above all, the speed in applying the plans. Elsewhere, other countries in the region, such as Saudi 
Arabia, are giving Esports the support it deserves. They will be the destination of Esports in the MENA 
region in a short period. 

 
Regarding the introduction of Esports at the Olympic Games, entering one game (sports simulation 
game or VR sports games) does not represent Esports world, there are as many sports as there are 
games (Annex 2). Suppose the IOC would like to modernize the Olympic Games image. It should more 
effort taking into consideration that Esports will become the most-watched sports around the world in a 
few years. And it's better to deal with most of the whole universe of Esports than including one or two 
games. Here, is a necessity to communicate with Esports key players, especially the publishers who 
own the right to find a specific deal to bring Esports into the Olympics and not wait for the formal road 
which will take years. 
Moreover, The IOC can play a perfect role in organizing Electronic Sports Olympic Games, like the 
Winter Games or the Youth Games. Events that bring all games together at the same competition 
already took place, but they did not have that much success. The Electronic Sports Olympic Games can
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 have an organizational structure similar to the traditional Olympic Games, with a bidding file, host cities, 
sections, and votes, etc. 
 
This kind of game will be less expensive for the host cities where it can use the existing facilities. And 
the primary requirement is a good quality of networks. Therefore, new criteria can be added to the 
current standards which using the technological requirements. And If the IOC will not take the initiatives, 
the private organizers or compelling brands will do. And the Olympic movement will lose the opportunity. 
 

3.2.2.	The	limits	and	difficulties	of	this	work		 	 	 	
	 	 	

The study was able to reach some of the most influential professionals working in Esports filed who 
work in UAE and around the world, which helps collect valuable and useful information. However, finding 
Esports professionals in UAE was hard. Having one Esports club director help giving an idea about their 
strategy, but not overall strategy and a general approach about the situation of the club's future 
development of this practice. 
 
In the literature review, the study uses data sources such as SuperData and Newzoo, which are good 
sources. However, it was it is difficult to rely on figures to quantify the practitioners of Esport or Pro-
Gamers, and it also very expensive (more than 1000 Dollars for a short period. The reliable open sources 
for Esports Data are limited and rare. Moreover, having scientific data on Esports about UAE was almost 
impossible due to the newness of this sector in the whole MEAN region, which makes the scientific 
articles and research published about the subject really rare. 
 
Finally, having Esport at the Olympic Games is still under discussion, and there is no real progress that 
happened since the last summit at the IOC premises in the summer of 2018. Moreover, the effect of the 
Covis-19 increases the difficulty in gathering information, whether it be scientific research or articles on 
the internet. 
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Conclusion	
 
In order to respond to the problem of this research, which focused on:                                               
How Esports initiative in UAE will help the introduction of Esports into the Olympic Games. 
 
To identify this phenomenon Esports with its societal, cultural, and economic dimensions. The Study 
depends on Documenting and filed Study Among the professionals who work in the Esports sector. As 
a result, the data collected used to analyze historical information, the literature review forecasts, 
understanding the information provided by the interviewed professional. 
 
Esports evolving enormously as a practice and an economy. The expansion of it will help to democratize 
the society by accepting the professional aspect of it. 
 
The filed Study in the field shows that Esports is raising a lot of money and attract the new generation, 
which is young, dynamic, and enthusiastic. This generation has managed to create a certain cohesion 
around Esports activities. And it will continue in developing and offering as many people as possible 
access to this unique entertainment. 
 
This young community is the main target of all sports entities such as the IOC and FIFA. Its high 
consumption of digital and online content makes him turn away from traditional media, which is the main 
revenue stream for the IOC and other sports entities. So, there should be new strategies to bring this 
audience back, and Esports is the best solution. 
 
Unfortunately, Esports still need a lot of structure to be recognized as sports. Many other steps to be 
included in the Olympic games. Moreover, Esports adopt some values in opposition to the values of 
Olympism.  
On the contrary to the traditional sport, the games' intellectual property belongs to the publishers. 
Moreover, in traditional sports, everything starts with the player, while in Esports, everything starts with 
the sponsors and the players come later. Therefore, the debate is on the ownership of the intellectual 
property between the IOC and the publishers. Here, there is an essential need to find an agreement 
between both parties. But till date, there is no solution. 
UAE has all the potential to become one of the world leaders of this new ecosystem, and it is already 
attracting many significant events. Still, many elements are missing, such as legislation, the structure of 
the league and competitions, and the most important, accepting Esports as a profession similar to the 
United States, China, and South Korea.  
 
The initiative of integrating Esports into some sports that included in the Olympic games through a local 
project in partnership with the National Olympic Committee in UAE will introduce the county as a pioneer 
in Esports. Especially with the high competition in the region from KSA. Unfortunately, this will not 
happen in the foreseeable term. 
 
To surpass all the previous obstacles that face the inclusion of Esports into Olympic games. IOC must 
create its own Esports competition; in other words, an e-Olympiad similar to what FIFA is doing with 
Electronic Arts. But FIFA depends on one game, while an Olympic has to include several games. So, 
the better solution is to reach an agreement with the rights holder of the most popular game that covers 
most of the word to ensure proper national representation in this Olympics. 
 
The agreement with the right holder should ensure, for sure, the economic profitability for the IOC and 
the publisher where the creation of video games requires significant financing and a high number of 
sales to balance the investments. This means that the IOC will focus on economic profitability, which 
will contradict the values of Olympism that the IOC always defends and even created whole marketing 
around it. A price the IOC should pay in terms of having a new audience and rejuvenating the Olympic 
Games image. And It already starts paying that by doing the Sonic-Mario project in partnership with the 
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Game Publisher SEGA to put a video game representing the Tokyo 2021 Olympic Games. And also, by 
including some Esports fighting games in parallel with the traditional games.  
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Maintenance Guide 
 
The introduction :  
Let me introduce myself, Wadie Ibani/ Mitri Hajjar, student in the FIFA/CIES Programme at the Sorbonne 
University Abu Dhabi. I realize in my thesis the possibility that Esports will enter the Olympic Games, so 
I have established the following problem: How Esports initiative in UAE will help the introduction of 
Esports into the Olympic games. I would like to deal with this subject with you in this interview, in 
order to better direct my research, but also thanks to your knowledge, to allow this idea to be developed 
to the maximum. 
 
Thank you for answering my request and especially for the time you are going to give me for my 
questions. Our interview will be recorded vocally to have the possibility to transcribe the information. We 
will be able to exceed 30 minutes to validate the conditions of an interview within the framework of a 
qualitative study.  
I inform you that this call is recorded to have the possibility to transcribe and better treat the information 
we are going to exchange if you wish me to keep this information confidential, you have the right to ask 
for it. 
 
To begin with, could you introduce yourself? Introduce your profession? What is your academic and 
professional background? 
 
Theme 1: The Esports community 
- What is Esports and how did you become interested in the world of Esports? 
- How do you explain this exponential development of the Esports? 
- How is Esports perceived in our society? 
- What is the economic model of Esports? In other words, what is the basis of its income? 
 
Theme 2: Esports at the Olympic Games 
- What do you think of the arrival of the Esport at the Olympic Games? 
- Is Esports really a sport? Can it really replace a traditional sport? 
- The IOC President declares "That some games will not be accepted because of their violence (Call of, 
CS ...) use of the words "Kill", "Kill" or "Terrorists". Could this approach create a break in the development 
of Esports? 
- Does Esports really need the Olympic Games? If so, in what sense? If not, why not? 
- What will encourage the IOC to adopt the Esports? 
 
Theme 3: Esport in the UAE 
- Is there any Law that regulate eSports in UAE and in case not, any future law to organize the eSports 
in UAE? 
- There was as talk about moving the headquarter of IeSF into Dubai. How do you think it’s applicable 
and how it will benefit the Esports in UAE ? 
- How do you evaluate the situation of eSports in UAE comparing to GCC. - How do you evaluate the 
situation of eSports in UAE comparing to GCC. 
- What UAE need to become one of the gaming hubs in Asia and to compete with China, Japan, 
Thailand…? 
- How do you see the eSports in UAE in the next few years? 
- How much the eSports benefit from the Pandemic ? 
 
The conclusion:  
- What problems might Esports encounter? 
- Do you have one or more remarks to add?  
- Knowing that I do not come from the world of Esports, do you have someone to recommend me to 
continue my research? 
 
Thank you again for your ti 
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Analysis	table:	
 

 
 
The tables cut out by column which are presented below represent the answers by theme and by 
professional with a synthesis for each topic. 

Professionals Topic 1 : Esports in public opinion 
Matthieu Renard "There are several factors, I think the first one, which we don't name too many, 

is the fashion effect" 
"We were Starifying the Esport, we got out of the video game model, not that 
it was old-fashioned, but that it was geeky, it was misperceived, and it was 
uncompetitive and misperceived by the people in that community. We turned it 
into something sexy thanks to the media coverage". 
"You can go to the end of France in any small village you'll find someone who 
will tell you the Esport I know, obviously there are still people who don't know." 

Nicolas Besombes "The main target is the 18-30-year olds, but these 18-30-year olds will continue 
to grow up and will continue to watch the Esport, their children will also grow 
up and the population will continue to grow, we don't have the critical threshold 
yet in any case. » 
"Usually distracted from the issue of sports, disinterested, prejudiced because 
a priori, people who are quite behind the screen, it's not sport." 
"Today, Esport is gaining in visibility and popularity and, above all, it affects a 
population that traditional sport is finding it increasingly difficult to retain: the 
18-35-year olds. 
"The popular image of sport is necessarily the idea of energy expenditure, 
physical activity, we always imagine someone running, jumping, moving, 
swimming." 
"The content of video games at that time was designed primarily for young 
boys and not girls and it stayed that way for years." 
"Young women, not all but most, do not have the same use for video games." 

Juan Diego García 
Squetino 

“I speak about Twitch here South of America nobody knows it. With marketing 
of the big company, with TV, with the main newspapers here in the region, 
nobody knows what happen with Twitch.” 
“we have an audience, but what happen to the new audience, what happen 
with womans, the Esports is like 85% for men.” 
“I think the Esports is a new entertainment in the new area in 21 centuries.” 
“the Esports is the new entertainment and they make the competition 
worldwide.” 

Analysis table  
 Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6 

Matthieu Renard       
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“If l’m Coca-Cola and I see game with guns and they kill people, I don’t like to 
put my brand at that game. Is true because they have a philosophy but is true 
this entertainment is different with usual.” 
“For me Call of Duty, CS, Fortnite and Street Fighters, every game that maybe 
have different violence, is different entertainment.” 

Hisham Shehabi “you know people giving bad feedback, parents are always argues it that the 
kids should to be outside and not playing video games and then it’s was kind 
of professionalization then sadly Esports had more positive aspects to it.” 
“Obviously, lot of sponsorship’s money came in because it was a young 
demographic interesting in Esport so it’ kind of accelerated.” 
“And other problem of women, they still improve but it’s very negative view to 
women to be in game and Esports.” 
“then yes Esports is still don’t understood by many people.” 
“I think, as Esports become, not popular but less stigmatize.” 
“you seeing now lot of universities for example they will accept Esports as 

scholarship in US you know. For me it already a big shift because it’s 
kind of school prioritize Esports Athletes.” 

“I did a lot of research they show that there is not aggression or add 
aggression by people who play violent games… because it’s just the 
content is violent, they shooting but it doesn’t translate to the real 
world anyway.” 

Lalit Vas “We need their approval if the player is under 18 and we also explain them 
that we’re taking care of their kids and we will not encourage them to leave 
the study because we are aware that it’s not possible to be a full time 
professional.” 
“When we feel that there is an opportunity that player can earn money 
 and survive from Esports only. That time we can talk to their parents and 
propose dropping their study for one years or two to see if it’s work for them 
or not.” 
“Educating everyone is playing a major role. And when we say everyone, we 
mean Kids, parents, brand and everyone want to involve in Esports sectors.”  
“They have to be educated in many different ways through workshops...etc. 
And people who will do the education has to have years of experience and 
they are exist.” 
 

Said Ali Taher “Another difficulty that we face is the Social reputation of Esports. Parents 
normally don’t like games and consider it a waste of time and consider it as a 
danger for physical and mental health.”  
“ we have an awareness role to educate the parents about the reality of 
Esports and it potential as a career.”  
“If you prohibit playing video games your child will do it behind you back. It’s 
similar to social media today, better than preventing your children to have a 
social account be on of your child friends or followers so you can observe his 
activity log.” 
“Parents can also come to the UAE Esports associations for guidance and we 
will help them and recommend some Esports game that suit their children’s 
age. “ 
“We have and education program to protect the youth from the inappropriate 
content in Esports.” 
“We have communications with the ministry of educations as well. We are 
planning to go to school as well to help declaring that some wrong stuff about 
Esports.”  
“So, the problem is not in the games if people waste their time with it. the 
problem is with the people.” 
“Traditional sports also cause waste of time.” 
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Adel Anouche “My mother worried more because I’m travelling alone and all that but she 
agreed that about it as long as it not affect my education.” 
“Right now, there are many players who came with their parents to the event, 
before it will never happen because gaming was considered a waste of time.” 
 

Melvin Kuek “It’s interesting to see how non-endemic brands are interesting to finds many 
ways to be part of this world.” 
“The Esports it’s a really thing to connect the community to each another.” 
“Lot of people has access to some kind of games killing people on screen, it’s 
fun right. But they should not expose this king of games to young people.” 

Ali Al Abed “We as and events organizers should play and role in educating gamers and 
parents on how to manage the time so they can play, study and avoid the 
health consequences.” 
“Fortnite community is one of the most difficult communities, so we observe it 
very carefully especially during the competition we organized.”  
“Part of my role is to listen to the young player to help them getting what they 
feel out so they don’t have depression or any other mental illness.” 
 

Summary Topic 1 : 
 
In the UAE, the concept of Esports is not mature yet. Many parents consider it as west of time and not 
a profession. People prefer to let their children focus on their studies better than going into professional 
gaming. Moreover, Esports are always related to violence and health problems (physical and mental) 
because gamers spend hours gaming without seeing anyone. Part of that is right because there is no 
stable income that can come from the lake of competitions and the structuring of Esports in the region. 
And gamers can face physical and mental with the absence of guidance. But there is also a lake of 
awareness as well about the field of Esports where its revenue not only comes from professional gaming. 
There is a necessity for educating parents, young adults, and even investors about Esports.  Some 
efforts happen already in these directions, but still not enough. 
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Professionals Topic 2 : Sport and Esports: what's the similarity? 
Matthieu Renard "It's a confusing name, we called it Esports, if we'd called it Competitive Video 

Game, nobody would have bothered us. » 
"So they hurt their fingers so maybe it was sport, the fact that it's eight hours 
of training a day. And so it's assimilated to sport because all these things make 
you compare to sport. » 
"It's not because it's not a sport that it's not an exceptional artistic and cultural 
field that makes you want to be watched, that requires hours and hours of 
practice, that makes talent very deserving. » 
"We play FIFA with a joystick, FIFA is an Esport, I don't know. What I do know 
is that it's the biggest video game in the world and it brings together as much 
as a sport. » 
"As far as football and basketball are concerned, of course not, humanity needs 
these sports and human talent is what it represents. » 
"There must be examples in which the virtual surpasses the traditional sport, 
not for the biggest, not the most popular, like boxing. But for some areas why 
not. » 
"Esport is not meant to be like the pancake to sign up for 1,000 years and stay 
that way. Anyway, in his DNA, led to be permanently modified" 
"In Europe, the question doesn't even arise, video games are tiny compared to 
the popular cultures of football, archery or rugby." 

Nicolas Besombes "He considered that the conditions of preparation of the athletes, in terms of 
resources, were indeed comparable to those of the sportsmen and -women." 
"Today the real debate is not so much whether Esport is a sport, but whether 
it is still relevant to compare Esport to Sport". 
"There are people who will say that comparing sport to Esport is relevant 
because it allows us to better understand all the societal stakes and behind it 
to highlight the uniqueness of Esport. 
"The advantages are that it's a sport and there's the other side that thinks it's 
a hindrance and an obstacle to think of it as a sport because it should mentally 
specify that it's not worth it." 
"In my work, in order to avoid any problems in this respect, I chose a definition 
of Sport that is extremely restrictive and a definition of sport that is also 
extremely restrictive, that is to say, I started from the premise that if these two 
definitions match, it will work for all of Sport and Sport in general". 
"It doesn't have to be competitive; you can be playing FIFA with your buddy at 
home after work, you're already in some form of Esport at leisure." 
"Already in the Olympic disciplines, you have sports that don't require a lot of 
sweating, that use less energy than other sports. And I think of archery, rifle 
shooting, curling, golf, which are all Olympic disciplines." 
"It's not the criterion of energy expenditure and that's where the sociology of 
sport is interesting, it's that to avoid that we prefer to talk about motor situations. 
...if we take only a motor situation, that's what explains, for example, petanque, 
it's a game, it's a motor situation. 
"Sport is an activity that is a confrontation and on top of that has competition 
circuits generally. Well, in Esport it's also competition, that's the very definition 
of Esport." 
"This is the regulation of these competitions, this is what will differentiate 
playground basketball from FIBA basketball, from football at the foot of the 
building. They're not the same rules, you can change them during the game." 
"Yet guys, what you can do with your hands and smiles, you can't do for them. 
Today, if there are real technical gestures that are made by the fingers of these 
players with the control peripherals, it requires regular and repeated learning 
in order to automate these gestures". 
"Esport is a sport" 
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"In my opinion, the Esport is an extension of the sports world." 
"Esport does not wish to replace sport, and the Esports love sport in general. 
Either practise it or watch it. » 

Juan Diego García 
Squetino 

“Now some brands want to the Esports to be part to the Olympic Games, but 
here the problem is if the Esports is a sport.” 
“We have similarities with the Sport but we are not sport because you depend 
100% on the publisher.” 
“you don’t have a law in different countries depend a 100% on the publisher, 
it’s different on the sport, you have as association, a federation.” 
“we are fighting with the sport about budget for the brand because maybe the 
brand will put money in football but now, they put 90% in football and 10% in 
Esports.” 

Hisham Shehabi “it’s important not to put a cage around it if it’s a sport or not a sport.” 
“they are Olympic sport, they are as mental and similar to Esports in terms of 
physically what they do.” 
“it removes all the possibilities that came with Esports with should be talk about 
if it’s a sport or not a Sport cause even with Olympic movement you don’t have 
a definition of sport, there is not definition.” 
“if there is a question about Esports in Olympic is need to be wilder than sport 
titles.” 

Lalit Vas “The definition of sports is a physical activity and there is skill involved. And I 
do think Esports is a sport despite my answer is bias because I’m a part of 
the industry.”  
“Esports include some physical activity. It’s not included running and jumping 
but for example the Esports player hit keyboard more than 
120 time in minute while the fastest tipper in the world hit it 95/min. It’s 
required huge concentration and attention...so for me it’s defiantly a Sport.” 
“Esports is not structured as a proper sport and that because of many 
different people own the rights of many different things. It’s not like football 
where no one own the game.” 
“Esports is opposite of other sports where it starts from the commercial where 
all deals and rules and leagues is depending on how many sponsors.”  
“In Olympics, the player and teams are more important and sponsors have to 
follow them.” 
“I think it quite difficult that Esports replace traditional sports but I do believe 
Esports will have much bigger audience than any other sports.” 
“Even Esports player are playing some traditional sports to stay fit.”  
“So Esports will not replace sports completely but definitely it will come 
biggest sports in the world.” 

 

Said Ali Taher “Esports similar to traditional sports in competition but we have some 
obstacles.” 
“Today there are many competitions that organized outside the UAE 
associations but the reactions on it is very bad” 
“As a personal opinion I don’t see it as a sports but some of my colleague 
convince me that It’s a sports.”  
“The heartbeat, the movement, decision making, the concentration the mental 
effort.” 
“Esports will not replace traditional sports that will stay at least for the health 
and the physical competitions always have it beauty. 

Adel Anouche “Esports can consider that as well because, it’s considered that because it’s 
mostly a mental game. Brain is the most functioning part. 
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“Yes, I can see that happen, Esports might replace traditional sports because 
the new generation below 20 years don’t give that much interest in traditional 
sport comparing to Gaming. “ 

Melvin Kuek “ Lot of traditional federation deciding to increasing technology, and try to keep 
their audience engage or bring a new audience they are not necessary able to 
experience the activity and Esports help them.”  
“To be professional in Esports you need to have the same ability as the real 
athletes.” 
“As a traditional sport it’s need the same cooperation team as a sport, you need 
to know what is your role.” 
“For me, Esports is like golf, you require some skills a concentration” 
 

Ali Al Abed “As long as you’re engaging a part of your body in something that push you to 
compete and gain a prize it’s a sport.”  
“But when it comes to physicality it depends on teams on how to manage their 
self. It’s a sport but you add E to it because it’s you’re engaging your mind. It’s 
a mind sports similar to chess and archery.” 
“No for sure, traditional sports have its own traditions and it will not die.”  
 

Summary Topic 2 : 
 
For gamers, Esports consider as sports that need a specific kind of skills where you need to engage 
your mind and senses similar to what happens with Chess and archery. Esports today look identical to 
traditional sports in term of competitions, teams, sponsors, coaches and the way it broadcast. Still, 
Esports need a lot of structuring, where it starts from the sponsors in the first place. While traditional 
sports are more structured and starts from the players a then the sponsors come. The majority believe 
that Esports will not replace traditional sports, but others do think it’s possible, especially when the new 
generation (who have no interest in traditional sports compared to the previous generation) will take 
over. 
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Professionals Topic 3 : The needs of the Olympic Games 
Matthieu Renard "Rather, I think it's great news for this entire community to be recognized, 

understood and valued." 
"I believe that if the Esport arrived at the Olympic Games, it is not for its current 
version of its practice, but for its future version, that is to say that the Esport is 
video games combined with new technology". 
"I believe that if Esport enters the Olympic Games, it will enter in a certain form 
that will be in the early days of Esport in 50 years but in 50 years, with the 
technology that we will have, I believe, Esport will look like a sport in every 
respect and that it will all be very coherent". 
"In fact, all the sports that can be found at the Olympic Games will exist in 
virtual form if not already in the future." 
"Should we put violent games in the Olympics of video games? No, I don't think 
so." 
"The Olympic Games are not only a sporting competition; it is the biggest 
manifestation of tolerance in the world and for a very long time so what does 
Counter-Strike have to go to the Olympic Games? I don't think so" 
"The fact that we're creating new games like this with simulators that make the 
forts incredible and making it part of the Olympics. That's a personal opinion. 
» 
"The fact that we're already registering virtual games for the Olympics is a 
revolution." 
"So if you've taken the pancake off, you can take Counter-Strike off, it's not 
taking it off, it's never even being there. » 
"Culturally and historically the Olympics will never accept the word 'kill' but the 
concept of eliminating someone." 
"I think all publishers are asking themselves which game they want to create 
so that it can be taken to the Olympics. » 

Nicolas Besombes "Esport hasn't made it to the Olympics yet, we haven't got him yet." 
"Only the Asian Olympic Committees were able to see and discuss with the 
Korean Esport Federation, which is KeSPA." 
"Olympic Games audiences tend to drop between 2012 and 2016." 
"Another interview with Thomas Bach at September reminding us that video 
games must correspond to the values of Olympism, non-discrimination, no 
violence". 
"The IOC expressed itself further in an official press release saying that they 
can consider Esport as a sport in its own right" 
"It was necessary at all costs, that the games that are played should 
correspond to Olympic values." 
"For an activity to be recognized by the Olympic movement, it must be 
federated at the international level."  
"A competition by nation and medals by nation and on a game that is not really 
in line with Thomas Bach's idea of Olympic values, because it's a game where 
you have to kill other people." 
"I don't think Esport will make it to the Olympics in 2024, it doesn't seem very 
likely, if it's on the right track. » 
"Today, there are rights to video games that are the publishers. Publishers are 
likely to come into direct contact with the IOC and there anything can happen, 
clearly. » 
"After me, my position [...] it's the big sentence that everyone says, it's quite 
right, it's that, if for a very long time Esport has been asked to be at the 
Olympics, or at least to be recognized as an Olympic sport, today it's a 
reversal". 
"And it seems to me, and I'm just adjusting the title, that the Olympic movement 
has a much greater need for Esport in the sense that today we have our Esport 
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consumers on the target, which the IOC is clearly aiming at [...] the reality is 
that it will be an extremely strong symbol without necessarily being an Olympic 
discipline. But, for Esport to be recognised by the Olympic movement, it will be 
an extremely strong sign". 
"If it is the IOC's wish not to have these kinds of games, they are not for the 
benefit of the Olympic movement. » 
"The Olympic movement, it can bring out other games that are a little more 
confidential and less talked about, and that's not uninteresting either." 
"If Esport should make it to the Olympics, it will also be an opportunity for 
games other than LoL, CS, Call of [...] These games, which we're used to 
seeing on the Esportive scene." 
"We saw with the X Games are essentially Olympic practices. They saw that it 
was possible, even if we consider them dangerous practices, they finally joined 
the Olympic Games.” 
"The sport is so fascinated by what's going on in the Esport, who are willing to 
find great runaways to make it work. » 

Juan Diego García 
Squetino 

“The Olympic Games is maybe it’s a good step but the Esports need to growing 
up in the same line without the Olympic Games.” 
“I think the Olympic Games need Esports because the new audience in the 
entertainment, it’s a new content.” 
“They have a new rule, they put a new entertainment in the table. For that I 
telling you that Olympic Games need more Esports.” 
“They don’t need Olympic Games.” 
“if Esports must to be in the Olympic, it’s as Olympic Esports Games, because 
they are different. In the Olympic Games they have different sports, different 
discipline… In the Esports have different games, you have different publisher, 
you have games for smartphones, for computers, for PlayStation, for Xbox…” 
“If you think about only one game to move to the Olympic, they will miss the 
big market for example League of Legends is like football, they have a million 
of fans.” 
“if we think about Olympic Esports Games; it’s will be a great solution but this 
competition will be year by year because the game changes every year.” 

Hisham Shehabi “the summer 2018. It was one day conference between the Esports world and 
the Olympic World and they have 6 or 7 panels, talking about Esports and 
Olympic.” 
“They state up what they called the Esports Liaison Group. This group is made 
up by the Olympic movement people and Esports people, they are 40 peoples 
and they met at March 2019.” 
“The president wrote a letter to the Olympic Movement talking about many 
thing to related to covered … in the second part has been like what you said 
entrance to the Olympic Games as a sport.” 
“if you want to do anything Olympic related to the Basketball you need to go to 
FIBA and today there is many Esports Federations clam international 
governances but not one has like very strong lobbing I think not a good 
federation structure.” 
“Esports is not the same as sport but there is not body you represent within 
Olympic movement with one voice.” 
“the biggest inconvenient and why we will not see Esports as an official event 
in Paris.” 
“The Olympic needs Esports in the sense of attract a new audience which is 
very young that is good for the Olympic Movement and a way around Esports 
needs Olympic because it’s given them credibility that government can trust, 
parents can support and society can start to kind check more.” 
“both need each other.” 
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Lalit Vas “The Olympic committee has years of experience on how structure things, so 
they will be able to benefit all those publishers on how to have a proper 
structure worldwide that people trust to invest in.”  
“Federation is a symbol of trust where brand know that there are an official 
entity they can go for licensing and other official stuff.” 
“There is also a huge benefit for the IOC, very big audience watch Esports 
and it’s in the way of having to become the most watched sports worldwide.”  
“And this audience it’s a very young audience, 79% under 35 years. 
Moreover, the new generation watch Esports more than any other sports.” 
“There is no way that Esports going to the Olympics before 2028 or even 
2032 because of the number of steps needed or the lack of agreements. “ 
“Esports will be in Tokyo 2021 a longest the Olympics with street fighter and 
rocket leagues.” 
“Esports will be beside the Olympics but not a part of it which ok for the time 
being.” 
“So eventfully it will go to Olympics or there gonna be another body who will 
run Esports game in an organize way.” 
 

Said Ali Taher “I do believe that IOC need Esports more because they do need to improve 
their methods and follow the technology and the improvement in the taste of 
the new generation, elsewhere they will miss the Bus.” Esports is coming and 
it will become the most popular sports in the world so It’s better to agree with 
them to participate in the Olympics.”  
”The IOC should grap the opportunity to drive this audience.” 
 

Adel Anouche “There is nothing to be done from the Esports side, Dota 2 LoL have their 
own competitions with more than 10 M in prise pool money so they don’t 
need to be in rush.”  
“It’s all related to the IOC and their people to accept Esports, the main 
problem that the responsible of the IOC never play Esports because they are 
from the old generation, the debate is if it’s a sport or not.” 

Melvin Kuek “I think it will be a fantastic platform, just the council really respect the fact that 
Esports is sport.” 
“I think it should be there as other sport.” 
“The Olympic has now 100 years and it does not change and it will take a lot 
of investigation, work and analysis to change and I think is time of it. It will be 
sooner or later.” 
“It’s difficult to answer, for me it’s benefit part of the Olympic Agenda. It’s 
important to recognise Esports like any other sport. Why there are Summer 
and Winter Olympic Games, because some sports are not vailable in summer, 
it’s the same for Esports.” 
“They can make some Esports exhibition with some games.” 
“They both need each other for different reasons, Olympics needs Esports and 
Esports needs Olympics only because it will be nice to be recognize as sport.” 
 

Ali Al Abed “I do believe the IOC need the Esports more because Esports has its own path 
and has it tournaments and prices. But lf we can make Olympics for Esports 
it’s gonna be a huge step especially with the atmosphere that Esports have.” 
“I do prefer to have and Olympics for Esports because if we want to merge it 
with traditional Olympics you there are many things to be considered.” 
 

Summary Topic 3 : 
 
The Olympics need to include Esports into the Olympics because. The IOC needs to rejuvenate the 
games and gain a wider audience and the new generation who show more interest in Esports. Moreover, 
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Esports has its competitions with massive prize pool money, so there is no need to go to the Olympics. 
Others argue that Esports need to go to the Olympics, mainly because the IOC had extensive experience 
in structuring sports, which will help structure Esports and give it recognition as a sport. But of course, 
it should be a special deal between Esports and IOC to shorten the way to the Olympics. It’s better to 
have Olympics games for Esports include the top games, which will ensure the maximum participation 
from all countries.  
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Professionals Topic 4 : Structuring the practice of Esports 
Matthieu Renard "The case of a cheater on Star Craft who was banned for life and therefore had 

to end his career while he was at the top level.” 
"So there are rules, there are no rules for doping, but there are rules for 
cheating." 
"The system's coming, so fashion has brought out the Esport." 
"The revolution of a fashion is that it creates something behind it: a bunch of 
changes, regulations, legislation." 

Nicolas Besombes "The OCOG asked us to discuss it and since the CNOSF, we're in discussion 
with them but there's nothing planned yet." 
 "Today, there is no legitimate federation, so today it's the biggest obstacle." 
"We are already in 2020, by 2024 or 2028, it seems unlikely that an 
international federation will emerge." 
"A public institution, the governing bodies, in this case the Ministry of Sports, 
enacts the sports code. The Sport Code never gives, never defines sport, i.e. 
by definition of sport by the governing bodies". 
"The last institutional criterion, an activity recognized by the Ministry of Sports, 
today it is a physical activity but not a sport" 
"Esport in France is regulated by several ministries but not by the Ministry of 
Sport, so that's where Esport can deviate from sport." 
"Having competitions, having great media coverage, starring players for the 
public is not a problem, but as much as sport it's difficult." 
"I encourage them to see what other countries are doing and how it works.” 
"On the other hand, if they feel there's a move to be made, there's no need to 
wait for an international federation, they'll always manage with a publisher to 
arrange " 

Juan Diego García 
Squetino 

“The first is the relationship with the publisher. The publisher is the owner of 
the game.” 
“The second one is the broadcasting, like where are you going to put the 
contents.” 
“The first step with the government and publishers after you have a big 
professional organization who make the best Olympic Games.” 
“The most important is the relationship with the publisher, the broadcasting and 
the sponsors.” 
“They put money, lot of money because they need the put in the audience of 
the Esports, because the gaming audience will be the next 10-15 years 
consumers” 
“The publishers don’t like to lose money and the Olympic are in the same level 
because in this model it’s not amateur, it’s professional, they need to put a 
profit business model.” 
“We are developing the most big League first because we need to build a 
business model the next four years for one professional League in League of 
Legends, a great brand, a great Sponsors, making the League more bigger.” 

Hisham Shehabi “I think it was government Denmark last year, they put together a National 
Esports policy. So that from the government inside and then from the developer 
side or game editors, so this guy, they also shifted where Esports it’s will be 
just Marketing activities most of them become also a revenue channel.” 
“I think the shift has also give a lot more infrastructure like a foundation for 
Esports to be grow and it’s multifaceted all of them are positive.” 
“you know very well that example of Esports, you can watch it for free, very a 
few subscription models in place but that is happening start to happen so I think 
it’s very early to say what is the economic model of Esports.” 
“it driven but sponsorship and prizemoney and then a limited amount of 
licenses and also if you have teams like G2, they are selling lot of 
merchandises, lot of tee shirts, hats…” 
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“For the IOC at the moment, they look at it from institution point of view, without 
Esports Federation, they cannot have it..” 
“if you look at the sport 3 on 3 Basketball, it started in Youth Olympic Games 
and after they go to the Olympics.” 
“the same approach is for the Esports whatever games, it’s a new place, have 
different rules, different commercial structures and have the ball obviously to 
help the Olympic Games itself but it should operate differently.” 
“Definitely the IP is a problem, for this to happen, it would be maybe shared IP 
for some source that would be like creating a new game or creating Olympic 
version of an unexciting game.” 

Lalit Vas “Someone has to invest in that and there should be encouragement for 
companies, entities, brands and federations to build this infrastructure. Once 
you have this will people will play more.” 
“Esports today doesn’t have that and there is no governments funding in most 
of the countries because they don’t have the proper structure, so there is a 
huge benefit for Esports.” 
“Right now, there is 50 Esports clubs in the middle east. Most of them start 
with few friends who play together then more people join them and they 
become bigger. But they are not organizing and not looking into sponsors.” 
“the last things there should be the structure to have Government – private 
sector partnership. For example, so far there is no Esports category license 
as a trade license.” 
“There are no specific licensing for Esports.”  
“The Olympic committee has years of experience on how structure things. 
Esports will benefit from going to the Olympics by helping publishers on how 
to have a proper structure worldwide that people trust to invest in Esports 
today doesn’t have that and there is no governments  funding in most of the 
countries  because they don’t have the proper structure, so there is a huge 
benefit for Esports.” 
“To be recognized as a, Esports should become a member of GAIFS (Global 
Association of international Sports Federations). Then a member of AIMS 
(Alliance of Independent Recognised Members of Sport) then WADA.” 

Said Ali Taher “The Publicity decision for the UAE Esports association in 2015 by His 
Excellency Sheikh Nahayan Mabarak Al Nahayan the Minister of youth and 
Sports at that time before it become the General Authority for youth and 
sports.” 
“We communicate with the concern authorities to inform them that right now 
there are and official entity which is UAE Esports association who is 
responsible for all Esports activities in the country according of the Emirati 
laws and regulations.” 
“It not allowed to organize any Esports competitions without the approval of 
the associations.” 
“We also contact all Economic department in the country and tell them to 
coordinate with us regarding anything related to Esports. The General 
Authority of youth and sports to address them according the laws but went 
into the right way.” 
“According to the Laws of the General Sports and youth authority the 
federation has to have a specific number of clubs under its umbrella. We can 
consider the association as a start-up and when there are clubs who want to 
join under the associations there are some rules and regulations to become a 
federation.” 
“Being an association doesn’t mean does not mean any derogation from its 
jurisdiction and doesn’t prevent us from doing our jobs.” 
“So far the legal frame is not existing” 
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Adel Anouche “I do think it need to take more interest, looking after the player, doing more 
tournaments and events backed by the government and all that.” 
 

Melvin Kuek “IeSF want to connect the Esports world but we need some rules, we need 
some facilities, like how to protect E-Athletes, how to protect young people who 
maybe playing games. But we don’t have a real rules or insurance, for example 
what happen if they get harass online ?” 
“They are lot of Esports federation continentally but the more important it must 
be objective because someone has to make rules et regulation.” 
“The Global Esports federation sent an invitation to IeSF to be part of the 
federation and they refuse for many reasons. I think there is confusion of who 
is doing what, in a long term two organisation must meet up to a line in the 
same way and for benefices of the industry.” 

Ali Al Abed “We are not in an early stage but we need a strong push to evolve the 
industry.” 
“It needs more attention from brands, media, sponsors, government. Give it 
what it deserves and what it needs from proper funding for the teams and 
events. Otherwise it’s gonna die, if there are no support. Give and attention 
similar to the neighbour countries and I can guarantee will become much 
bigger.” 
“It’s better to choose Top games to ensure the maximum participations. And 
we also have to take in consider the life span of the game.” 

Summary Topic 4 : 
 
Esports need to be structured, which is not an easy task because many entities have parts of the rights. 
UAE is not in an early stage, and many big events happen. And despite the foundation of UAE Esports 
association, there are still no laws and regulations for Esports where licensing is under economic 
entities. Besides, there are no structured competitions from schools to professionals. There is a need to 
give more attention to Esports from all entities. Moreover, there is a need to educate investors and 
brands on Esports to encourage them to invest and guide them on how to invest. 
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Professionals Topic 5 : Esports in UAE  
Matthieu Renard “Sorry, I don’t know” 

Nicolas Besombes “No, I don’t have knowledge about the region” 

Juan Diego García 
Squetino 

“Just a few not all of it. I know about the Latin America.” 
“What is the top three games, maybe League of Legends, Call of Duty and 
FIFA, you need to have in your mind, ok this is the tree top games in UAE. So, 
you need to put your strategy there.” 

Hisham Shehabi “Very little.” 
“if they want a really grow it must be more than event. They need to have 
clubs, academies, training courses, coaches and certifiable them … The 
infrastructure is missing at the moment from the GOLF.” 
“if you want a Esports ecosystem you need to thing about the place, so one 
the developers, if it’s a good present of developers there.” 
“There is maybe a space but for creating the abilities to be an Esports Capital 
you need developers in the place. And I think game development is not that 
thing in Middle East.” 

Lalit Vas “Right now, there is 50 Esports clubs in the middle east. Most of them start 
with few friends who play together then more people join them and they 
become bigger.” 
“They are not organizing and not looking into sponsors. In brief they are not 
running as a proper Esports organization.” 
“UAE are one of the most expensive players in internet. Internet 
infrastructure, server infrastructure and partner with publisher.” 
“Most of the investment come from private people who are interested and not 
coming from private company or the government.” 
“Many company and entities are interested and they are looking where to 
invest such as tournament, school tournament, leagues (amateur or 
professional).” 
“Regarding UAE and GCC it will grow phenomenally, I estimate half billion 
Dollars investment in Esports during the next 5 years from brands, investors, 
government and publishers on.” 
“That depending on people like me and the government to educate people 
and investors and push them to take the decision to invest.  
“For example, BMW will not invest in Esports except if they sell cars here so 
they will have enough budget because this is not a strategic direction for 
them.”  
“Esports will happen but the questions when it will happen, as much fast it 
come UAE will benefit more.”  
 

Said Ali Taher “We are a member of IeSF, the Chairman of the Board of Directors Shaikh 
Sultan bin Khalifia bin Shakhbut Al Nahyan is the vice president. Moreover, 
we are member of the Arab federation of Esports and the secretary General 
is from UAE.” 
“We start contacting them and introduce the Association and tell them what 
we are doing and how we organize the Esports in UAE. We offer to support 
so they can compete in the name of UAE and if they get good results the 
government will award them.” 
“We start communicate with the concern authorities to inform them that right 
now there are and official entity which is UAE Esports association who is 
responsible for all Esports activities in the country.” 
“According of the Emirati laws and regulations it not allowed to organize any 
Esports competitions without the approval of the associations.” 
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“We face a small shape where the concern entities want the General 
Authority of youth and sports to address them according the laws.” 
“Many games publishers are aiming to open branches in UAE. According to 
last statistics, the Esports industry in UAE evaluated by 300M Dollars 
(tournaments, Games, competitions, prize pools …etc).” 
“It’s a huge number and it’s only in UAE without looking to KSA, Lebanon, 
Egypt. Abu Dhabi and Dubai attracting many exhibitor for the Esports 
exhibitions. And we are working to do Esports exhibitions in all Emirates.” 
“I do believe that governmental economic departments should give more 
attention to Esports and not leave it totally for the private sector because it’s a 
very promising sector.” 
“We are the first country who organize competitions with big prize pool money 
such as the “One million DHS “competitions, but KSA surpass us right now 
because their efforts are unified and the support are unified.” 
“We will benefit a lot from moving the IeSF to Dubai, and they will benefit as 
well.”  
“Moving to Dubai will help to organize bigger competitions and bring the best 
player to the country but things need some time to be settled to work on the 
law frame and organization stuff.” 
 

Adel Anouche “The “ CAPCOM “ international tournament start and there was a stop in 
Dubai. So, I played in that and I got second place losing to Japanese player 
at that time.”  
“I was the first ranked Arab player. Then Al Nasr found me when they are 
looking for number one Arab player” 
“In UAE there are the UAE Esports association where they try to look out 
after local talents and develop them and support them...etc.” 
“It’s growing a lot and many things is happening right now, three month ago 
there was an event in Dubai WTC called gaming girls and it was very big.”  
“I do think it need to take more interest, looking after the player, doing more 
tournaments and events backed by the government and all that.”  
“Esports in UAE in the right direction, it’s gonna grow and get bigger as long 
as they are more people are taking interest.” 
“Having the UAE Esports association is a big step. As long as they are keep 
doing big events”  

Melvin Kuek “this is nothing something we have available” 
“Personally I don’t have the information” 

Ali Al Abed “UAE start the first in giving attention of Esports but KSA is ahead right now 
and that because in UAE it’s difficult to convince the Brands to invest. Many 
teams come to us to find them a sponsors and we do help but our job only to 
connect , the decisions is to made by the brand.” 
“Brands in UAE are not convinced so far in putting money in them, and when 
they do there going to a competitions in sponsoring teams and events … we 
don’t have this competitions between brands here.”  
“We are not in an early stage but we need a strong push to evolve the 
industry.” 
“There is a good step taken but we need to execute what are planning… As I 
said before, we have to give Esports more attentions.” 

Summary Topic 5 : 
 
Gaming is prevalent in the UAE. Dubai and Abu Dhabi start doing competitions with mega prize money 
since 2013. The place of UAE and its infrastructure that consider one the best in the region make it by 
default a destination of Esports where significant events organized and many teams founded. There are 
intentions to move the headquarter of the IeSF to Dubai.  
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Despite all that, there are still no laws and regulations for Esports where licensing is under economic 
entities. Moreover, there are no structured competitions from schools to pro level. Furthermore, people 
are not convinced that Esports is a professional and even gamers where most of them play for fun. And 
that because the lake of structuring and competitions and the appetite form brands to invest 
appropriately in Esports. 
Esports is flourishing in UAE, but it needs more attention from all sectors, more governmental support. 
But the most fundamental is to move fast because all neighbouring countries. 
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Professionals Topic 6 : Pandemic Covid-19 
Matthieu Renard Interview before Covid-19 
Nicolas Besombes Interview before Covid-19 
Juan Diego García 
Squetino 

“They need to put attention to the entertainment because it’s not only 
entertainment but also, it’s a new competition.” 
 

Hisham Shehabi “The future of esports after COVID is more consolidation, lower growth but still 
higher than sports and better monetization models.” 

Lalit Vas “Of course, not only Esports, the whole gaming industry benefit massively. 
People spend more time playing, more time-consuming content related to 
Esports and video games.” 
“They buy much more stuff related to the video games. I can estimate 30% 
increase in revenues for the industry during the last 3 months at least.” 
 

Said Ali Taher “The General authority for youth and sports to become the body that issues 
licenses for Esports but the Pandemic delay this subject a little bit.” 
“A lot, many competitions where organized and people during staying at 
home start competing or playing more and more. Companies as well make 
some profit.”  
“The social clubs and Governmental offices also organize Esports 
competitions to encourage people to stay at home. While any other activity 
including traditional sports are on hold.” 
 

Adel Anouche “Esports kind of taking a dive because there no events happening right now. 
A lot of competitive players go to streaming, create content or whatever. 
Basically, the pro player doesn’t have competitions but they do need to 
present their sponsors and having them visible and all that. It’s forced us to 
experience another side of pro gaming.” 
“ The competitive side of Esports is taking a dive while the streaming and 
content side is taking a rise.” 
“it’s only the game play, maybe you’ll have a vide interview when you win or 
something but that’s it. It’s less visibility basically.” 
 

Melvin Kuek “People are working from home, so they are more time to do anther things 
then usually. SO, they involve to some hobbies and even play games” 
“Thomas Back, the president of IOC says that Covid-19 will change the ways 
how sport can inhale. And they stop to see what really is Esports.”  
“ 

Ali Al Abed “The brands want to invest more in Esports after pandemic to reach audience 
at home using the streaming to advertise “. 
end to end. “ 
“We also affected by the COVID because many events are cancelled similar 
to one that we had with the pro-league.” 
 

Summary Topic 6 :  
 
Esports benefit forms the pandemic, and the gaming business flourished because people are sitting at 
home and need something to do. The gaming industry grew in worldwide because of the pandemic, and 
many companies start organizing online competitions to make money. But that doesn't mean that 
Esports didn't affect by COVID 19. All major events happen in the Arenas are cancelled, so pro-gamer 
and team’s loose visibility so they cannot present their sponsors, which causes massive losses.   
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Interviews	
 
Entretien version française Matthieu Renard : Manager du Canal Esport Club chez Canal+ 
Date de l’entretien : 20/12/2019 
Durée de l’entretien : 00:44:41 
 

- Est-ce que vous pouvez-vous présenter ? 
 
Alors bonjour, je m'appelle Mathieu renard, je suis chez Canal+ depuis un an et demi maintenant. Je 
suis manager du canal eSport Club, qui a un média réparti en deux parties. Avec une antenne, avec 
une émission, qui est le canal eSport club et qui passe le Dimanche soir. Avec un média digital qui 
Comprend une page Facebook, un site Internet qu'on appelle vertical, un Twitter et une communauté 
YouTube … Ce qui fait qu'on a un environnement digital et un environnement antenne. Dans 
l'environnement digital je pilote l’édito, donc j'ai des journalistes, des assistants qui gèrent 
l'environnement digital et en antenne, je suis journaliste et j'écris une chronique qui sera diffusée dans 
la journée. 
 

- Vous avez fait quoi avant Canal et quelle est votre parcours universitaire ? 
 
J'ai fait une école de journalisme média, j'ai fait le Celsa, où j’ai été diplômé il y a 1 ans. C'est ce que 
j'ai fait avant Canal et j'ai fini le Celsa je suis entré chez Canal+. J'étais avant assistant brand 
manager, qui est assistant de la marque digitale, qui s'appelait Julien Trait et depuis son départ je l'ai 
remplacé et maintenant j’officie aussi autant que journaliste à l'antenne. 
 

- Comment avez-vous eu l'idée de mettre une chaîne eSport sur Canal ? et comment 
avez-vous connu l’Esports ? 

 
L’idée, elle a émergé de quelqu'un qui est très important pour nous ici, c'est le directeur des 
documentaires de Canal+ et qui est aussi également le patron de la Canal Brand Factory. C'est ce 
qu'on appelle la régie, c'est l'une des têtes de la boîte et qui lors de la diffusion d'un documentaire 
d’eSport, Il s'est rendu compte qu'il y avait quelque chose à faire. L’eSport et les jeux vidéo, c'est un 
environnement culturel et artistique à prendre à part entière, il fallait donc créer une émission autour 
de ça. Voilà pour le décrypter et tout comprendre, être pédagogue et donc laisser un environnement 
digital qui l'accompagnait. L’idée est de mettre l’eSport à l’antenne. La Première saison, c’est ce qu’il a 
fait, en créant le Canal eSport Club avec Olivier Morin et toutes les équipes. L’idée était de commenter 
les compétitions et comprendre la différence entre eSport et gaming, décrypter tout cela et le rendre 
pédagogique. Et puis pour la deuxième année, on a même fait plus puisque qu’on a jumelé avec le 
journal des jeux vidéo (le JDJV) présenté par Fred Moulin et on a donc rassemblé deux communautés 
dans le monde digital. On a donc rassemblé les deux émissions puisque maintenant il sera diffusé sur 
le canal du JDJV le dimanche soir et on fait en sorte que l’ESport et les jeux vidéo soient traités dans 
la même émission pour que cette communauté est là et leur rendez-vous hebdomadaire. 
 

- Et vous même, comment avez-vous connu l’Esports ? 
 
Bien évidemment il a émergé de Corée, au-delà des compétitions ce qui a amené la télé et un groupe 
média à s’y mettre. C’est évidemment le fait que des documentaires étaient faits sur ce sujet et que 
les médias s’y lancent et que l'équipe s’y lance, qui est pionnier sur le sujet pas sur l’audiovisuel mais 
sur la presse écrite. Ils se sont lancés en premier avec une rubrique Esport intégrée au journal 
“l’Equipe” sur le digital. Et ça plus les documentaires et autres ont donné l’envie voilà de le découvrir.  
 

- Comment expliquez-vous ce développement exponentiel de l’Esports ? 
 
Alors il y a plusieurs facteurs, je crois que le premier et qu’on nomme assez peu, c’est l'effet mode. Du 
moment où un média prend possession d’un sujet et qu’il le médiatise, on lui a donné un nom, on lui a 
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donné le mot Esport. On crée quelque chose de la même manière, qu’on starifiait comme on le fait 
avec un animateur ou une autre personne. On Starifiait l’Esports, on est sorti du modèle jeux vidéo, 
pas qui était ringard, mais qui était chez les geeks, mal perçu et qui était non compétitif et mal perçu 
des personnes qui était dans cette communauté-là. On en a fait quelque chose de sexy grâce à la 
médiatisation, c'est le fait de le rendre important. On starifie les joueurs, on médiatise les joueurs, on 
fait du storytelling autour de tout ça. C'est cela, qui a fait un milieu artistique et culturel comme un 
autre. 
 

- Quel est le modèle économique de l’Esports ? Sur quoi se base son entrée d’argent ? 
 
Justement sur cette médiatisation, c'est parce que, c'est les éditeurs vendent des boîtes et qu'ils 
créent des compétitions avec du cash-prize, que les médias s’emparent et que, les médias ça peut 
être la télévision surtout Twitch, avec des plateformes de diffusion, il y a annonceurs greffés. Il crée un 
modèle économique parfait puisque, ma foi, les éditeurs qui vendent des boîtes, des joueurs qui font 
des compétitions, qui ont des gants et qui ont des rémunérations face aux plateformes avec Twitch qui 
leur verser des salaires et donc des équipes on peut créer des CDD notamment avec Armateam, ils 
ont réussi à créer de vrai contrat de travail pour des joueurs grâce à la médiatisation, grâce à Twitch 
chose qui n'était absolument impossible avant. 
 

- Que pensez-vous de l’arrivée de l’Esports aux Jeux Olympiques ? 
 
Je crois plutôt que c'est une excellente nouvelle pour toute cette communauté en désir de 
reconnaissance, d'être comprise et d'être assimilées à sa juste valeur, contrairement à d’autres 
domaines culturels et artistiques comme la télévision, le cinéma. Il existe des préjugés autour des jeux 
vidéo qui n’existe pas ailleurs et donc le fait qu’on prenne un domaine assimilé, stéréotypé parfois. Le 
faire émerger dans les grandes manifestations de cultures internationales, qui elles sont très codifiées 
et respecter, c’est déjà un effet très bénéfique à tout ça. Après subsiste toujours et encore la question 
de : est-ce que l’Esports est un sport ? On s'aperçoit en fait, déjà que, c’est un nom qui porte à 
confusion, on l'a appelé eSport, si on l'avait appelé Jeu Vidéo compétitif, personne ne nous aurait 
jamais embêté. Donc qu'est-ce que c'est un sport, je crois que les ambitieux ont donné envie de le 
comparer sur le plan physique, sur le plan compétitif. On a fait tout un tas d'analyse, on a regardé 
qu’avec certains joueurs qui pouvaient se blesser parce qu'il y avait le syndrome métacarpien. Donc 
ils se blesse les doigts donc c'était peut-être du sport, le fait qui est 8h d'entraînement par jour. Et que 
donc c'est assimilé au sport parce que tous ces trucs-là font que l'on compare au sport. Je crois que, 
moi personnellement, pour être aussi joueur ça ne l'est pas, ce n'est pas un sport seul. Le sport ne 
doit pas être reconnu socialement et élevé près des spectateurs. Ce n’est pas parce que ce n'est pas 
un sport que ce n'est pas un exceptionnel domaine artistique et culturel qui te donnes envie à être 
regarder, qui nécessite des heures et des heures de pratique, qui rend les talents très méritants. 
 

- Si vous bloquez l’Esports dans un domaine d’art et culture, on est amené à se poser la 
question pour l'introduire aux Jeux Olympiques alors ? Est-ce une pratique physique ? 
On dit que c’est de l’art et de la culture. Si on le voit de ce point de vue c’est normal 
qu’il n’ait pas sa place dans le monde sportif, mais quand on l'assimile à l’Esports, là il 
y a eu le début du débat. 

 
C’est comme ça que je l'ai dit dans mon mémoire, je crois que si l’Esports est arrivé aux Jeux 
Olympiques, ce n’est pas pour sa version actuelle de sa pratique, mais en revanche c'est pour sa 
version future, c’est à dire que l’Esports, c'est les jeux vidéo combinés à la nouvelle technologie, la 
réalité augmentée et la réalité virtuelle, les tapis de course simulateur de plus en plus performant. Est-
ce que ces technologies là viennent se greffer à la plate-forme ? C'est-à-dire le jeu vidéo c’est qu'à un 
moment les Esports deviennent des sportifs : avoir des régimes alimentaires, avoir des vraies 
épreuves physiques. Aujourd'hui, on joue à FIFA avec une manette, FIFA est un Esport je ne sais pas. 
Ce que je sais que c'est le plus grand jeu vidéo au monde et qui rassemble autant qu'un sport. Mais 
dans l'effort est-ce qu'il est autant je ne pense pas. Pour autant, sa version future en imaginant un 
joueur FIFA devra courir sur un tapis prendre le ballon, devra courir dans des simulateurs, je ne sais 
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pas. Par exemple, il y avait le symbole très fort de la Formule 1, lui il est déjà simulé, on peut mettre 
déjà un pilote dans un simulateur et faire de la F1 en Esport. Là en revanche les réflexes sont aussi 
sportifs que la vraie Formule 1 et le jeu applique la force de gravité et répliquer dans le simulateur, 
donc déjà une grande transpiration. En faites, je crois que si l’Esports rentre en 2018 aux Jeux 
Olympiques, il rentrera sous une certaine forme qui seront dans 50 ans dans les prémices de l’Esports 
mais dans 50 ans, avec la technologie qu'on aura, je crois, l’Esports ressemblera de traits pour traits à 
un sport et que tout ça sera très cohérent. 
 

- Le président du CIO déclare « Que certains jeux ne vont pas être acceptés à cause de 
leurs violences (Call of, CS …) utilisation des mots « Tuer », « Kill » ou encore « 
Terroristes ». Cette approche pourrait-elle créer une rupture sur le développement de 
l’ESport ? 

 
Alors moi je pense pourquoi pas parce que même si Aujourd'hui les principaux Jeux Esports CS, Call 
of …  Sont violents. Il existe aussi un autre domaine de Esport. C'est les Esports sportif C'est-à-dire 
les jeux virtuels Basés sur les sports traditionnels La NBA le football, ski …  Tous les domaines, En 
fait tous les sports Que l'on peut trouver aux Jeux Olympiques, vont exister sur une forme virtuelle Si 
ce n'est pas déjà le cas dans le futur, il y a le ski qui vient d'arriver au JO. Doit-on mettre des jeux 
violents aux Jeux Olympiques des jeux vidéo ? Non je ne pense pas, parce que des compétitions 
internationales pour Rainbow et Counter Strike, il en existe déjà suffisamment et dans 20 ans, il y en a 
encore plus qu'aujourd'hui. Donc le modèle économique de Rainbow de CS Go et tous ces jeux 
violents n’ont pas besoin d'être au Jeux Olympiques. Les Jeux Olympiques ce n’est pas une 
compétition sportive, c'est une manifestation internationale pour rassembler les gens, rassembler le 
monde autour d'un événement culturel de tolérance de paix avec un classement mais il y a des 
valeurs que les autres compétitions n’ont pas. Les cash-prize n'ont rien à voir des champions qui 
gagnent aux Jeux Olympiques, ils gagnent peu d’argent comparés aux joueurs de la NBA. Donc les 
Jeux Olympiques ne sont pas seulement une compétition sportive, c’est la plus grande manifestation 
de tolérance du monde et depuis très longtemps donc qu'est-ce que Counter-Strike doit aller aux Jeux 
Olympiques ? Je ne pense pas. Dans l'histoire des Jeux Olympiques avec les drames qu'on a connu 
avec le terrorisme, avec cette volonté de tolérance, je crois que différencier des jeux eSport sportifs et 
les jeux eSport violents, qui ne le sont pas puisqu'ils sont virtuels, mais voilà pour qu’on fasse une 
manifestation de tolérance je trouve ça très bien mais non qu'est-ce que ça va amener ? ça va 
amener la création de nouveaux jeux fait pour les jeux olympiques. Donc le ski, le tir à l'arc, le tir de 
précision, le kayak et tout ça virtuel. Le fait qu'on crée des nouveaux jeux comme ça avec des 
simulateurs qui rendent les forts incroyables et qu'on l'intégré aux Jeux Olympiques. C’est un avis 
personnel. 
 

- Si on fait un simple classement des jeux actuels : Dota 2, League of Legends, Counter-
Strike… Est ce qu’on va exclure une communauté fan à cause de la violence d’un jeu ? 

 
C’est toujours la logique du verre à moitié plein, le bilan des jeux vidéo n’ont pas été aux Jeux 
Olympiques. À l’aube de les inscrire aux Jeux Olympiques, on voudrait qu’ils soient inscrits dans 
toutes leurs formes. Le fait d'inscrire déjà des jeux virtuels aux Jeux Olympiques c’est une révolution. 
Le fait que pour l’instant, pour le bien commun et pour l’Entertainment que propose des Jeux 
Olympiques, il ne faut pas, il faudrait que les jeux virtuels ressemblent à des sports traditionnels, c'est 
assez normal, le fait qu’on rentre tout de suite dans : « alors si on veut aller au JO, il faut absolument 
qui est Counter Strike ». Oui aujourd'hui images arrêter Counter-Strike et League of Legends sont les 
jeux les plus vendu de la planète. Mais qui vous dit que dans 20 ans, le jeu plus vendu de la planète 
ne sera FIFA et que justement le simulateur de FIFA fait que FIFA aux Jeux Olympiques est la plus 
grande manifestation virtuelle et culturelle du Monde. Je crois qu’il ne faut pas voir seulement les 
classements d'aujourd'hui, les années ont passé en décennie et je crois qu'il faut déjà être ravi que 
nos politiques. Le monde se pose la question d'inclure et je vise les jeux vidéo aux Jeux Olympiques. 
Il ne faut pas grignoter trop trop vite par soif de reconnaissance et de voilà c'est vrai que sur les 
domaines, en effet, c’est sportif ça rappelle juste au code du sport soit virtuel ou pas, mais pas des 
jeux de « on ne met pas du paintball aux Jeux Olympiques, on ne va pas faire tirer des gens contre 
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eux ». Donc Counter-Strike aux Jeux Olympiques ça n'a juste pas de sens, en compétition 
internationale ça a du sens, en cash-prize ça a du sens. Aux Jeux Olympiques ça n’a pas de sens, ce 
n’est pas un dérivé d'un sport historique et traditionnel. Il ne faut pas oublier l’essence même des Jeux 
Olympiques, on a enlevé le pancrace et la lutte pendant des années et des années parce qu’on les 
estimait justement. Les Jeux Olympiques sont un vecteur de tolérance et de paix et non rien à voir 
avec la violence. Donc si on a enlevé le pancrace, on peut bien enlever Counter-Strike, ce n’est pas 
l'enlever d’ailleurs ce n’est même jamais y être. 
 

- L’utilisation des mots « Tuer », « Kill » ou encore « Terroristes » dans certain jeu. Cette 
approche pourrait-elle créer une rupture sur le développement de l’Esports ? 

 
Je crois qu’il n’y aura pas, je vois ou tu veux en venir, il n’y’ aura pas de 50-50, je ne crois pas que les 
Jeux Olympiques vont faire une proposition à Riot pour qu'il modifie certains contenus de leurs jeux 
pour qu’il rentre aux jeux olympiques. Je crois que si un jeu doit entrer aux jeux Olympiques, ils 
rentreront avec sa nomenclature en brut. Je crois et je parlais tout à l’heure des attentats des jeux 
olympiques, je crois que culturellement et historiquement les jeux olympiques n’accepteront jamais le 
mot “Tuer” mais ne serait-ce que le concept d'éliminer quelqu'un. Dans son histoire, les jeux 
olympiques, c’est battre avec une performance et non battre avec une balle, avec un tir. Au tir à l’arc, 
on tire sur une cible, on ne se tire pas sur soi-même si c’est virtuel on ne le ferait pas. Donc je crois 
que League of Legends qui est la plus grande œuvre virtuelle jamais créée, ne verra jamais le jour et 
ne doit pas voir le jour aux JO parce que c’est juste hors contexte, ça n’a rien à voir. Mais je pense 
qu’en revanche modifier le présent nom, modifier la création des éditions des jeux à venir : 
évidemment ! Je pense que les éditeurs se posent tous la question : quel jeu ils ont envie de créer, 
pour qu’il soit pris aux JO. 
 

- Est-ce que l’Esports peut-il réellement remplacer un Sport traditionnel ? 
 
Il y a très peu d'exemple ou je dirais oui, je pense que, mais certains oui. C’est à dire à partir du 
moment, je dois vérifier, mais je crois que le pancrace a été retiré pour mettre la lutte, je pense que 
l'humanité se dirige vers une apogée de la non-violence et que donc, dans 50 ans, on préférera que 
s’il y a doit y avoir combat, un beau combat, engendrer un combat virtuel plutôt qu’un combat entre 
homme qu’on privilégiera ça. Donc on peut très bien enlever la lutte gréco-romaine ou la lutte ou le 
pancrace aujourd’hui des JO même s’il y a plus et rajouter dans 20 ans la lutte virtuelle parce que le 
fait que des humaines ne doivent pas s'entraîner et se battre, faire mal pour générer un spectacle ça 
sera positif. Donc si par exemple UFC tous ces domaines fascinants que les hommes adorent 
regarder mais qui sont très dangereux, très mauvais. Est ce qu’on arrive à créer un UFC virtuel pour 
les JO, si c'était le cas, je crois que là, le virtuel remplacera le sport traditionnel. En ce qui concerne le 
foot et la basket, bien sûr que non, l’humanité a besoin de ces sports là et dans le talent humain voilà 
qui représente. Il doit y avoir des exemples dans lequel le virtuel dépasse le sport traditionnel pas pour 
les plus grands, pas plus le plus populaire, comme la boxe. Mais pour certains domaines pourquoi 
pas. 
 

- La durée de vie d’un jeu n’est pas la même qu’un sport traditionnel. Est-elle ici la limite 
de l’Esports ? 

 
Alors non parce que les jeux, contrairement au sport traditionnel, certains existent depuis 4 siècles 
voir des millénaires, se réinvente chaque année, pour proposer au monde une nouvelle version, un 
nouveau domaine qui est toujours plus fascinant que les jours d’avant. Je crois que l’Esports n’a pas 
la vocation à comme le pancrace de s’inscrire pendant 1000 ans et rester comme ça. De toute façon, 
dans son ADN, amenait à être modifier en permanence et c’est comme ça qu’il sera traité que quand 
on dira l’Esports ou jeux vidéo mais surtout l’Esports, on dira en une année se sera ce type   et le 
lendemain se sera autre chose et l’année d'après ça sera autre chose. Je pense que c’est dans son 
ADN et son ADN sera évolutif donc pour moi ce n'est pas une limite, c’est juste ça fait partie de son 
ADN. Il a toujours été comme ça, on sait qu’aujourd’hui c'est LOL et que dans 20 ans ce ne sera plus 
LOL, se sera peut-être Quake 12 et c’est très bien comme ça, je pense que tout le monde est ravi 
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avec ça. Les gens, la communauté très proche de leur jeu sont enclins à accepter un changement de 
jeu mondial et à s’y mettre dans un autre jeu parce que l’ère est terminée, on l’a vue avec Star Craft, 
on l’a vu avec World of Warcraft, on l’a vu avec plein de jeux, qui ont été les plus grands jeux du 
monde et qui sont amenés à être éteints et être remplacés par une nouvelle version. Il y a 
énormément de joueurs de Star Craft qui sont mis à LoL ou à Wow et qui été très contents de le faire. 
Et donc il y aura toujours une suite. 
 

- Quels problèmes, L’Esports peut-il rencontrer en général ? 
 
À une heure de révolution technologique, et que on voit avec l’arrivée de la RA et VR, des 
hologrammes et des communautés de plus en plus nombreuses, la révolution digitale ….  Je crois que 
l’Esports a de beau jour devant lui et pendant très très longtemps parce qu’il n’y a aucune raison que 
ça fasse marche arrière, les limites technologiques, il n’y’ en a pas, la seule limite qu’il y a c’est se dire 
le désintéressement, la sortie de la mode, les gens ça ne les intéresse plus.  Le fait est, qu’on a 
commencé a appelé Esport les jeux vidéo et des compétitions bien après que les gens sont 
passionnés. Il y a toujours eu des millions de gens joueurs, passionnés de jeux vidéo parce que c’est 
notre nature, le monde virtuel est quelque chose de tout à fait attrayant, une vie des fois meilleure que 
le monde virtuel, on a des pouvoirs magiques. C’est comme le cinéma, est ce que le cinéma a des 
limites ? Le monde a besoin de contenu et donc passera son éternité à créer des contenus pour 
divertir le monde. En effet pour être divertissant les jeux vidéo autant que le cinéma, c’est pour cela 
que c’est considéré comme un art comme le 10éme art, il est amené de toute façon à divertir, à 
éduquer les gens et l’humanité en a besoin. Je pense que l’Esports n’a aucune limite d'existence 
devant lui.  
 

- Y a-t-il un règlement précis du déroulement de compétition, par exemple le foot on peut 
voir des suspensions, du dopage. L’Esports ne possède aucun règlement aujourd'hui ?  

 
Alors dans les compétitions internationales il y a quand même un paragraphe sur le fait de tricher, 
toutes triches de toute façon sont fait en sorte que le joueur soit banni parfois même à vie. Par 
exemple, le cas dans Esport Club ou on a suivi le cas d’un tricheur sur Star Craft qui a été banni à vie 
et donc il a dû arrêter sa carrière alors qu’il était au top niveau. Donc il y a des règles, il n’y a pas des 
règles de dopage, mais il y a des règles de triche. Évidemment, le système est en train d'arriver donc 
la mode a fait émerger l’Esports évidemment, c’est comme la législation autour de ça. Tout est en 
train de faire ça, notre député Denis Masseglia qui a défendu notamment Overwatch à l’Assemblée 
Nationale. Tout est en train d'arriver, en train d'émerger, la révolution d’une mode c’est qu’elle crée 
quelque chose derrière son suivi : un tas de modifications, de règlement, de législation. Donc je crois 
à terme et dans très peu de temps que les compétitions internationales de jeux vidéo auront autant si 
ce n’est plus de règles que les compétitions sportives. Je crois qu’elles seront régies exactement de la 
même manière. 
 

- Entre Jeux uniquement avec du Esports et des jeux olympiques traditionnels, lequel 
des deux sera le plus rentable ? 
 

Je crois je n’ai plus les audiences des JO en tête et certainement des centaines de millions et je me 
demande si ce n’est pas en milliard, 1,2 Milliard qui regardent les JO quand c’est diffusé en télé. C’est 
donc de toute façon et pour plein de raisons, largement devant les jeux vidéo c’est à dire que, même 
si des centaines de millions de gens jouent à League of Legends notamment en Chine, ne faut pas 
oublier qu’on en dit qu’il y a autant de joueur sur un jeu que sur LoL etc. Ne faut pas oublier que 90% 
de ces joueurs sont Chinois. Donc par exemple en Europe, la question ne se pose même pas, les jeux 
vidéo sont infimes comparé aux cultures populaires du football, du tir à l’arc ou du rugby, donc 
évidemment que les JO traditionnels seront largement largement devant. En revanche encore une fois 
la technologie arrivée à faire du sport traditionnel des Esports et, qu’au fur et à mesure, les décennies 
tout cela soit accepté et soit normal je pense qu’un moment il y aura une balance mais pour l’instant 
y'a pas photo.  
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- Comment voyez-vous le marché de l’Esports aujourd’hui et dans 10 ans ? 
 
Je crois que là, il émerge c’est à dire que grâce à cette mode et grâce aux médias d’une part, 
égoïstement grâce à nous, grâce à l'équipe et plein d’acteurs, grâce à Twitch, grâce à beaucoup de 
choses. L’Esports vie en ce moment, ces premières années nationales, qu’on est sorti des 
stéréotypes, des communautés peu connues, aujourd’hui c'est un phénomène national, on peut aller 
clairement dans n’importe quel petit village vous trouverez forcément quelqu’un qui vous dira l’Esports 
je connais, évidemment il y a encore des gens qui ne connaissent pas. Ça c’est le choc des cultures 
et des âges mais on connaît les premières ères nationales donc c’est en bonne voie. Les médias n’ont 
pas envie de reculer BeIn, Canal+, l'Equipe, tout le monde va dans le même sens et tout le monde 
sais que c’est un pari de l’avenir, tout le monde sait que même si ces premières années-là ne sont pas 
forcément les plus rentables. À partir du moment où on est à balance équitable de toute façon on a 
envie de continuer puisqu'on a envie de le voir développer, et on sait que, dans 10 ans de toute façon 
le phénomène sera national. C’est ce que je disais tout à l’heure, il n’y a pas de limite à l’Esports, il y a 
toujours plus de joueurs, il y a toujours plus de gens qui ont envie de découvrir cette facette-là. Donc 
pour l’instant c’est les premières ères puisque, dans 10 ans, on va commencer à atteindre un vrai 
nouveau palier d’acceptation sociale et culturelle ou on entendra plus parler dans les JT de toutes les 
chaînes d’ailleurs. Qu’est-ce que l’Esports ? On ne se posera plus la question de ce que sais, on 
l’aura accepté et je pense qu’il y aura une partie qui sera cliente comme joueuse, spectatrices et une 
partie qui n’aimera toujours pas ça mais au moins elle le connaîtra. Je pense qu’en 10 ans, on sera 
seulement là ceux qui pensent qu’il y aura un casque verre sur le front de tous les jeunes, qu’on fera 
du foot virtuel dans le salon. Je souhaite que ce soit ça, éventuellement pour le divertissement mais je 
n’y crois pas, je pense quand même beaucoup de temps. 
 

- Tous les médias s’attaquent à l’Esports, malheureusement vous choisissez un support 
qui pour les jeunes d’aujourd’hui ne suivent pas du tout, c’est à dire qu’ils sont plus 
YouTube et Twitch. Quelle est votre stratégie sur ce problème ? 

 
Si Si, il y a bien une stratégie mais justement elle va avec le temps. La première année, c’était en télé. 
En fait la télé mais on a des départements qui est d’ailleurs le digital de l’Esports, qui eux en revanche 
savent très bien comment accompagner une émission télé avec son environnement digital, le plus 
puissant et le plus intelligent possible. Nous ici à l’Esports de Canal le digital, on sait très bien que la 
plateforme puissante dans laquelle on a envie d’émerger ce n’est pas YouTube, c’est Twitch donc on 
a une communauté YouTube de 20 000 personnes qui est légère comparé aux audiences qu’on 
pourrait trouver dans les plates formes d’Esports. Mais on a aussi lancé un compte Twitch et on sait 
qu’on a, à terme envie de s’y mettre pleinement, maintenant la réalité économique de notre média sur 
l’Esports fait que notre budget pour l’Esports, sachant qu’on est sur une chaîne de télé ne sont pas 
illimité, au contraire, ils sont très restreints donc on fait ce qu’appelle Best Effort c’est à dire, on fait 
tout ce qu’on peut avec très peu. Maintenant, on a, par exemple, découvert que lorsqu’on a diffusé sur 
Twitch la compétition de FIFA à l’Olympia ça avait extrêmement bien marché. Déjà parce qu’on avait 
une diffusion exclusive et ensuite parce que, justement, ça s’adresse aux communautés de jeunes et 
qu’on a envie de regarder du contenu, l’Esports sur Twitch n’est pas sur aucune plateforme ne serait-
ce ni la télé ni la digitale. Donc évidemment, qu’à terme, notre volonté c’est de passer nos émissions 
sur Twitch, de faire caster, streamer des talents dans le Canal, sur des compétitions Esport. Pour 
l’instant, on n’a pas de ressources économiques c’est juste ça. Si j'étais en capacité de pouvoir le 
faire, on l’aurait déjà fait, si je pouvais recruter une équipe, on l’aurait fait. On a pour l’instant accès 
aux sponsorings parce que c’est une première phase, donc on a sponsorisé l’équipe Vitality dont on 
est très fière mais on n’a pas aujourd’hui caster Canal Esport Club sur Twitch. Un jour ça arrivera et 
donc on aura ce maillage digital aussi cohérent qu’on peut avoir sur Facebook une émission c’est à 
dire que Facebook est aujourd’hui le relai principal des émissions télé ou on assure la communication 
des émissions. On fait le relais des replays par contre Twitch sera pleinement intégré dans notre 
stratégie digitale et fera émerger nos contenus, nos streamers, nos carters, des compétitions ... Mais 
pour ça, il faut que soit l’annonceur se positionne et nous donne énormément d’argent soit que des 
groupes comme Vivandy, par lesquels sont détenus Canal, nous poussent, ce qui s’est passé avec 
Vivandy c’est que, c’est ce qu’ils avaient fait au début avec ESL, ESL et Vivandy devait créer une 
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ligue commune et rentrer pleinement dans l’Esports et donc sur Twitch mais ils se sont retirés puisque 
la réalité économique, encore une fois, les a empêchés d’y aller. Ils se sont rendus compte que leur 
ROI ne serait pas au rendez-vous, donc sortir. Donc ça montre aussi que le marché n’est pas encore 
pleinement mature, il est en croissance et donc à terme on arrivera à le voir sur Twitch mais on 
remplacera les codes anciens par les codes nouveaux mais ça prend du temps et de l’argent. 
 

- Si on vous alloue le budget nécessaire, est ce que vous pouvez rivaliser ou plutôt 
recruter les Youtubeurs qui eux même peut faire une émission du début à la fin, 
commenter présenter des nouveaux jeux, c’est à dire que maintenant les animateurs se 
créent tout seul. Donc est ce que si vous avez plus de budget vous pouvez obtenir tête 
à ces youtubeurs ? 

 
J’ai envie de vous dire oui, c’est à dire que ce qui importe ce n’est pas les diffuseurs, c’est le talent. 
Donc quand un animateur change de chaîne, l'audience le suit la plupart du temps. On l’avait vu avec 
Yann Barthes, il était chez Canal+ il est parti sur TMC l’audience l’a greffé à la personne près, c’est-à-
dire, qui fait exactement la même audience qu’il faisait chez Canal et on voit bien que les gens suivent 
les talents ça à tout à fait du sens, c'était la télévision linéaire qui faisait en sorte de regarder la chaine 
et non pas les talents. Aujourd’hui, c’est totalement l’inverse, donc évidemment qu’un jour Canal+ est 
en capacité de recruter les meilleurs streamers, les meilleurs casters, les meilleurs commentateurs, 
les meilleurs formats … ils le feront et je pense que les audiences suivent avec ce qu’il faisait, voilà 
demain je recrute Bruce Grannec pour animer le foot virtuel pour le CEC, je pense qu’on fera autant 
d’audience qu’il fait que sa chaîne YouTube ou Twitch. Voilà donc c’est juste une question de volonté 
des chaînes puisque, ne faut pas oublier que, lorsqu'on est une chaîne de télé et qu’on fait de la télé 
et que nos dirigeants font de la télé : est-ce qu’on est déjà en volonté de faire du digital first et de 
recruter des gens pour faire de l’audience sur Twitch ? Sachant que le modèle économique de Twitch 
avec les pubs et les annonceurs n’est pas encore forcément tout à fait mature pour des acteurs que 
nous. Non ce n’est pas encore mais on sait qu’on a envie de le faire mais il faut attendre que le 
marché soit mûr. 
 

- Est-ce que votre émission elle sera libre accès ou alors uniquement pour les abonnés ?  
 
Tout à fait, elle est cryptée 
 

- Il n’y a pas un barrage ? 
 
Alors, il y en a déjà un, si tu veux c’est quand tu regardes les audiences quand même, les audiences 
notamment sur YouTube étant donné que c’est gratuit. Certain talent comme Squeezie ou encore 
d’autres sont capables de faire des millions et des millions de vues sur YouTube. Maintenant la vue 
c’est important mais le modèle économique qui tourne autour est aussi important.   C’est à dire en télé 
en fait, parfois beaucoup moins de vues sur internet pourtant on fait beaucoup d’argent grâce à la 
publicité qui mise sur cette case : les talents, même ceux qui font énormément de vues.  Je ne sais 
pas si vous avez déjà regardé les tarifications YouTube des streamers, un streamer & Youtubeur, je 
vois bien Pauleta qui fait du FIFA, il fait entre 300 000 et 400 000 vues par vidéo, là-dessus il va 
toucher 2000 €, il fait des audiences énormes mais sa rétribution personnelle est très faible. Dans 
l’usage, ça arrive très peu c’est à dire que les Youtubeurs ne mettent pas de tee-shirt Nike, ils ne se 
font pas payer pas Nike. La plupart du temps, ils ont des Billboards très petits et de toute façon les 
tarifications sont très légères en milliers d’euros sur une vidéo. Ils peuvent faire aller jusqu’à 5000€ et 
c’est déjà monstrueusement énorme pour lui. Une chaîne avec Billboard, un annonceur en télé c’est 
100, 200, 300 000€ donc les vues YouTube elles sont énormes mais elles ne sont pas qualitatives 
qu'une vue télé qui reste je le répète le plus grand média de France et de très très loin. Un annonceur 
comme EDF, comme Total qui a une renommée mondiale, qui a une cible de plus de 30 et 40 ans. Ils 
partent sur internet mais ils commencent toujours par la télé, puisque la télé est dans un foyer, que le 
foyer il est payé par le papa et la maman et que papa et maman ils se chauffent des EDF et vont 
acheter leur essence chez Total c’est eux qu’on doit toucher. Donc le digital s’est extrêmement 
important et le panier moyen d'un jeune qui va sur YouTube, il est de 0€. Il donne sa vue mais il ne 
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donne pas d’argent donc il faut faire gaffe à ces compteurs de vues qui n’est pas toujours significatif 
d’une grande qualité déjà et n'est pas significatif d’un modèle économique. Il y a des gens qui font 
énormément de vues et qui font très peu d’argent, alors qu’en chaîne de télé on paye des centaines et 
centaines de salaires donc nos revenus par an doivent être énormes pour générer toute cette activité.  
Et c’est d’ailleurs aussi un rappel en télé, le contenu journalistique qualitatif de traitement 
d’informations qui nécessite énormément dans le travail là ou un YouTube peut être extrêmement 
doué mais n’a pas ce contenu journalistique, de traitement d’informations et garant de l’information et 
la vérité. Donc c’est des domaines qui embrassent le digital et la télé, ce n’est pas des mondes qui 
sont concurrents mais qui se complètent et qui travaillent ensemble pour le bien d’une production d’un 
contenu.  Je crois que les deux doivent émerger d’ailleurs, si vous parlez des talents YouTube, je crois 
que leur plus grand rêve c’est être à la télé c’est à dire que même s’ils font 4 millions de vues sur 
YouTube, ils rêveraient de faire 100 000 en télé parce que la télé restera et très longtemps très 
qualitatif. En revanche vous avez parlé de PPV, oui Canal+ est une PPV ça fait partie de la chaîne 
c’est comme ça qu’on vit, nous on n’a pas de subvention publique donc on est obligé de payer nos 
abonnements pour payer nos salariés c’est aussi bête que ça. Maintenant est ce qu’un abonnement 
est un frein ? non, qu’on un abonnement est malin, on l’a bien vu avec Netflix, ça coûte de l’argent et 
pourtant il y a autant de gens qui regardent Netflix, qui regardent YouTube. Donc là maintenant si 
dans le modèle économique l’offre est suffisamment attrayant   pour mériter un abonnement, on parle 
d’argent oui mais tout coûte de l'argent. Une baguette coûte 1€, un abonnement chez Netflix coûte 
10€ voilà, quand on arrive là évidemment l’abonnement, l’offre et extrêmement intéressante pour 
divaguer 2 pages et un mois de consommation de contenu extrêmement qualitatif, c’est énorme, 
payant oui mais si ce n’est pas chère et que le contenu est exceptionnel ça en vaut la peine. Ce n'est 
pas un frein, faut juste que les deux soient cohérents. 
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Interview English version Matthieu Renard: Manager of Canal Esports Club at Canal+. 
Date of interview: 20/12/2019 
Duration of the interview: 00:44:41 
 

- Can you introduce yourself? 
 
So hello, my name is Mathieu Renard, I've been with Canal+ for a year and a half now. I'm the 
manager of the channel Esports Club, which has a media split in two parts. With an antenna, with a 
show, which is the channel Esports club and which spends Sunday nights. With a digital media that 
includes a Facebook page, a website that we call vertical, a Twitter and a YouTube community ... 
Which makes it a digital environment and an on-air environment. In the digital environment I'm the 
editor, so I have journalists, assistants who manage the digital environment and on air, I'm a journalist 
and I'm writing a column that will be broadcast during the day. 
 

- What did you do before Canal and what is your academic background? 
 
I went to a school of media journalism, I went to Celsa, where I graduated a year ago. That's what I did 
before Canal and I finished the Celsa and joined Canal+. I was before assistant brand manager, who 
is assistant to the digital brand, whose name was Julien Trait and since his departure I replaced him 
and now I also work as a journalist on the air. 
 

- How did you come up with the idea of putting an Esports channel on Canal? And how 
did you get to know Esports? 

 
The idea came from someone who is very important to us here, the director of documentaries at 
Canal+ and who is also the boss of the Canal Brand Factory. He's one of the heads of the company, 
and when a documentary from Esports was broadcast, he realized that there was something to be 
done. Esports and video games is a cultural and artistic environment that needs to be taken into its 
own right, so we had to create a program around that. That's how to decipher it and understand 
everything, to be an educator and therefore leave a digital environment that accompanied it. The idea 
is to put Esports on the air. That's what he did in the first season, by creating the Canal Esports Club 
with Olivier Morin and all the teams. The idea was to comment on the competitions and understand 
the difference between Esports and gaming, decipher all this and make it educational. And then for the 
second year, we even did more since we twinned with the video game newspaper (the JDJV) 
presented by Fred Moulin and we thus brought together two communities in the digital world. We 
brought the two programs together because now it will be broadcast on the JDJV channel on Sunday 
night and we're making sure that the Esports and video games are covered in the same program so 
that this community is there and their weekly rendez-vous. 
 

- And you yourself, how did you get to know Esports? 
 
Of course, it has emerged from Korea, beyond the competitions, which led to TV and a media group to 
get involved. It's obviously the fact that documentaries were being made on the subject and the media 
are getting into it and the team is pioneering the subject, not on the audiovisual media but in the 
written press. They were the first to launch with an Esports section integrated into the newspaper 
"l'Equipe" on the digital. And that, plus documentaries and others, made them want to discover it.  
 

- How do you explain this exponential development of Esports? 
 
There are several factors, I think the first one, which we don't name much, is the fashion effect. From 
the moment a media outlet takes possession of a subject and publicises it, it's given a name, it's given 
the word Esports. We create something in the same way, we star in the same way we do with an 
animator or another person. We were starring Esports, we came out of the video game model, not that 
it was old-fashioned, but that it was among geeks, badly perceived and was non-competitive and badly 
perceived by the people in that community. We turned it into something sexy thanks to the media 
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coverage, it's the fact that we made it important. We starred the players, we mediatized the players, 
we did storytelling around all that. That's what has made an artistic and cultural milieu like any other. 
 
 

- What is Esports' business model? What is the basis for its income? 
Precisely on this mediatisation, it's because the publishers sell boxes and create competitions with 
cash prizes, the media take over and the media can be television, especially Twitch, with distribution 
platforms, there are advertisers grafted on. It creates a perfect economic model because, my 
goodness, publishers who sell boxes, players who compete, who have gloves on and who are paid by 
the platforms with Twitch, who pay them salaries and therefore teams, we can create fixed-term 
contracts, especially with Armateam, they have managed to create real work contracts for players 
thanks to the media coverage, thanks to Twitch, which was absolutely impossible before. 
 

- What do you think of the arrival of Esports at the Olympic Games? 
 

I think it's excellent news for the whole community, which is eager to be recognised, understood and 
assimilated, unlike other cultural and artistic fields such as television and cinema. There are prejudices 
about video games that do not exist elsewhere, and therefore the fact that we are taking an 
assimilated, sometimes stereotypical field. To make it emerge in the great manifestations of 
international cultures, which are very codified and respected, is already a very beneficial effect to all 
this. After that, the question remains again and again: is Esports a sport? In fact, we can already see 
that, it's a name that leads to confusion, we called it eSport, if we had called it a competitive video 
game, nobody would have ever bothered us. So what is a sport, I think that the ambitious people have 
made us want to compare it on a physical level, on a competitive level. We did a whole bunch of 
analysis, we only looked at certain players who could get injured because of metacarpal syndrome. 
So, they hurt their fingers, so maybe it was sport, the fact that it's 8 hours of training a day. And that it 
is assimilated to sport because all these things make us compare it to sport. I think that, for me 
personally, to be a player it is not, it is not a sport alone. Sport should not be socially recognized and 
raised close to the spectators. Just because it is not a sport does not mean that it is not an exceptional 
artistic and cultural field that makes you want to be watched, that requires hours and hours of practice, 
that makes talent very deserving. 
 

- If you block Esports in a field of art and culture, you have to ask yourself the question 
to introduce it to the Olympic Games then? Is it a physical practice? They say its art 
and culture. If we look at it from this point of view, it is normal that it has no place in the 
world of sport, but when we equate it with sport, that is when the debate began. 
 

That's how I said it in my brief, I believe that if Esports arrived at the Olympic Games, it's not for its 
current version of its practice, but for its future version, that is to say that Esports is video games 
combined with new technology, augmented reality and virtual reality, treadmill simulators that are 
becoming more and more powerful. Will these technologies be added to the platform? Video games 
mean that at some point the Esports become sportsmen and women: they have diets, they have real 
physical challenges. Today, we play FIFA with a controller, FIFA is an Esport, I don't know. What I do 
know is that it's the biggest video game in the world and it brings together as much as a sport. But in 
the effort is it as much I don't think. However, his future version of imagining a FIFA player will have to 
run on a carpet to pick up the ball, will have to run in simulators, I don't know. For example, there was 
the very strong symbol of Formula 1, he is already simulated, you can already put a driver in a 
simulator and do F1 in Esport. There on the other hand the reflexes are as sporting as the real 
Formula 1 and the game applies the force of gravity and replicate in the simulator, so already a lot of 
sweating. In fact, I believe that if Esports enters the Olympic Games in 2018, it will enter in a certain 
form that will be in the early days of Esports in 50 years, but in 50 years, with the technology that we 
will have, I believe, Esports will look like a sport in every respect and that it will all be very coherent. 
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- The IOC President states "That some games will not be accepted because of their 
violence (Call of, CS ...) use of the words 'Kill' or 'Terrorists'. Could this approach create 
a break in the development of Esports? 
 

Then I think why not because even if today the main CS Esports Games, Call of ... are violent. There 
is also another area of Esport. This is the sports Esports, that is to say the virtual games based on the 
traditional sports The NBA, football, skiing ... All areas, in fact all the sports that can be found at the 
Olympic Games, will exist on a virtual form. If this is not already the case in the future, there is skiing, 
which has just arrived at the Olympics. Should we put violent games at the Olympics of video games? 
No, I don't think so, because there are already enough international competitions for Rainbow and 
Counter Strike and in 20 years, there will be even more than today. So, the business model of 
Rainbow of CS Go and all these violent games don't need to be at the Olympics. The Olympic Games 
is not a sporting competition, it's an international event to bring people together, to bring the world 
together around a cultural event of tolerance and peace with a ranking, but there are values that other 
competitions don't have. The cash-prize has nothing to do with the champions who win at the 
Olympics, they earn little money compared to the NBA players. So the Olympic Games are not only a 
sport competition, it is the biggest manifestation of tolerance in the world and for a very long time so 
what does Counter-Strike have to go to the Olympic Games? I don't think so. In the history of the 
Olympic Games with the dramas we have experienced with terrorism, with this will of tolerance, I think 
that differentiating eSport sports games and violent eSport games, which are not violent because they 
are virtual, but here is for us to make a manifestation of tolerance I think it's very good but no what is it 
going to bring? it will bring the creation of new games made for the Olympic Games. So skiing, 
archery, precision shooting, kayaking and all that virtual. The fact that we're creating new games like 
this with simulators that make the forts incredible and we're making it part of the Olympics. That's a 
personal opinion. 

 
- If we simply rank the current games: Dota 2, League of Legends, Counter-Strike... Are 
we going to exclude a fan community because of the violence of a game? 
 

It's always the logic of the glass half full, video games didn't make it to the Olympics. With the dawn of 
the Olympics, we'd like them to be entered in every form. The fact that virtual games are already 
registered for the Olympics is a revolution. The fact that for the time being, for the common good and 
for the entertainment that the Olympic Games offer, we must not, we must make the virtual games 
look like traditional sports, it's quite normal, the fact that we're immediately entering into: "so if we want 
to go to the Olympics, we absolutely have to know who Counter Strike is". Yes, today images stop 
Counter-Strike and League of Legends are the most sold games on the planet. But who's to say that in 
20 years' time, the best-selling game on the planet won't be FIFA, and that the FIFA simulator makes 
FIFA at the Olympic Games the biggest virtual and cultural event in the world. I believe that we 
shouldn't just look at today's rankings, the years have passed into a decade and I think we should 
already be delighted with our policies. The world is asking itself the question of including and I'm 
aiming for video games in the Olympics. We must not nibble too quickly for the sake of recognition, 
and it is true that, in the areas of sports, it is just reminds us of the code of sport, whether virtual or not, 
but not of the "we are not going to put paintball at the Olympic Games, we are not going to have 
people shot at them" games. So, Counter-Strike at the Olympic Games just doesn't make sense, in 
international competition it makes sense, in cash-prize it makes sense. At the Olympics it doesn't 
make sense, it's not a derivative of a historical and traditional sport. We must not forget the essence of 
the Olympic Games, we took away the pancras and the wrestling for years and years because we 
valued them. The Olympic Games are a vehicle for tolerance and peace and not something to do with 
violence. So, if the pancras have been removed, Counter-Strike can be removed, but it is not removing 
it, it is never even being there. 
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- The use of the words "Kill" or "Terrorists" in certain games. Could this approach 
create a break in the development of Esports? 
 

I don't think there will be, I see where you're going with this, there won't be a 50-50 split, I don't think 
the Olympic Games will make a proposal to Riot to change some of the content of their games so that 
he goes back to the Olympics. I believe that if a game is going to go into the Olympics, they will go in 
with its raw nomenclature. I believe, and I was talking earlier about the attacks on the Olympic Games, 
I believe that culturally and historically the Olympic Games will never accept the word "kill" but even 
the concept of eliminating someone. In its history, the Olympic Games is about beating with a 
performance, not beating with a bullet, with a shot. In archery, you shoot at a target, you don't shoot 
yourself if it's virtual you wouldn't do it. So, I believe that League of Legends, which is the greatest 
virtual work ever created, will never see the light of day and should not see the light of day at the 
Olympics because it's just out of context, it's not about that. But I think changing the present name, 
changing the creation of future game editions: obviously! I think all the publishers are wondering what 
game they want to make, what game they want to make, so that it will be in the Olympics. 

 
- Can Esports really replace a traditional sport? 
 

There are very few examples where I would say yes, I think so, but some of them yes. That is to say, 
from now on, I have to check, but I think that the pancrack has been removed to put the fight, I think 
that humanity is moving towards a pinnacle of non-violence and that therefore, in 50 years, if there is 
to be a fight, a beautiful fight, to generate a virtual fight rather than a fight between men, we will prefer 
that. So we can very well take away the Greco-Roman wrestling or the wrestling or the pancras today 
from the Olympics even if there is more and add in 20 years the virtual wrestling because the fact that 
human beings do not have to train and fight, hurt to generate a spectacle will be positive. So, if for 
example UFC all these fascinating areas that men love to watch but are very dangerous, very bad. If 
we manage to create a virtual UFC for the Olympics, if that were the case, I believe that the virtual will 
replace the traditional sport. As far as football and basketball are concerned, of course not, humanity 
needs these sports and human talent is what it represents. There must be examples in which the 
virtual exceeds the traditional sport, not for the biggest, not for the most popular, such as boxing. But 
for some areas why not. 

 
- The lifespan of a game is not the same as a traditional sport. Is it here the limit of 
Esports? 
 

Then no because games, unlike traditional sport, some have existed for 4 centuries or even millennia, 
reinventing themselves every year, to offer the world a new version, a new field that is always more 
fascinating than the days before. I believe that Esports does not have the vocation to be like the 
pancras to sign up for 1000 years and remain like that. In any case, in its DNA, led to being 
permanently modified and that's how it will be treated that when we say Esports or video games but 
especially Esports, we will say in one year this guy will be this and the next day will be something else 
and the year after that will be something else. I think it's in his DNA and his DNA will be evolutionary 
so for me it's not a limit, it's just part of his DNA. He's always been like that, we know that today it's 
LOL and in 20 years it won't be LOL anymore, maybe it will be Quake 12 and that's fine like that, I 
think everybody's happy with that. People, the community that's very close to their game, are inclined 
to accept a change in the world game and go with another game because the era is over, we saw it 
with Star Craft, we saw it with World of Warcraft, we saw it with a lot of games, which were the 
greatest games in the world and are going to be shut down and replaced by a new version. There's a 
lot of Star Craft players who are put on LoL or Wow and were very happy to do that. And so there will 
always be a sequel. 

 
- What problems can L'Esports encounter in general? 
 

At a time of technological revolution, and that we see with the arrival of RA and VR, holograms and 
more and more communities, the digital revolution ....  I think that Esports has a bright future ahead of 
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it and for a long, long time because there is no reason for it to go backwards, there are no 
technological limits, the only limit is disinterestedness, the end of fashion, people are no longer 
interested in it.  The fact is, we started calling video games and competitions Esport long after people 
were passionate about them. There have always been millions of people playing games, passionate 
about video games because it's our nature, the virtual world is something very attractive, a life that's 
sometimes better than the virtual world, we have magical powers. It's like cinema, does cinema have 
limits? The world needs content and therefore will spend its eternity creating content to entertain the 
world. Indeed to be entertaining video games as much as cinema, that's why it is considered as the 
10th art, it is anyway brought to entertain, to educate people and humanity needs it. I think that 
Esports has no limit of existence in front of it.  

 
- Are there precise rules for the running of competitions, for example in football you 
can see suspensions, doping. Does Esports have no rules today? 
 

So in international competitions there is a paragraph on cheating, but all cheating in any case means 
that the player is banned, sometimes even for life. For example, the case in Esport Club where we 
followed the case of a cheater on Star Craft who was banned for life and so he had to stop his career 
when he was at the top level. So there are rules, there are no doping rules, but there are cheating 
rules. Of course, the system is coming, so the fashion has obviously led to the emergence of Esports, 
it's like the legislation around that. Everything is in the process of doing that, our MP Denis Masseglia, 
who defended Overwatch in the National Assembly. Everything is happening, emerging, the revolution 
of a fashion is that it creates something behind its follow-up: a lot of modifications, regulations, 
legislation. So I believe in the long term and in a very short time that international video game 
competitions will have as many, if not more rules than sports competitions. I believe that they will be 
governed in exactly the same way. 

- Between Games only with Esports and traditional Olympic Games, which will be the 
more profitable? 
 

I think I no longer have the audiences of the Olympics in mind and certainly hundreds of millions, and I 
wonder if it is not in billions, 1.2 billion people who watch the Olympics when it is broadcast on TV. It is 
therefore in any case and for many reasons, well ahead of video games, i.e. even if hundreds of 
millions of people play League of Legends, particularly in China, do not forget that it is said that there 
are as many players on a game as there are on LoL etc. Don't forget that 90% of these players are 
Chinese. So for example in Europe, the question doesn't even arise, video games are tiny compared 
to the popular cultures of football, archery or rugby, so obviously the traditional Olympics will be way 
ahead. On the other hand, once again, technology has managed to make the traditional sport of sports 
and, as the decades go by, all this will be accepted and is normal, I think that for a while there will be a 
balance, but for the time being, there's no way around it.  

 
- How do you see the sports market today and in 10 years ? 
 

I think it's emerging, that is to say that thanks to this fashion and thanks to the media on the one hand, 
selfishly thanks to us, thanks to the team and a lot of players, thanks to Twitch, thanks to a lot of 
things. Esports is alive at the moment, these first national years, that we got out of stereotypes, little 
known communities, today it's a national phenomenon, you can go clearly in any small village you will 
inevitably find someone who will tell you the Esports I know, obviously there are still people who don't 
know. It's a clash of cultures and ages, but we know the first national eras, so it's on the right track. 
The media don't want to turn back BeIn, Canal+, l'Equipe, everyone's moving in the same direction 
and everyone knows that it's a gamble on the future, everyone knows that even if those first years 
aren't necessarily the most profitable. As soon as we're on an even keel in any case, we want to keep 
going because we want to see it develop, and we know that in 10 years' time the phenomenon will 
have become a reality anyway will be national. That's what I was saying earlier, there's no limit to 
Esports, there are always more players, there are always more people who want to discover this side 
of things. So for the time being, these are the first eras, because in ten years' time, we'll start to reach 
a new level of social and cultural acceptance where we'll hear more on the TV news on all the 
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channels. What is Esports? We will no longer ask ourselves the question of what we know, we will 
have accepted it and I think that there will be a part that will be customers as players, spectators and a 
part that still won't like it but at least it will know it. I think that in 10 years, we will only be the ones who 
think that there will be glass helmets on the foreheads of all the young people, that we will play virtual 
football in the living room. I wish it would be like that, possibly for entertainment but I don't believe it, 
I'm still thinking a lot of time. 

 
- All the media are attacking Esports, unfortunately you are choosing a medium that for 
today's young people do not follow at all, i.e. they are more YouTube and Twitch. What 
is your strategy on this problem? 
 

Yes, there is a strategy, but it is one that goes with time. The first year, it was in TV. We have 
departments that are in fact the digital department of the Esports, which on the other hand know very 
well how to accompany a TV show with its digital environment, as powerful and intelligent as possible. 
We here at Esports de Canal le Digital know very well that the powerful platform in which we want to 
emerge is not YouTube, it's Twitch, so we have a YouTube community of 20,000 people, which is 
small compared to the audiences we could find in the Esports platforms. But we have also launched a 
Twitch account and we know that we want to get fully involved in the future, now the economic reality 
of our media on Esports means that our budget for Esports, knowing that we're on a TV channel, is not 
unlimited, on the contrary, it's very limited, so we're doing what we call Best Effort, in other words, 
we're doing everything we can with very little. Now, for example, we've discovered that when we 
broadcast the FIFA competition at the Olympia on Twitch it worked extremely well. Firstly, because we 
had exclusive broadcasting and secondly because it's aimed at youth communities and we want to 
watch content, Esports on Twitch isn't on any platform, be it TV or digital. So obviously, in the long 
term, our aim is to broadcast our programs on Twitch, to showcase and stream talent on the channel 
and on Esport competitions. For the moment, we don't have any economic resources, that's all we 
have. If I were in a position to do it, we would have done it already, if I could recruit a team, we would 
have done it. For the moment we have access to sponsorships because it's a first phase, so we've 
sponsored the Vitality team, which we're very proud of, but we haven't yet cast Canal Esport Club on 
Twitch. One day that will happen and we will have this digital network as coherent as we can have on 
Facebook a show, which means that Facebook is now the main relay for TV shows where we ensure 
the communication of the shows. On the other hand, Twitch will be fully integrated into our digital 
strategy and will bring out our content, our streamers, our casings, competitions ... But for that to 
happen, either the advertiser has to position itself and give us a lot of money or groups like Vivandy, 
through which Canal is owned, push us, what happened with Vivandy is that, that's what they had 
done at the beginning with ESL, ESL and Vivandy had to create a common league and enter fully into 
Esports and therefore on Twitch but they withdrew because the economic reality, once again, 
prevented them from going. They realized that their ROI would not be there, so they withdrew. So, it 
also shows that the market is not yet fully mature, it's growing and so eventually we'll see it on Twitch 
but we'll replace the old codes with the new ones but it takes time and money. 
 

- If you are allocated the necessary budget, can you compete with or rather recruit 
Youtubers who themselves can make a show from start to finish, comment on 
presenting new games, that is to say that now the hosts create themselves. So, is that if 
you have more budget you can get head to head with these youtubers? 
 

I want to say yes, which means that what matters is not the broadcasters, it's the talent. So, when a 
host changes channels, the audience follows him most of the time. We had seen him with Yann 
Barthes, he was at Canal+, he went to TMC, the audience grafted him to the right person, in other 
words, who has exactly the same audience as he did at Canal, and we can clearly see that people 
follow the talent. That makes perfect sense; it was linear television that made it possible to watch the 
channel and not the talent. Today, it's totally the opposite, so obviously one day Canal+ will be able to 
recruit the best streamers, the best casters, the best commentators, the best formats... they will do it 
and I think the audiences will follow with what he was doing, so tomorrow I'm recruiting Bruce Grannec 
to animate the virtual football for the CEC, I think we'll get the same audience as he does for his 
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YouTube or Twitch channel. So it's just a question of the will of the channels because, let's not forget 
that, when you're a TV channel and you're doing TV, and our managers are doing TV: are we already 
with the will to make digital first and to recruit people to build an audience for Twitch? Knowing that 
Twitch's business model with ads and advertisers is not necessarily yet fully mature for actors like us. 
No, it's not yet but we know we want to do it but we have to wait until the market is mature. 
 

- Will your show be free access or will it only be for subscribers?  
 

Absolutely, it's encrypted 
 

- Isn't there a roadblock? 
 

Well, there already is one, if you want it is when you watch the ratings anyway, the YouTube ratings in 
particular, because it's free. Some talents like Squeezie or others are capable of making millions and 
millions of views on YouTube. Now the view is important but the business model that revolves around 
it is also important.   That is to say in TV in fact, sometimes much less views on the internet yet we 
make a lot of money thanks to the advertising that focuses on this box: talents, even those who make 
a lot of views.  I don't know if you've ever watched the YouTube rates for streamers, a streamer & 
Youtuber, I can see Pauleta doing FIFA, he makes between 300,000 and 400,000 views per video, on 
top of that he's going to make €2,000, he has huge audiences but his personal remuneration is very 
low. In practice, it doesn't happen very often, i.e. Youtubers don't wear Nike T-shirts, they don't get 
paid by Nike. Most of the time, they have very small billboards and anyway the fees are very light in 
thousands of euros on a video. They can go up to 5000€ and it's already monstrously huge for him. A 
channel with Billboard, an advertiser on TV is 100, 200, 300 000€ so YouTube views are huge but 
they are not as good as a TV view which is, I repeat, the biggest media in France and by far the 
biggest. An advertiser like EDF, like Total which has a worldwide reputation, which has a target of 
more than 30 and 40 years. They go on the internet but they always start with TV, because TV is in a 
home, because the home is paid for by mom and dad, and because mom and dad heat themselves 
with EDF and buy their petrol from Total, they are the ones we have to reach. So digital is extremely 
important and the average basket of a young person who goes on YouTube is 0€. It gives his sight but 
it does not give money so you have to be careful with these view counters which is not always 
significant of a great quality already and is not significant of an economic model. There are people who 
make a lot of views and who make very little money, whereas in TV channels we pay hundreds and 
hundreds of salaries, so our income per year must be enormous to generate all this activity.  And it's 
also a reminder that in TV, the qualitative journalistic content of news processing which is very 
necessary in the work where a YouTube can be extremely talented but doesn't have this journalistic 
content, news processing and guarantor of information and truth. So these are areas that embrace 
digital and TV, these are not competing worlds but complementing each other and working together for 
the good of content production.  I believe that both must emerge from elsewhere. If you are talking 
about YouTube talent, I believe that their greatest dream is to be on TV, that is to say that even if they 
get 4 million views on YouTube, they would dream of getting 100,000 views on TV because TV will 
remain very qualitative for a very long time. On the other hand, you talked about PPV, yes Canal+ is a 
PPV it's part of the channel that's how we live, we don't get any public subsidy so we have to pay our 
subscriptions to pay our employees it's as stupid as that. Now, is a subscription a hindrance? No, a 
subscription is smart, we've seen it with Netflix, it costs money and yet there are so many people 
watching Netflix, watching YouTube. So now if in the economic model the offer is attractive enough to 
deserve a subscription, we're talking about money, yes, but everything costs money. A wand costs €1, 
a subscription to Netflix costs €10, when you get there obviously the subscription, the offer is 
extremely interesting for 2 pages and a month of consumption of extremely qualitative content, it's 
huge, paying yes but if it's not expensive and the content is exceptional it's worth it. It's not a brake, it's 
just that the two have to be coherent. 
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Entretien Version Française Nicolas Besombes : Chercheur associé en Sciences du Sport 
(Esports and Social Research). - Laboratory "Techniques et Enjeux du Corps" (EA 3625), Paris 
Descartes University - Vice-Président of France Esports - Co-Founder of the Francophone Association 
for Esports Research (AReFE).  
Date de l’entretien : 19/02/2020 
Durée de l’entretien : 01:18:16 
 

- Est-ce que vous pouvez-vous présenter ? 

Je suis Nicolas Besombes, je suis Docteur en Sciences du Sport de l’Université Paris Descartes et 
mon travail de thèse et de recherche en sociologie c’est sur le lien entre les sports et l’Esport. J’ai 
soutenu ma thèse en Novembre 2016 et depuis Juin 2017, je suis vice-président de l’association 
France Esport autant que représentant du collège des joueurs. Donc dans l’association France Esport, 
il y a 3 collèges qui représentent l’ensemble des acteurs de l’écosystème Esportif en France aux 
collèges des joueurs. Le collège des promoteurs qui va regrouper les équipementiers et les médias, 
les organisateurs d’évènement et des équipes. Et puis le collège des créateurs de jeux vidéo qui sont 
les éditeurs. 
 

- Par quel moyen êtes-vous intéressé au monde de l’ESport ? 

Mon premier contact avec l’Esport ça remonte à mes années de lycée en seconde. Vers la sortie de 
Star Craft 1 et 2 en 98, à cette époque, il y avait encore des salles de jeux à Paris et il y avait une 
juste à côté de mon lycée et c’est des amis qui m’ont initié à Star Craft. Ensuite je me suis un peu 
détourné du jeu vidéo et l’Esport par mes études et c'est au moment de mon master, quand Star Craft 
2 est sorti en 2009, donc moi j’avais beaucoup aimé le 1 je me suis remis à cette époque-là. Les Web 
Tv qui commencent à apparaître, notamment des chaînes sur YouTube qui étaient spécialisées dans 
le commentaire sur le jeu vidéo Starcraft et que j’avais déjà observé comme un phénomène de niche. 
Dans les années 2000, commence à apparaître celui du grand public, et au moment de commencer 
ma thèse, j’ai proposé plusieurs sujets à mon directeur de thèse et parmi les 3 il y avait un sujet sur 
l’Esport, ce n'était pas mon premier choix. Mais mon directeur était suffisamment intéressé par le sujet 
et que, peut-être là où il y avait beaucoup de données à récolter qui n'existait pas encore, donc voilà 
comment je me suis mis. 

 
- Comment expliquez-vous ce développement exponentiel ? 

Il y a plein de raisons, d’abord il y a des jeux qui ont marqué l’Esport que ce soit Counter Strike dans 
les années 2000 et qui continu encore aujourd’hui. Mais il y a vraiment eu une tournure avec 
l’apparition de League of Legends décembre 2009 qui était, avec un Free to Play, le premier à partir 
de 2011 à mettre en place un circuit international dirigé par l’éditeur, à partir de 2013, à payer les 
joueurs, à les professionnaliser Le jeu en lui-même la prémice de l’Esport. Ensuite l’apparition entre 
2009 et 2010 des Web TV de manière générale des plates formes de diffusion et rediffusion de 
contenu vide ludique. Ça a commencé avec You Stream TV ensuite, Twitch à partir de 2011, 
Dailymotion, YouTube … Tout le contenu Esportif, les matchs, les compétitions qui sont d’habitude 
très difficile à se procurer, d’un coup sont devenues beaucoup plus accessibles. Ça à permit une 
massification des consommateurs de l’Esport, ça a énormément participé à de la création de ces Web 
TV à l’apparition d’un nouveau métier en France qui est le commentateur. Les gens se sont d’abord 
intéressés aux commentateurs parce qu’il était des animateurs de rencontre. Ils s’attachaient aux 
commentateurs parce qu’ils les aidaient à découvrir les équipes, les joueurs. Le milieu c’est peu à peu 
professionnalisé, de nouveaux métiers sont apparus. Les éditeurs ont compris qu’il se passait 
quelques choses et donc ont commencé à investir dans leur jeu, dans les circuits compétitifs. Ça a 
aidé aussi à augmenter les productions et la spectacularisation, donc la mise en spectacle de ces 
compétitions car ça a attiré de nouvelles personnes. Les investisseurs historiques de l’Esport, qui 
étaient des marques endémiques c’est-à-dire qui vient du nom de leur jeu vidéo, comme les 
constructeurs de matériels informatiques et fournisseurs d‘accès à internet, étaient les seuls et 
premiers investisseurs. Ces années 2015, dans l’Esport à partir des années 2010, a eu de nouveaux 
investisseurs extérieurs à l’écosystème qui ont une capacité d’investir que l’Esport ne connaissait pas 
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avant. Ils ont pris le pari d’investir que ce soit dans les équipes, dans les circuits compétitifs d’Esport. 
Tout d’un coup, il y a un pallier qui a été franchi, en termes de production télévisée ou médiatisée en 
termes d’organisation   d’événements, en termes de structurations de l’écosystème et des équipes, de 
contrat de joueurs … Tout cela a permis de créer, de construire l’Esport petit à petit. Et donc 
aujourd’hui, on observe que ce soit en termes de nombres de joueurs, de nombres d’événements, de 
dotations financières, de prestations. Tout est en constante augmentation, des viewers, de gens qui 
regardent. Les chiffres ne font qu’augmenter, ils ne sont pas juste à l’instant T. Quand on regarde la 
tendance, c’est évident que ça augmente. L’exemple de Ninja et Drake, ça fait 3 mois qu’il y a un 
nouveau record sur Twitch, il y a 1 mois c’était DrDisRespect. Chaque année, les tournois de League 
of Legends bat les records en influence. Tous ces facteurs, à mon sens, expliquent grandement que 
l’Esport continu d’augmenter, la capacité maximale n’est pas atteinte dans le sens où la cible 
principale c’est les milléniums les 18-30 ans, mais ces 18-30 ans vont continuer de grandir et vont 
continuer de regarder l’Esport, leurs enfants vont grandir aussi et la population va continuer encore, 
on n’a pas encore le seuil critique en tout cas. 
 

- Qu’en pensez-vous de l’arrivée de l’ESport aux Jeux Olympiques ? 

L’Esport n’est pas encore arrivé aux Jeux Olympiques, on ne l’a pas encore. Par contre 
historiquement, le mouvement olympique, Comité International … Sont en général détournés de la 
question de l’Esport, désintéressé, préjugé car a priori, des gens qui sont assez derrière l’écran, ce 
n’est pas du sport … Seuls les comités olympiques asiatiques arrivaient à voir et à discuter avec la 
fédération d’Esport Coréenne, qui est donc l’KeSPA, il a des liens qui ont été fait et, un cas à part 
dans le monde clairement. Et aujourd’hui l’Esport gagne en visibilité, en popularité et que, surtout, il 
touche une population que le sport traditionnel a de plus en plus de mal à fidéliser : les 18-35 ans. On 
remarque que le nombre de licenciés à tendance à baisser un peu prêt à cet âge-là les audiences 
Jeux Olympiques qui ont tendance à chuter entre 2012 et 2016. Il est intéressant de voir les 
audiences dans les prochains Jeux Olympiques à Tokyo. Donc cet idée-là que le CIO a fait ses 
premières déclarations publiques, Thomas Bach a discuté de l’Esport en Mai 2017. Suivi par une 
autre interview de rappelant que les jeux vidéo doivent correspondre aux valeurs de l’Olympisme, la 
non-discrimination, pas de violence. Et le 28 Octobre 2017, à l’occasion du 6ème sommet Olympique 
qui a eu lieu à Lausanne, le CIO s’est exprimé davantage dans un communiqué de presse officiel 
disant qu’ils peuvent considérer l’Esport comme un Sport à part entière. Il estimait qu’effectivement les 
conditions de préparations des Esportifs, en termes de ressources et comparable à celle des sportifs 
mais qu’il fallait à tout prix, que les jeux qui soient pratiqués correspondent aux valeurs olympiques. 
Donc aujourd’hui, on est là. Et niveau international depuis ces déclarations, ce n’était pas mal 
médiatisé et que toutes les entités un peu naissantes partout dans le monde se rapprochaient plus au 
moins du CIO ou CNO respectif. Un petit peu partout, on voit la Corée qui a déjà des liens, bien 
évidemment la Suisse, Lausanne il y a le CIO là-bas, dernièrement c’est le Portugal qui vont 
commencer à discuter avec leur CNO et nous en France avec France Esport, on a eu l’occasion de 
discuter avec le COJO. Le premier contact était en Novembre 2017 à peu près, le COJO nous a 
sollicité pour en discuter et depuis le CNOSF, on est en discussion avec eux mais il n’y a rien qui est 
encore prévu. Aujourd’hui, notre problématique, pour qu’une activité soit reconnue par le mouvement 
Olympique, elle doit être fédérer au niveau international. Aujourd’hui, il n’y a pas de fédération légitime 
donc aujourd’hui c’est le plus gros frein. Or si on veut voir l’Esport aux Jeux Olympiques, ça veut dire, 
que l’annonce doit être faite une Olympiade avant, on est déjà en 2019, d’ici 2020 voir émerger une 
fédération internationale paraît peu probable. Cependant, les enjeux économiques qu’il y a derrière ne 
ferment pas la porte à un éditeur qui arrive à forcer le passage au CIO. Par exemple à Pyeongchang, 
alors que personne ne s’y attendait, le CIO annonce que parce qu’ils ont un partenariat avec Intel et 
que parce qu’ils ont un partenariat avec Ubisoft, ils annoncent pour Pyeongchang qu’il y aura des 
compétitions Esport en ouverture et en marche avec le mouvement Olympique. C’est-à-dire que là, il y 
a eu les IEM de Pyeongchang, qui ont eu lieu 3 jours avant la cérémonie des Jeux Olympiques c’est à 
dire à Pyeongchang, une compétition par nation et des médailles par nation et sur un jeu qui est ne 
correspond pas trop à l’idée de Thomas Bach sur les valeurs Olympiques, parce que c’est un jeu où tu 
dois tuer d’autres gens, qui est fan Star Craft et sur un autre jeu qui est Stip : un jeu de simulation 
snowboard et donc là ils ont un peu surpris leur monde c’est à dire personne s’y attendait. Alors que 
nous, on a rencontré le COJO, un mois et demi avant l’annonce et personne n’était au courant. Il peut 
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se passer des choses c’est à dire que concrètement je ne pense pas que l’Esport va arriver aux JO, 
ça me parait peu probable, si ça respecte la voie classique. Par contre aujourd’hui, il y a des droits sur 
des jeux vidéo qui sont les éditeurs. Les éditeurs sont susceptibles de rentrer directement en contact 
avec le CIO et là tout peut arriver, clairement. Après moi, ma position, qu’est-ce que j’en pense que ? 
Que l’arrivée de l’Esport aux Jeux Olympiques, c’est la grande phrase que tout le monde dit, elle est 
assez juste, c’est que, si pendant très longtemps l’Esport est demandé à être aux JO, ou en tous cas 
être reconnu comme un sport olympique, aujourd’hui, c’est un reversement. Et il me semble, et ajuste 
titre, que le mouvement Olympique a bien plus besoin de l’Esport au sens ou aujourd’hui on a nos 
consommateurs d’Esport sur la cible, que vise clairement le CIO donc dans l’idée je n’ai pas d’avis 
particulier mais par contre la réalité c’est que ça sera un symbole extrêmement fort sans forcément 
être une discipline Olympique. Mais, que l’Esport soit reconnu par le mouvement Olympique, ça sera 
un signe extrêmement fort. 
 

- En quoi l’Esport est un Sport ? 

La vraie problématique c’est de définir les termes, qu’est-ce que l’Esport et qu’est-ce le sport ? La 
définition de l’Esport y en a plein, c’est tout mon de travail de thèse entre autres et, disant que c’est un 
débat historique mais qui a tendance à se glisser petit à petit. C’est-à-dire, aujourd’hui le vrai débat, ce 
n’est pas tant à savoir si l’Esport est un sport mais  est-ce que c’est toujours pertinent de comparer 
l’Esport au Sport ? parce qu’en gros, il y a des gens qui vont se dire comparer l’Esport au sport c’est 
pertinent parce que ça permet de mieux comprendre tous les enjeux sociétaux et derrière sa permet 
pour faire merge la singularité de l’Esport  surtout de voir en quoi ça peut être utile de le comparer et 
le considère comme un sport, les avantages, est ce que l’Esport soit un sport et il y a l’autre branche 
qui pense plutôt que c’est un frein et un obstacle de pense l’Esport comme un sport parce que ça 
devrait mentalement spécifier que ça ne vaut pas le coup. Le débat il date de 99, avec l’apparition du 
terme Esport qui date de 99. Il est apparu justement en comparaison entre les compétitions des jeux 
vidéo et le sport traditionnel on va dire. Moi dans mon travail, afin d’éviter tout problème par rapport à 
ça, j’ai choisi une définition de l’Esport qui est extrêmement restrictive et une définition du sport qui est 
aussi, extrêmement restrictive, c’est-à-dire que, je partais du postulat que si ces deux définitions 
matcher ça marchera pour tout l’Esport et le Sport de manière générale, parce que c’est tellement 
restrictif. Moi la définition que je donne à l’Esport, qui n’est pas celle de France Esport parce que ce 
n’est pas les mêmes objectifs, qu’on fait de la recherche, il faut être très précis pour identifier de quoi 
on va parler. Donc moi, la définition que je donne de l’Esport scientifique, c’est l’affrontement 
réglementé c’est à dire qu’il y a des instances qui enrichissent les règles au-delà de celles qui sont 
intrinsèques au programme informatique, donc un affrontement qui est règlementé de joueur par 
intermédiaire d’un jeu vidéo lors de compétition, qui peuvent être soit en ligne soit sur la pratique 
institutionnalisée de l’Esport, la pratique qui est organisée, réglementée avec la compétition. La 
définition que donne France Esport, depuis ce matin, qui a pour but de rassembler toutes les formes 
de pratiques Esportives à la fois la pratique la plus compétitive mais aussi la pratique de loisir, en 
liberté donc les pratiques libres. La définition de France Esport est beaucoup moins restrictive ça va 
être l’ensemble des pratiques qui permettent à des joueurs de s’affronter par l’intermédiaire d’un 
support numérique. On ouvre toutes les possibilités, il n’y a pas besoin qu’il soit de la compétition, tu 
peux être en train de jouer avec FIFA avec ton pote chez toi après le boulot, t’es déjà dans une forme 
d’Esport en loisir. France Esport considère que ces gens-là on les représente aussi, mais dans la 
recherche s’est beaucoup trop large. Ensuite pour la définition de l’Esport, et c’est là où il y a la 
problématique, c’est qu’aujourd’hui dans l’imagière populaire le sport c’est forcément à l’idée de 
dépense d’énergie, d’activité physique, on imagine tout le temps quelqu’un en train de courir, de 
sauter, de bouger, de nager … Et quand tu cherches auprès des institutions qui légifèrent sur le sport 
en France, c’est-à-dire une institution publique, les organes de gouvernances en l’occurrence le 
ministère des sports édicter le code du sport. Le Code du sport ne donne jamais, ne définit jamais le 
sport c’est-à-dire par définition du sport par les instances dirigeantes. Donc après tu peux aller 
chercher dans le La Rousse mais c’est très vague. Et derrière cette dépense énergétique, c’est assez 
inapproprié parce que ne serait-ce dans les disciplines qui sont Olympiques, qui ne sont pas tous les 
sports, il y a très peu de discipline olympique. Déjà dans les disciplines olympiques, tu as des sports 
qui ne nécessitent pas de suer énormément, qui font une dépense énergétique moins importante que 
d’autres sports. Et je pense au tir à l’arc, tir à la carabine, curling, golf qui sont tous des disciplines 
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olympiques et qui nécessitent d’autres compétences, de la précision, de la concentration. Je n’ai pas 
dit qu’il y en pas dans les sports énergétiques et dans ces sports moins énergétiques c’est surtout ces 
dimensions-là qui vont apparaître. C’est surtout le plus important, ce n’est pas le critère de la dépense 
énergétique et c’est là où la sociologie du sport est intéressante, c’est que pour éviter cela on préfère 
parler de situation motrice. Une situation motrice, dans le sport, la réalisation de la tâche que tu as à 
faire nécessite une performance motrice, donc c’est-à-dire que pour pouvoir l’emporter sur ton 
adversaire, il va falloir être meilleur avec ton corps que celui de ton adversaire. Mais ça quel que soit 
le niveau d’intensité physique, ce n’est pas le seul qui détermine. Donc si on prend seulement une 
situation motrice, c’est ce qui explique par exemple la pétanque, c’est un jeu, c’est une situation 
motrice parce que si je dois mettre une autre personne à ma place, le résultat ne va pas être le même, 
même si je lui dicte en temps réel quoi faire. Par contre les échecs qui sont pourtant reconnus comme 
un sport, si je demande de jouer à ma place la pièce sur l’échiquier, et que je lui dicte en temps réels, 
ça ne va pas influencer le résultat de la partie parce que la performance motrice n’est pas le 
déterminant du résultat de la partie. Ensuite c’est celui de la compétition, donc le sport est une activité 
qui est un affrontement et en plus qui a des circuits de compétition généralement, c’est là où on va 
parler de sport très élitiste. Je fais du sport fédéral ou je fais une compétition ou un championnat, et ou 
ces compétitions sont organisées sur l’année avec un calendrier qui définit la saison sportive c’est ce 
qui va différencier de faire footing tout les dimanches matin au lieu de faire du semi-marathon ou du 
3000 m qui est une vraie épreuve. Et bien dans l’Esport c’est aussi de la compétition, c’est la définition 
même de l’Esport, c’est des joueurs qui s’affrontent pendant des compétitions là aussi ça mime le 
modèle de l’Esport à savoir une saison Esportive, des temps morts, des présaisons, des périodes de 
compétitions … Et pour finir, c’est la réglementation de ces compétitions, c’est ce qui va différencier le 
basketball en play ground du basketball FIBA, du football au pied de l’immeuble. En play ground ce ne 
sont pas les mêmes règles, tu peux les modifier en cours de partie. Et l’Esport ce qui est intéressant à 
la base c’est le jeu lui-même qui est l’arbitre c’est tout ce que tu peux faire dans le jeu sauf que, du 
moment où tu affrontes quelqu’un d’autre par l’intermédiaire du jeu, il y a le phénomène de triche qui 
apparaissent. Et là les organisateurs sont obligés de mettre des règlements qui sont externes et qui 
viennent définir les conditions de participation … Donc une double règlementation dans l’Esport. Et le 
dernier critère institutionnel, une activité reconnue par le ministère des sports, aujourd’hui c’est une 
activité physique mais ce n’est pas un sport et aujourd’hui c’est là ou l’Esport en France n‘est pas 
reconnu par le ministère. Aujourd’hui, l’Esport en France est reconnu par le Ministère de l’Economie et 
de la Finance et depuis le décret fait par Axelle Lemaitre. Ensuite on a pour les compétitions, c’est le 
ministère de l’intérieur qui va donner l’autorisation et pour les contrats de joueurs professionnels c’est 
le ministère du Travail. L’Esport en France est régulé par plusieurs ministères mais pas par celui du 
sport c’est donc là où l’Esport peut s’écarter du sport. Par contre, avoir des compétitions, avoir une 
grande médiatisation, une starification des joueurs pour le public ce n’est pas un problème, mais 
autant que sport c’est difficile. On n’imagine pas qu’une personne assise derrière un écran soit en 
train de faire du sport, pourtant les mecs, ce qui peuvent faire avec leurs mains et souris, tu ne peux 
pas le faire à leurs places. Aujourd’hui, s’il y a des vrais gestes techniques qui sont effectués par les 
doigts de ces joueurs avec les périphériques de contrôle, ça nécessite un apprentissage régulier et 
par répétitions afin d’automatiser ces gestes et ça nécessite des heures et heures de travail, mais ce 
qui va être déterminant entre autres, ce n’est pas que ça mais être extrêmement déterminant dans le 
gain ou la perte de compétition. Donc voilà est ce que, à ce niveau-là, l’Esport est un sport. Si c’est 
institutionnel ça va être essentiellement culturel, les institutions ne sont pas les mêmes dans le monde 
donc il va y avoir d’autres pays dans lesquelles les institutions vont reconnaitre l’Esport comme un 
sport et donc pour pouvoir répondre la Corée du Sud, la Russie, l’Italie, les Philippines, Les USA qui 
reconnaissent les Esportives comme des athlètes. Il y a plein d’autres pays qui ont fait d’autres choix, 
la Suède par exemple c’est le ministère de la culture, c’est vu comme un bien culturel. En France, 
c’est plutôt une industrie et donc pour répondre à cette question, il n’y a pas de réponse toute faite, il 
faut l’étudier culture par culture. Et c’est pour ça que les gens qui se posent cette question-là, moi je 
les encourage à voir ce que font les autres pays et comment cela fonctionne. 
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- Le président du CIO déclare « Que certains jeux ne vont pas être acceptés à cause de 
leurs violences (Call of, CS …) utilisation des mots « Tuer », « Kill » ou encore 
« Terroristes ». Cette approche pourrait-elle créer une rupture sur le développement de 
l’ESport ? 

Je ne crois pas que ça va créer une rupture du développement de l’Esport. Si le souhait du CIO est de 
ne pas avoir ce genre de jeux, ce sont des jeux qui ne sont pas voués à l’intérêt le mouvement 
olympique. Si ça doit arriver, mais par contre les disciplines Esportives sur ces jeux-là, c’est-à-dire 
PEGI 18, aujourd’hui les jeux, qui sont pratiqués de manière compétitive, qui sont de cette catégorie-
là, existent et les circuits professionnels fonctionnent du tonnerre. Donc ça ne créera pas une rupture 
de l’Esport mais ça coupe une possibilité, effectivement l’intérêt le mouvement Olympique. Mais après 
le mouvement olympique, il peut faire émerger d’autres jeux qui sont un peu plus confidentiel dont on 
parle un peu moins et ce n’est pas inintéressant non plus. De manière générale, les Jeux Olympiques 
promouvaient à la fois des sports extrêmement populaires comme le football ou l’Athlétisme et à côté 
de ça des disciplines comme la lutte et le tir à l’arc où il y a peu de pratiquants, ce n’est pas une 
pratique extrêmement massive au niveau licenciés. Si un jour, l’Esport devrait arriver aux JO, ça sera 
aussi l’occasion pour des jeux autres que LoL, CS, Call of …. Ces jeux, qu’on a l’habitude de les voir 
sur la scène Esportive, puissent émerger et que ça offre de nouvelles opportunités, des chances à des 
jeux moins médiatisés d’apparaitre. Aujourd’hui, les éditeurs sont assez puissants, RIOT, Blizzard … 
quand ils voudront discuter avec le CIO, s’ils le veulent, ils le peuvent et ils en ont plutôt envie, on ne 
va pas se le cacher. Je pense que le CIO préférerait que ça se passe par d’autres manières. Par 
contre, s’ils estiment qu’il y a un coup à jouer, il n’y a pas besoin d’attendre une fédération 
internationale, ils se débrouilleront toujours avec un éditeur pour arranger. En tous cas, pour moi le 
cas de Pyeongchang ce qui s’est passé, s’ils ont réussi à faire ça, même les éditeurs étaient surpris. 
Donc la singularité de l’Esport par rapport au sport, c’est cette question de la propriété intellectuelle, 
ça aujourd’hui ça n’existe pas dans le sport. Ce qui est assez intéressant, si un sport n’appartient à 
personne vraiment, il y a des circuits professionnels qui sont privés. Je pense, par exemple les X 
Games, je pense à Red bull avec les championnats de plongeon de falaise. L’activité tout le monde 
peut la pratiquer mais le circuit compétitif, il appartient à Red bull et non aux fédérations. Ça fait déjà 
un premier lien qu’on peut voir avec le sport, finalement une activité qui appartient quand même à 
quelqu’un, on a vu avec les X Games se sont des pratiques essentiellement Olympiques. Ils ont vu 
que c’était possible, même si on considère que c’est des pratiques dangereuses, ils ont finalement 
intégré les JO. Et rien ne peut empêcher d’imaginer dans 5 ans, 6 ans, il y a un accord qui est passé 
avec les éditeurs et le CIO, car peut être que ça fonctionne. L’Idéale bien évidemment, que ce soit un 
jeu en open source qui soit créer qu’il n’y a aucune propriété intellectuelle, mais même avec un jeu 
open source, il y aura toujours une société derrière pour venir le récupère et faire une copie qui soit 
mieux. Mine de rien, si elle injecte 60 millions pour créer un jeu vidéo, ça sera mieux que de l’open 
source en termes de réalisations donc voilà c’est compliqué à réaliser. Le sport est tellement fasciné 
par ce qui est en train de se passer dans l’Esport, qui sont prêt à trouver des supers fugues pour faire 
en sorte que ça fonctionne. 
 

- Est-ce que l’Esport peut-il réellement remplacer un Sport traditionnel ? 

En faites, il n’y a pas de choix. Quand on a rencontré le COJO, ils nous l’on dit, les JO c’est 2000 
athlètes, donc si tu ajoutes une activité et qu’il y a 100 athlètes en plus, ils ne peuvent pas avoir plus 
de 2000 athlètes, c’est-à-dire qu’il y a 100 athlètes en plus qui doivent aller ailleurs. Donc si l’Esport 
un jour doit arriver aux JO, il y avoir des choix sur les activités qui doivent supprimer. Ils ne peuvent 
pas accueillir plus d’une certaine quantité d’athlètes. Donc oui, à nous le monde Esportif en général, 
n’est pas convaincu d’aller aux JO de base et plutôt assez septique du monde sportif où il a tout le 
temps rejeter maintenant que ça fonctionne, ils s’y intéressent. Il y a quand même un esprit critique 
assez développé dans la communauté pour dire qu’on n’est pas naïve, on voit bien pourquoi l’Esport 
vous intéresse et en plus nous on ne veut pas se battre contre un sport. C’est-à-dire que nous on ne 
veut pas être en conflit avec le sport et avoir une place au détriment d’autres. À mon avis, l’Esport est 
une extension du monde sportif. Souvent ce qui se passe dans le monde sportif, c’est qu’ils ont peur 
que les nouvelles activités remplacent les anciennes. L’Esport ne souhaite pas remplacer le sport, 
d’ailleurs les Esportives aiment le sport de manière générale. Soit le pratiquer, soit le regarder. 
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- La durée de vie d’un jeu n’est pas la même qu’un sport traditionnel. Est-elle ici la limite 

de l’Esport ? 

Ça pourrait être une mais ce n’est pas la limite de l’Esport. Aujourd’hui, qui aurait cru que PUBG, HZ1, 
Fortnite prennent le carton qui sont en train de faire actuellement. Mais la réalité aujourd’hui, l’Esport 
de demain n’existe pas encore et personne ne peut prédire à quoi ressemblera l’Esport de demain à 
prospective. Imaginez la réalité augmentée va apparaitre, que la réalité virtuelle va s’insérer là-dessus 
aussi. On peut imager que le drone va peut-être arriver aussi. On peut imaginer plein de choses 
notamment les games play, les battles royales qui va avoir un nouveau type de game play. Donc il y a 
des disciplines Esportives qui vont disparaître mais il y en aura d’autres qui les remplaceront et de 
manière générale. Il y en a qui peuvent durer avec le temps, CS est un jeu qui dure depuis 99, LoL 9 
ans c’est long quand même. SI le jeu plait à la communauté et que l’auteur supporte sa communauté, 
qui ne fait pas n’importe quoi avec son jeu et qui continu à le faire vivre comme le fait très bien RIOT. 
Tout le temps a repensé son jeu, même sur le circuit compétitif. C’est ce qu’on appelle la Beta, les 
règles du jeu intrinsèque changent mais les joueurs s’adaptent à ça. Mais aussi si RIOT décide de ne 
plus faire jouer parce qu’ils vont faire apparaître un nouveau jeu et ils veulent que tout le monde allie 
sur ce nouveau jeu et que tout le monde arrête de jouer LoL, ils en sont capables, il suffit qu’ils 
ferment les serveurs. 
 

- Que pensez-vous des E-Games ? 

Cette question revient très souvent, la communauté de l’Esports à l’air d’être partante, puisqu’ils se 
méfient du monde sportif. Ils préfèrent avoir des Jeux Olympiques d’Esport, il y a eu déjà pleins de 
tentatives. L’année dernière, il y a eu les E-Games qui ont été créés et puis t’as eu plein de modèles, 
WCG, WECG, des championnats par nation ça existe déjà. 
 

- Je pars du postulat que l’Esport suit un peu les traces du sport, c’est-à-dire sa 
représentation homme-femme. Pourquoi ne pas mettre des groupes mixtes ? 

 Tu pars sur un postulat qui est faux. L’Esport est mixte. Les femmes peuvent s’inscrire dans toutes 
les compétitions que ce soit dans des groupes mixtes ou des équipes féminines. Cependant, pourquoi 
on les voit si peut en haut niveau ? Elle est là, la vraie question. Il y a énormément de raisons pour 
cela. D’un point de vue socio-historique. Si tu remontes à la création des jeux vidéo, dans les années 
50-60 et surtout à la commercialisation des premiers jeux vidéo, ils ont été orientés plutôt pour les 
garçons, c’est-à-dire dans les catalogues de jouets électroniques c’était plutôt pour les garçons et 
pour les jeunes filles ce n’étaient pas trop pour elles. D’ailleurs le contenu des jeux vidéo de cette 
époque-là était pensé surtout pour des jeunes garçons et non pour les jeunes filles et c’est resté 
pendant des années, même si on a eu des jeux vidéo même maintenant, sont conçus pour tout le 
monde, pour les jeunes femmes … Mais par contre il y a une construction sociale historique qui fait 
que pendant 40 ou 50 ans, le jeu vidéo était plutôt pour les garçons donc moins de filles qui jouaient à 
la base. Ce qui a pas mal révolutionné la chose, ce sont d’abord, les nouveaux supports, les tablettes 
et smartphones notamment les applications. Là, les jeunes femmes comme les applications ludiques, 
Angry Birds, Candy Crush. Ceci présentait une expérience de jeu plus courte. La plupart des études le 
montrent, elles ne jouent pas aux jeux vidéo pour les mêmes motivations que les garçons. Elles n’ont 
pas les mêmes usages des jeux, c’est peut-être une construction sociologique mais la réalité et les 
faits, les jeunes femmes, pas toutes mais la plupart, n’ont pas le même usage des jeux vidéo. 
Notamment elles y jouent moins temps dans des session plus courtes, donc le jeu mobile leurs 
convenait bien mais elles ne sont pas réduites à ça. Il y en a pleins qui jouent à Wow. Donc un petit 
écart de l’Esport, car c’est chronophage, il faut beaucoup de temps pour s’investir dans un premier 
temps et ce ne sont les usages des jeux vidéo de passer beaucoup de temps à jouer. Ensuite, les 
jeunes filles sont encouragées à des jeux coopératifs, alors que les garçons plus sur l’affrontement et 
la compétition, et ceci depuis la primaire. On va tout le temps valoriser un garçon qui ne se laisse pas 
faire et qu’une jeune fille, il faut qu’elle soit gentille, calme … Donc déjà dans les constructions 
sociales des jeunes femmes, elles sont moins axées sur la compétition que sur la coopération. J’ai fait 
ces études-là dans ma thèse et clairement   les motivations pour lesquelles les jeunes femmes jouent 
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aux jeux vidéo ou en compétition ne sont pas du tout l’affrontement ? C’est plutôt pour passer du 
temps avec d’autres gens et rencontrer d’autres gens. Ensuite une raison pas essentiellement 
spécifique de l’Esport, mais de manière générale dans la société, c’est les disparités, la stigmatisation 
qui est faite des femmes. Aujourd’hui on est dans une société où on a les membres du gouvernement 
qui sont accusés d’harcèlement, l’affaire Weinstein … Les femmes sont un peu discriminées dans la 
société. L’Esport, il est à l’image de la société, dans le sport même chose, c’est un milieu 
extrêmement virilisé et toujours beaucoup de sexisme, même chose pour l’Esport où on va retrouver 
cette discrimination dans le jeu vidéo. Sans oublier que le jeu est dématérialisé donc un discours 
beaucoup plus libéré sur les RS, les gens se lâchent donc le harcèlement numérique est assez 
commun même lors d’une partie de jeu, donc l’utilisation de pseudo masculin et ne pas jouer en 
vocale. Donc déjà se priver du vocal dans une partie, on est plus au haut niveau. Un autre élément, 
les équipes Esportives collectives, les populations de 16-20 ans, la mixité dans une gaming house et 
peu évidente à gérer et surtout pas le bon environnement pour performer et je crois très bien que des 
jeunes garçons et des jeunes filles peuvent cohabiter au moins dans le travail. Le vrai problème 
vraiment la place de la femme dans l’Esport, c’est en tous cas ce que j’essaie de bien expliquer, au 
prisme du monde professionnel. Effectivement au niveau professionnel, il n’y a pas beaucoup de 
femmes et toute la question qui divise les gens, est ce qu’il faut créer des League féminine ? Alors 
que même le jeu vidéo, permet de gommer cette différence physique, ce qui peut être vécu comme un 
échec, et d’autre au contraire, la création de cette League n’est qu’une première étape pour la mixité. 
Mais en créant cette League, ça permet un espace sécurisant pour les jeunes femmes qui sont 
jusqu’à présent un peu craintive d’aller faire de la compétition, cela permet de massifier la scène, donc 
émerger plus de talents donc émerger des rôles modèle et donc attirer d’autres jeunes filles plus 
jeunes à investir. Donc création de salle, prendre en considération la médiatisation. Aujourd’hui, elles 
sont moins bien médiatisées que les garçons. Cela implique aussi aux organisateurs mettent des cash 
prize à la même hauteur que les garçons. WESG les jeunes garçons en CS ils gagent 300 000$ et 
jeunes femmes 100 000$ donc il y a pleins de choses en prendre en considération, comment 
massifier cette scène. Il y a des solutions qui sont proposées à porter mais surtout au niveau amateur. 
Car c’est à ce niveau qu’on peut massifier la scène et permettre de détecter des bons talents et 
permettre d’intégrer qui on veut, peu à peu, dans les scènes professionnelles. 
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Interview English version Nicolas Besombes: Associate Researcher in Sport Sciences (Esports 
and Social Research). - Laboratory "Techniques et Enjeux du Corps" (EA 3625), Paris Descartes 
University - Vice-President of France Esports - Co-Founder of the Francophone Association for 
Esports Research (AeFE).  
Date of interview: 19/02/2020 
Duration of interview: 01:18:16 
 

- Can you introduce yourself? 
 

My name is Nicolas Besombes, I have a PhD in Sports Science from the University of Paris Descartes 
and my thesis and research work in sociology is on the link between sports and the sport. I defended 
my thesis in November 2016 and since June 2017, I am vice-president of the association France 
Esports as well as representative of the college of players. So, in the association France Esports, 
there are 3 colleges that represent all the actors of the Esports ecosystem in France to the players' 
colleges. The promoters' college, which brings together equipment manufacturers and the media, 
event organisers and teams. And then the college of video game creators who are the publishers. 
 

- How are you interested in the world of Esports? 
 

My first contact with Esports goes back to my high school years in ninth grade. Around the release of 
Star Craft 1 and 2 in 98, at that time, there were still game rooms in Paris and there was one right next 
to my high school and it was friends who introduced me to Star Craft. Then I turned away from video 
games and Esports through my studies, and it was at the time of my master's degree, when Star Craft 
2 was released in 2009, so I really liked the 1 I was recovering at that time. The Web Tv that are 
starting to appear, including channels on YouTube that specialized in commentary on the video game 
Starcraft and that I had already observed as a niche phenomenon. In the 2000s, the general public 
one starts to appear, and when I started my thesis, I proposed several topics to my thesis director and 
among the 3 of them there was a topic on the Esports, it wasn't my first choice. But my director was 
sufficiently interested in the subject and perhaps there was a lot of data to be collected that didn't exist 
yet, so that's how I got into it. 
 

- How do you explain this exponential development? 
 

There are a lot of reasons, first of all there are games that have marked the Esports that it is Counter 
Strike in the 2000s and that continues even today. But there really was a turning point with the 
appearance of League of Legends in December 2009 which was, with a Free to Play, the first one 
from 2011 to set up an international circuit run by the publisher, from 2013, to pay the players, to 
professionalize them The game itself was the first step in the development of Esports. Then the 
appearance between 2009 and 2010 of Web TVs and, more generally, platforms for broadcasting and 
rebroadcasting empty entertainment content. It started with You Stream TV then, Twitch from 2011, 
Dailymotion, YouTube ... All the Esports content, matches, competitions that are usually very difficult 
to get, suddenly became much more accessible. This has allowed a massive increase in the number 
of Esports consumers, which has contributed enormously to the creation of these Web TVs and the 
emergence of a new profession in France, which is the commentator. People were first interested in 
commentators because they were meeting hosts. They became attached to the commentators 
because they helped them discover the teams and players. Little by little, the field became more 
professional, and new professions appeared. Publishers understood that something was happening 
and so they started to invest in their game, in competitive circuits. That also helped to increase 
production and spectacularizing, and therefore the staging of these competitions because it attracted 
new people. The historical investors of the Esports, which were endemic brands, that is to say which 
comes from the name of their video game, such as computer hardware manufacturers and internet 
service providers, were the only and first investors. These years 2015, in the Esports from the years 
2010 onwards, has had new investors from outside the ecosystem who have a capacity to invest that 
the Esports did not know before. They took the gamble of investing in the teams, in the competitive 
circuits of Esports. All of a sudden, a threshold was crossed, in terms of television and media 
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production, event organisation, structuring of the ecosystem and teams, player contracts, etc. All of 
this enabled Esports to be created and built little by little. And so today, we can see that it is in terms of 
the number of players, the number of events, the financial endowments, the services provided. 
Everything is constantly increasing. 
 

- What do you think about the arrival of Esports at the Olympic Games? 
 

Esports hasn't arrived at the Olympic Games yet, we haven't got it yet. On the other hand, historically, 
the Olympic movement, the International Committee... are generally distracted from the question of 
Esports, disinterested, prejudiced because a priori, people who are quite behind the screen, it's not 
sport... Only the Asian Olympic Committees were able to see and discuss with the Korean Esports 
Federation, which is the KeSPA, it has links that have been made and, clearly a special case in the 
world. And today Esports is gaining in visibility, in popularity and, above all, it is reaching a population 
that traditional sport is finding it harder and harder to retain: the 18-35-year olds. It is noticeable that 
the number of licensees is tending to fall slightly close to this age, with Olympic Games audiences 
tending to drop between 2012 and 2016. It is interesting to see the audiences in the next Olympic 
Games in Tokyo. So, this idea that the IOC made its first public statements, Thomas Bach discussed 
the Esports on May 2017. Followed by another interview reminding that video games must correspond 
to the values of Olympism, non-discrimination, no violence. And on 28 October 2017, on the occasion 
of the 6th Olympic Summit which took place in Lausanne, the IOC expressed itself further in an official 
press release saying that they can consider Esports as a Sport in its own right. It considered that 
indeed the conditions of preparation of the Esports, in terms of resources and comparable to those of 
sportsmen and women, but that it was necessary, at all costs, that the games that are practiced 
correspond to the Olympic values. So here we are today. And at the international level since these 
declarations were made, there has been a lot of media coverage and all the emerging entities 
throughout the world have been getting closer to the IOC or the respective NOCs. A little bit 
everywhere, we can see Korea, which already has links, of course Switzerland, Lausanne, where the 
IOC is based, and recently it was Portugal that started discussions with their NOC and we in France 
with France Esports, which gave us the opportunity to discuss with the OCOG. The first contact was in 
November 2017 or so, the OCOG asked us to discuss it and since the CNOSF, we are in discussion 
with them but nothing is planned yet. Today, our problem is that for an activity to be recognized by the 
Olympic movement, it must be federated at international level. Today, there is no legitimate federation, 
so today it is the biggest obstacle. But if we want to see Esports at the Olympic Games, that means 
that the announcement must be made an Olympiad beforehand, we are already in 2019, by 2020, it 
seems unlikely that an international federation will emerge. However, the economic stakes behind it do 
not close the door to a publisher who manages to force his way to the IOC. For example, in 
PyeongChang, when nobody expected it, the IOC announced that because they have a partnership 
with Intel and because they have a partnership with Ubisoft, they are announcing for PyeongChang 
that there will be Esports competitions opening and running with the Olympic movement. That is to say 
that there was the SMI in PyeongChang, which took place 3 days before the Olympic Games 
ceremony, that is to say in PyeongChang, a competition by nation and medals by nation and on a 
game that doesn't correspond too much to Thomas Bach's idea of Olympic values, because it's a 
game where you have to kill other people, which is Star Craft fan and on another game which is Stip : 
a snowboard simulation game and so there they kind of surprised their world a little bit, so nobody was 
expecting it. And we met with the OCOG a month and a half before the announcement and nobody 
knew about it. Things can happen, in other words, I don't think Esports will actually make it to the 
Olympics, it seems unlikely to me, if it follows the classic route. On the other hand, today, there are 
rights on video games which are the publishers. The publishers are likely to get in direct contact with 
the IOC and anything can happen, clearly. After me, my position, what do I think about that? That the 
arrival of Esports at the Olympic Games is the big phrase that everyone is saying, and it is quite right, 
is that, if for a very long time Esports has been asked to be at the Olympics, or at least to be 
recognized as an Olympic sport, today it is a reversal. And it seems to me, and I'm just adjusting the 
title, that the Olympic movement needs Esports much more in the sense that today we have our 
Esports consumers on the target, which is clearly the IOC's aim, so I don't have any particular opinion 
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on the idea, but on the other hand the reality is that it will be an extremely strong symbol without 
necessarily being an Olympic discipline. 
 

- The IOC President states "That some games will not be accepted because of their 
violence (Call of, CS ...) use of the words 'Kill' or 'Terrorists'. Could this approach create 
a break in the development of Esports ? 
 

I don't think it will create a break in the development of Esports. If the IOC's wish is not to have these 
kinds of games, they are not for the benefit of the Olympic movement. If that should happen, but on 
the other hand the Esports disciplines in those games, that is to say PEGI 18, today the games, which 
are practised in a competitive way, which are in that category, exist and the professional circuits are 
working like crazy. So, it won't create a break in the sport, but it does cut off one possibility, namely 
the interest of the Olympic movement. But after the Olympic movement, it can bring out other games 
that are a little more confidential and less talked about, and that's not uninteresting either. Generally 
speaking, the Olympic Games promoted both extremely popular sports such as football and athletics, 
and alongside disciplines such as wrestling and archery where there are few practitioners, it is not an 
extremely massive practice at the level of licensees. If one day Esports should arrive at the Olympics, 
it will also be the occasion for games other than LoL, CS, Call of .... These games, which we are used 
to seeing on the Esports scene, may emerge and offer new opportunities, chances for less mediatized 
games to appear. Today, publishers are powerful enough, RIOT, Blizzard ... when they want to talk to 
the IOC, if they want to, they can and they want to, we're not going to hide it. I think the IOC would 
prefer to do it in other ways. On the other hand, if they feel there's a move to be made, there's no need 
to wait for an international federation, they'll always manage with a publisher to arrange it. Anyway, for 
me the case of Pyeongchang what happened, if they managed to do that, even the publishers were 
surprised. So, the singularity of Esports in relation to sport is this question of intellectual property, 
which does not exist in sport today. Which is quite interesting, if a sport doesn't really belong to 
anyone, there are professional circuits that are private. I'm thinking, for example, of the X Games, I'm 
thinking of Red Bull with the cliff diving championships. Anyone can practice this activity but the 
competitive circuit belongs to Red bull and not to the federations. It's already a first link that we can 
see with sport, finally an activity that belongs to someone, we saw with the X Games are essentially 
Olympic practices. They saw that it was possible, even if we consider that they are dangerous 
practices, they finally joined the Olympics. And nothing can prevent us from imagining that in five- or 
six-years’ time there will be an agreement with the publishers and the IOC, because maybe it will 
work. The ideal, of course, whether it's an open source game or whether it's an open source game 
that's created that there's no intellectual property, but even with an open source game, there's always 
going to be a company behind it to come and get it and make a better copy. And it's not a big deal, if 
they put 60 million dollars in to make a video game, it's better than open source in terms of production, 
so it's complicated to make. The sport is so fascinated by what's going on in the Esports, who are 
willing to find great fugues to make it work. 
 

- Can Esports really replace a traditional Sport? 
 

Actually, there's no choice. When we met with the OCOG, they told us, the Olympics is 2000 athletes, 
so if you add an activity and there are 100 more athletes, they can't have more than 2000 athletes, 
that means there are 100 more athletes who have to go somewhere else. So, if Esports one day has 
to come to the Olympics, there are choices about which activities have to be removed. They cannot 
accommodate more than a certain number of athletes. So yes, the Esports-world in general is not 
convinced to go to the basic Olympics and is rather septical of the sports world where it has always 
rejected now that it works, they are interested in it. There's a critical spirit in the community that's 
developed enough to say that we're not naïve, we can see why you're interested in the sport and we 
don't want to fight against a sport. That is to say that we do not want to be in conflict with sport and 
have a place at the expense of others. In my opinion, Esports is an extension of the sporting world. 
Often what happens in the sports world is that they are afraid that new activities will replace the old 
ones. Esports does not wish to replace sport, moreover the Esports love sport in general. Either 
practice it or watch it. 
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- The life span of a game is not the same as a traditional sport. Is this the limit of the 
Esports? 
 

It could be, but that's not the limit of the Esports. Now, who would've thought that PUBG, HZ1, Fortnite 
would take the cardboard that's being made right now. But today's reality, tomorrow's Esports does not 
yet exist and no one can predict what tomorrow's Esports will look like prospectively. Imagine that 
augmented reality will appear, that virtual reality will be inserted there too. We can imagine that the 
drone might be coming too. We can imagine a lot of things including game play, royal battles that will 
have a new type of game play. So there are some Esports disciplines that will disappear but there will 
be others that will replace them in general. There are some that can last over time, CS is a game that 
has been around for 99 years, LoL 10 years is a long time anyway. IF the game pleases the 
community and the author supports his community, who doesn't do anything with his game and 
continues to make it live as RIOT does very well. All the time has rethought his game, even on the 
competitive circuit. It's called Beta, the rules of the intrinsic game change but the players adapt to it. 
But also, if RIOT decides to stop playing because they're going to bring out a new game and they want 
everyone to go on that new game and everyone to stop playing LoL, they can do that, they just have 
to shut down the servers. 
 

- What do you think of the E-Games? 
 

This question comes up very often, the Esports community seems to be on board, as they are 
suspicious of the sports world. They prefer to have an Olympic Esporst Games, there have already 
been many attempts. Last year, the E-Games were created and then you had a lot of models, WCG, 
WECG, championships by nation already exist. 
 

- I'm starting from the premise that Esports is following in the footsteps of sport, that is 
to say its male-female representation. Why not put mixed groups? 
 

 You're starting from a false premise. The Esports is mixed. Women can enter all competitions 
whether in mixed groups or women's teams. However, why do we see them if they can at the top 
level? There it is, the real question. There are a lot of reasons for that. From a socio-historical point of 
view. If you go back to the creation of video games, in the 50s and 60s and especially to the marketing 
of the first video games, they were oriented more for boys, that is to say in the catalogues of electronic 
toys it was more for boys and for young girls it was not too much for them. Moreover, the content of 
video games at that time was designed mainly for young boys and not for young girls, and this 
remained the case for many years, even though video games are now designed for everyone, for 
young women... But on the other hand, there is a historical social construction which means that for 40 
or 50 years, video games were mainly for boys, and therefore fewer girls played at the base. What has 
revolutionized the thing, first of all, are the new media, tablets and smartphones, especially the 
applications. There, young women like the fun applications, Angry Birds, Candy Crush. This presented 
a shorter gaming experience. Most studies show it, they do not play video games for the same 
motivations as boys. They don't have the same use of games, it may be a sociological construction but 
reality and facts, young women, not all but most, don't have the same use of video games. In 
particular, they play them less time in shorter sessions, so mobile gaming suited them well, but they 
are not reduced to that. A lot of them play Wow. So, a small deviation from the Esports, because it's 
time-consuming, it takes a lot of time to get involved in the first place and it's not the usage of video 
games to spend a lot of time playing. Then the girls are encouraged to play cooperative games, while 
the boys are more about confrontation and competition, and this since primary school. We will always 
value a boy who doesn't let himself be pushed around and that a girl has to be nice, calm ... So 
already in the social constructions of young women, they are less focused on competition than on 
cooperation. I made these studies in my thesis and clearly the motivations for which young women 
play video games or in competition are not at all confrontation? It's more about spending time with 
other people. It's more about spending time with other people and meeting other people. Then a 
reason not essentially specific to Esports, but generally speaking in society, is the disparities, the 
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stigmatization that is made of women. Today, we are in a society where members of the government 
are accused of harassment, the Weinstein affair... Women are somewhat discriminated against in 
society. Esports, which reflects society, in sport itself, is an extremely virile environment and always 
very sexist, and the same goes for Esports, where this discrimination is also found in video games. 
Without forgetting that the game is dematerialized so a much more liberated discourse on RS, people 
are letting go so digital harassment is quite common even during a game, so the use of male 
pseudonyms and not playing in voice. So already depriving yourself of the voice in a game, we're at a 
higher level. Another element, the collective Esports teams, the 16-20-year-old population, the mixed 
nature of a gaming house and not very easy to manage and especially not the right environment to 
perform and I believe very well that young boys and girls can coexist at least in work. The real problem 
really is the place of women in Esports, at least that's what I'm trying to explain, from the prism of the 
professional world. Indeed, at the professional level, there aren't many women and the whole question 
that divides people is, should we create women's leagues? While even the video game allows to erase 
this physical difference, which can be experienced as a failure, and on the contrary, the creation of this 
League is only a first step for gender diversity. But by creating this League, it provides a safe space for 
young women who are until now a little afraid to compete, it allows the scene to become more 
massive, therefore emerging more talents and therefore emerging from the role models and thus 
attracting other younger girls to invest. So, creating a venue, taking into consideration the media 
coverage. Today, they are less well covered by the media than boys. This also means that the 
organisers have to put cash prizes at the same level as the boys. WESG the young boys in CS they 
win 300 000$ and young women 100 000$ so there are a lot of things to take into consideration, how 
to massify this scene. There are solutions that are proposed to be worn but especially at the amateur 
level. Because it is at this level that we can massify the scene and allow us to detect good talents and 
allow us to integrate whoever we want, little by little, in the professional scenes. 
 
Interview Juan Diego García Squetino : Country Manager Argentina - Chile - Perú en LVP - Liga de 
Video juegos Profesional - Grupo Mediapro 
Date of interview : 13/03/2020 
Duration of interview : 00:39:40 
 

- Can you please introduce yourself (university study and professional background)? 
 
I’am a marketing professional and I got another master degree in sport management and now I am in 
the marketing Country Manager in Liga de Video  juegos Profesional. It’s a media company working in 
the Esports industry. But Before that I was Director of Marketing in the basketball league in Argentina 
national Basketball team and I worked in FIFA two years in the marketing department in Football. My 
background is the sport but now I’m in Esports. 

- How did you change from sport to Esports ? 

I was a professional player when I was younger, I love sport and I love marketing in sport more of 
business my development in the market was in everybody in the football, basketball, volleyball … Tree 
years ago, I was finish my plan of Argentina Basketball League, it was a great plan with many 
resources in the region of South of America. In Argentina League at this moment when they were top 
4 worldwide, a very good cap and the Media bought company a Spanish company, they saw all the 
plans I made for the Basketball League and they met me tree years ago and they explain me all this 
Esports industry, it going be very big in Latin America. They make me an offer. Like you made these 
good resources in sport, they want to for me to do the same resources in Latin America for next year. 
It was a very good challenge for me because I didn’t know nothing in Esports in that moment. I tell it to 
the CEO and the company I don’t play that, I just play FIFA or NBA with my friends sometime but 
nothing about Esports. Don’t worry we are not looking for a player, we are looking for a manager. 

- How can you explain the exponential growing of Esports ? 
 
Tree years ago, we started like a siro. I made a plan four steps. The first step was, ok we need to 
develop a brand, a new brand in the market a nice program does not body not it. Everybody knows 
capital worldwide what Esports maybe they see international competition that it. No in Latin America 
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nobody makes a professional League. So, the first step we need make a brand with a professional 
League with different games because now we will take about different games is like different sport. 
You have Basketball, Rugby, Tennis and you have League of Legend, Free Fight, Counter Strike 
different discipline is like different Esports. We made a new development and a new brand, a new 
league a new professional League, with teams, with players with brand and money, that was the first 
step. The Second step was, ok we need to be in the media. The people need to know what is the 
Esports because the media doesn’t know nothing about the Esports contents, the Tv shows, the 
newspapers, social Network in all the Latin America, the tv is top 1 maybe it’s not part of the world but 
we know what happen in the social media now here and in the region. The tv is top 1, the Esports 
need to be in TV not only in Twitch. Because when I speak about Twitch here in Argentina and South 
of America nobody knows it. With marketing of the big company, with TV, with the main newspapers 
here in the region, nobody knows what happen with Twitch. For that I need the make a new brand with 
a new content in that media, ok now we have an audience, but what happen to the new audience, 
what happen with womans, the Esports is like 85% for men. So now we have a great market to grown 
up not only for men. So, we need to put a great TV to go to the new market but only for market that we 
have. At the third step, we need to create products, we need to put the contents and bring products to 
the worldwide not only in Twitch, in TV, in Newspapers, in the radio, working with Influencers, working 
with Youtubers, working with professionals players in traditional sport, Basketball players, NBA players 
and they need to talk about Esports. I give you example here in Argentina, one of the best football club 
River, it’s top 1 football soccer here and they play FIFA, they have a team playing FIFA, they are very 
good but FIFA is the same audience then they have football audience, now they have an international 
team in League of Legends. How a football team have a League of Legend players because they 
need to push the River level in another market, they need to push to another audience because the 
League of Legends audience they don’t like football, they don’t know what happen in UEFA. We are 
working in our plans tree years ago and now we have a great restore market. It’s simple but these four 
steps are very important, we work in four years with the same lines with a new brand, newspapers and 
media, new audience with a different country. 
 
 
 

- What is the model or the economy of Esports ? How Esports can make lot of money ? 
 
You have tree step in economy planning Esports. The first is the relationship with the publisher. The 
publisher is the owner of the game, if I talk about League of Legends the owner and the publisher is 
Riot Games and with FIFA is Electronic Arts. The first step is you make an agreement with the 
publisher to develop the professional League. The publisher pays you to make professional League in 
different countries, this is the first steps. The second one is the broadcasting, like where are you going 
to put the contents for example the LVB, our company, they send all the contents to Twitch. Twitch 
buy this content, I need to put every day in Twitch and not in Facebook gaming or YouTube gaming 
only Twitch, this is the second one. And the third, the private sponsors, the sponsors come with money 
and best man in the market. This tree points are economic model. The most important is the 
relationship with the publisher, the broadcasting and the sponsors. 
 

- Who put money more than the others ? 
 
The Sponsors put more money than the publisher and Broadcaster. And I will give two examples of 
the sponsors. In sponsors you have two different models, the main sponsors in the market is the 
telecommunication and technology company like computer company and you have the second model, 
the multinational company like drink Coca-Cola, Cars companies, Banks companies… These 
companies, they don’t have the audience, the gamers audience they know it but they put money, lot of 
money because they need the put in the audience of the Esports, because the gaming audience will 
be the next 10-15 years consumers there is the brand of product and the brand of the company, they 
don’t have the technology. 
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- How they can measure the impact of the Esports on the Sponsors ? If there are one 
sport competition and one Esports competition, how can we know how the Esports 
affect the impact on the investment ? 

 
In the Esports Market and this area maybe in 3-4 more years, it’s a 100% a warner. For example, 
Coca-Cola don’t sell more Coca-Cola to be in Esports. Today, they need a warner, they just need to 
put the brand in the market that it. Is like, here in Latin America with a lot of banks with different Visa 
and MasterCard, they don’t try to find or sell cards, they need to put the brand in the market of young 
audience for next after 4 years when the youngs will have 18-19 their first cards could be Visa. Today, 
in the Esports market, the companies have the economy results warner. 
 

- What is your opinion about the arrival the Esports to the Olympic Games ? 
 
Now some brands want to the Esports to be part to the Olympic Games, but here the problem is if the 
Esports is a sport. I think the Esports is a new entertainment in the new area in 21 centuries. And we 
have similarities with the Sport by we are not sport because you depend 100% on the publisher. If the 
owner tomorrow they put another session, you need to update data of the new session, you don’t have 
a law in different countries depend a 100% on the publisher, it’s different on the sport, you have as 
association, a federation. They discuss, they have meetings, they have different things about different 
rules… In Esports you don’t have it, you need to adapt to the publisher thing, but I think the Esports is 
the new entertainment and they make the competition worldwide, they need to put attention to the 
entertainment because it’s not only entertainment but also, it’s a new competition. In that land, the 
Olympic Games is maybe it’s a good step but the Esports need to growing up in the same line without 
the Olympic Games. 
 
 

- Does Esports need the Olympic Games or do the Olympic Games need Esports? 
 
I think the Olympic Games need Esports because the new audience in the entertainment, it’s a new 
content and if you see even the player who play the Olympic in some moment of your life they play 
Esports maybe when they were younger, during competition in their rooms play just for fun and play 
different games like situation that we have professional League with no sport but for example player 
play FIFA all the time. 
 

- The President of the IOC declares “That certain games will not be accepted because of 
their violence (Call Of, CS…) use of the words kills “Kill ” or even“ terrorist ”. What is 
the best way to accept this kind of terms ? And do you agree with the president ? 

 
If l’m Coca-Cola and I see game with guns and they kill people, I don’t like to put my brand at that 
game. Is true because they have a philosophy but is true this entertainment is different with usual, it’s 
different with tradition, they have a new rule, they put a new entertainment in the table. For that I telling 
you that Olympic Games need more Esports the, Esports needs Olympic Games. I don’t like to 
support a conversation that I don’t know, for me Call of Duty, CS, Fortnite and Street Fighters, every 
game that maybe have different violence, is different entertainment, they growing up together, they 
don’t need Olympic Games. 
But if Esports must to be in the Olympic, it’s as Olympic Esports Games, because they are different. In 
the Olympic Games they have different sports, different discipline, you have boxing, you have 
swimming pool, you have basketball between 32 and 35 disciplines I don’t know. In the Esports, why 
not the put in the discussion an Olympic Esports Games, because you have different games, you have 
different publisher, you have games for smartphones, for computers, for PlayStation, for Xbox… It’s so 
big, if you think about only one game to move to the Olympic, they will miss the big market for example 
League of Legends is like football, they have a million of fans. We need to put in the table the Esports 
committee, if they work together because the competition is not every 4 years, it’s year by year 
because you make it more interesting, you make it more bigger. 
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- Under which conditions can we create the Olympic Esports Games ? 
 
The first step with the government and publishers after you have a big professional organization who 
make the best Olympic Games. That organization is like MegiaPro, ESPN the big one in the market 
they will think about the best and great Olympic Esports Games and year by year. If you see the Sport 
Olympic Games, you will see the President of the Olympic Committee in the table of Argentina, USA, 
Spain, Italia … with every country. Here you in the table the owners and the publishers. 
 

- They already met before, but what is the conditions about the IP ? Must for the 
publishers let the IP to the IOC during the Olympic Games or the IOC must follow the 
publisher’s rules ? 

 
It’s a good discussion but I don’t have a solution, but the thing is everybody need to put a step in the 
table everybody needs to know about the business because at the end of the day, we need to make 
this more bigger. The publishers don’t like to lose money and the Olympic are in the same level 
because in this model it’s not amateur, it’s professional, they need to put a profit business model. I 
think the publishers have different situations with the Olympic Committee because they don’t need it 
and the Olympic Committee, they need a new audience. The publishers are waiting for you, you need 
more contents, you need my games, so ok what is your conditions maybe you will have a big 
discussion. You and me, we don’t have the solution now maybe in the future. I am telling you for me, if 
we think about Olympic Esports Games; it’s will be a great solution but this competition will be year by 
year because the game changes every year.  
 

- Do you know UAE market Esports ? 
 
Just a few not all of it. I know about the Latin America. 
 
 

- Dubai want to be a leader and capital of Esports market in Golf and in Worldwide. How 
can they make this happen ? 

 
You need to see first in your country and region, what is the top tree games, maybe League of 
Legends, Call of Duty and FIFA, you need to have in your mind, ok this is the tree top games in UAE. 
So, you need to put your strategy there. For example, in Latin America we are developing a 
Professional League in League of Legends because this game is the most playing game in the region, 
we are not developing another League, we are developing the most big League first because we need 
to build a business model the next four years for one professional League in League of Legends, a 
great brand, a great Sponsors, making the League more bigger making the same compensation with 
the football, basketball, volleyball. Because we are fighting with the sport about budget for the brand 
because maybe the brand will put money in football but now, they put 90% in football and 10% in 
Esports. We are winning that fight with budget with sponsor. If you have a brand a strong brand in your 
market anybody will put money in your world. 
 

- Everybody is playing FIFA, but FIFA is not in the TOP 10 best games and we know the 
budget of FIFA. So why they are not in the TOP 3 ? 

 
I will tell you why. I am always saying in my conference and when I work with a new sponsor, I took 
this example. First the Esports is a business for audience, how many audience see the League ? How 
many audiences consume or going to Twitch for the Professional League. Esports is working how 
many players play the games. In FIFA, you have many players, many people play FIFA, for example if 
you play with Barcelona and another play with Real Madrid and we make a broadcasting in Twitch 
nobody going to watching you. Why because in ESPN they put Real Madrid and Barcelona in real. 
And the fantasy game like League Of Legends, they have more audience Worldwide that is the big 
difference. Their business model is going to big new audience, it’s not going to many players playing. 
When you put FIFA, you will have maybe a lot of players because everybody are playing FIFA bad or 
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good, everybody can play FIFA but nobody going to watching you, nobody will see you on Twitch 
because they don’t like it, they don’t want to see FIFA in Esports, they want the real game in 
television. 
 

- So FIFA don’t have the objective to be one of the top games Esports ? 
 
They are the sport reality like FIFA and NBA. Player want fantasy game like Fortnite, Call of Duty, 
Counter Strike …  
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Interview Hicham Shehabi : CO-Founder COO N3XT SPORTS Inc.Sports Intelligence Manager at IC 
Date of interview : 03/05/2020 
Duration of interview : 00:40:09:09 
 

- Can you please introduce yourself (university study and professional background)? 
 
I studied my undergrade in Finland in Helsinki school of economics and after I worked in the 
abasement in public policy and sport administration before going to the AITS which is the sport 
programme in Suisse land, where I studied a master in sport administration and technology. Then I 
worked in the IOC international Olympic Committee for four years before starting my own company, 
call Next sports. 
 

- How did you get into or interesting in the Esports ? 
 
My job in the IOC requiring me to look at future trans impact in sports and so in that role I was looking 
in many different trans including many technologies, how the sport will change the format and 
obviously the time Esports starting growing very rapidly. So, I launch a research project with the 
university from France, I look at it more closely and I present some finding to different colleagues in 
IOC. So that how I started. 
 

- How can you explain the exponential growing of Esports ? 
 
I think, this is my opinion but what drove the growth it’s how easy assessable Esports was and I think 
its leverage what happening over time gaming was as such a big thing and from let’s say culturally 
negative view of gaming, you know people giving bad feedback, parents are always argues it that the 
kids should to be outside and not playing video games and then it’s was kind of professionalization 
then sadly Esports had more positive aspects to it. So that drive a lot of popularity, I think. And then 
another thing I think another aspect how well it the broadcasting, how the accessibility of the game not 
only to play but watch as well. So, I mean Twitch, if you look at Twitch, how well they broadcast, how 
easy to interact how close to the athletes. I think that drove kind of thing in last few years. Obviously, 
lot of sponsorship’s money came in because it was a young demographic interesting in Esport so it’ 
kind of accelerated.  
 

- You just say that Esport got a bad image and they change to a positive image; we never 
saw hooligan in Esports as in the sport. How they got this positive image? 

 
Yes, good point. One thong the Esports and the online game communities go for it’s … because there 
are no faces to the voice, you know, or identity related to somebody. It’s very easy to people to be very 
aggressive, so they are very aggressive in Esports in term of chat. And other problem of women, they 
still improve but it’s very negative view to women to be in game and Esports. So, I think those things 
are improving but it’s kind of hooliganism of Esports if you like but then yes Esports is still don’t 
understood by many people that why if you look at the Olympique movement you can still very much, 
get out the catch potato from the couch, let’s no drive our youth to Esports because they make them 
less healthy. Or if you want to be the top-top of athletes you must eating well sleeping well training well 
directly quite professional, they have quite good professional around them. I think, as Esports become, 
not popular but less stigmatize, you know, it will be easier to see how it will benefit more the Olympic 
movement but also Youth in general. 
 

- I just want to know, why people want to be gamers and in the fact in the past they were 
stigmatized. Who help to change this image the community, the company, the 
government? 

 
I mean, Wadie they are lot of different and trans happening or forces making this a shift so, you seeing 
now lot of universities for example they will accept Esports as scholarship in US you know. For me it 
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already a big shift because it’s kind of school prioritize Esports Athletes. This one thing can contribute. 
Government in other side are starting to put polities in place, I think it was government Denmark last 
year, they put together a National Esports policy. So that from the government inside and then from 
the developer side or game editors, so this guy, they also shifted where Esports it’s will be just 
Marketing activities most of them become also a revenue channel. So, like Overwatch League was 
probably the first franchise league that set up like a professional sport and so I think Activision Blizzard 
thought is not only a way for us to sell more the game more team players but actually to make money. 
So, I think the shift has also give a lot more infrastructure like a foundation for Esports to be grow and 
it’s multifaceted all of them are positive you know. 
 

- What is the model or the economy of Esports ? How Esports can make lot of money ? 
 
My company is a consulting company, we work a lot with ambassadors and with startup and with sport 
organizations and we know Esports don’t have a lot of money. Let’s say that the economic model is 
not very clear et the moment so it’s shifting. So, you know very well that example of Esports, you can 
watch it for free, very a few subscription models in place but that is happening start to happen so I 
think it’s very early to say what is the economic model of Esports. But today, at least today, it driven 
but sponsorship and prizemoney and then a limited amount of licenses and also if you have teams like 
G2, they are selling lot of merchandises, lot of tee shirts, hats … So that kind of Esports side. But if 
you think about gaming side like editoring all the macro transactions in the game, all the game 
purchases and upgrades, going to the game editor. 
 

- What is your opinion about the arrival the Esports to the Olympic Games ? 
 
The timeline is very much associated with Intel as a sponsor coming to the Olympic. So, if you look at 
the first announcement around Esports, it’s was in the Winter 2017, when they announce that Intel 
want to do an activation in PyeongChang around Esports and this was very a sponsor activation, it 
wasn’t an official event, it wasn’t a sport. It was a sponsor activation. And then in 2018, I really 
recommend to you take some time 8 hours actually to look at Esports Forum, which happen in the 
summer 2018. It was one day conference between the Esports world and the Olympic World and they 
have 6 or 7 panels, talking about Esports and Olympic. I definitively recommend that. That was 
happen king of internal discussion happening and December 2018. They were a group of stakeholders 
call the Olympic Summit and they came up with the first statement on Esports and after that summit, 
they state up what they called the Esports Liaison Group. This group is made up by the Olympic 
movement people and Esports people, they are 40 peoples and they met at March 2019. The Idea 
was to meet to talk about not entrance Esports in Olympic specifically but how to engage with Esports 
in general. So, that was 2019 and December 2019, the latest statement was by the Olympic Summit 
they also made a comment about Esports and final final statement by the IOC it was just last week. 
Where the president wrote a letter to the Olympic Movement talking about many thing to related to 
covered and he made a comment about Esports just public facing statements and forums something 
like this but in the back side it was always about can of Intel sponsorship side and in the second part 
has been like what you said entrance to the Olympic Games as a sport. And for this to happen as you 
know today if you want to do anything Olympic related to the Basketball you need to go to FIBA and 
today there is many Esports Federations clam international governances but not one has like very 
strong lobbing I think not a good federation structure. Anyways Esports is not the same as sport but 
there is not body you represent within Olympic movement with one voice. Like FIBA does with 
Basketball or FIG does with gymnastic. So, this is the biggest inconvenient and why we will not see 
Esports as an official event in Paris. We can must see it in kind of activation, we must see it kind of the 
organize committee in different activities you know. But not as medal, Olympic medal. 
 

- Do not think that Esport is a Sport ? 
 
I personally don’t like this question. For me knowing Esports very well, it’s important not to put a cage 
around it if it’s a sport or not a sport. Philosophically, you know they are Olympic sport, they are as 
mental and similar to Esports in terms of physically what they do. So, for me I try to avoid the question 
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just because it removes all the possibilities that came with Esports with should be talk about if it’s a 
sport or not a Sport cause even with Olympic movement you don’t have a definition of sport, there is 
not definition. Again, it’s easy for me to to make its sport, in the way how you define it as Olympic 
movement because it structured, they have kind of top athletes’ level, they have professional which is 
similar to others sports. In my mind they do qualify many ways as others sports by I don’t like, I would 
go philosophically down. 
 

- What is the IOC point of view ? 
 
For the IOC at the moment, they look at it from institution point of view, without Esports Federation, 
they cannot have it. 
 

- The President of the IOC declares “That certain games will not be accepted because of 
their violence (Call Of, CS…) use of the words “Kill ” or even“ terrorist ”. What is the 
best way to accept this kind of terms ? And do you agree with the president ? 

 
I did a lot of research they show that there is not aggression or add aggression by people who play 
violent games, so for me it wasn’t really … I mean question about if its violent activities because it’s 
just the content is violent, they shooting but it doesn’t translate to the real world anyway. So, for me it’s 
always to base on the research, today the research shows they is no transference between people 
who play video games and real-life actions so that is the first thing. The second thing is like Esports is 
so divers, you know in terms of types of games, the setting and environment their in. So, if you thing 
Starcraft, League of Legends they have more tactical and strategy then violence, which is very very 
different. So I don’t agree with the statement myself and think if there is a question about Esports in 
Olympic is need to be wilder than sport titles. 
  

- Does Esports need the Olympic Games or do the Olympic Games need Esports? 
 
I think both need each other, I tell you how. The Olympic needs Esports in the sense of attract a new 
audience which is very young that is good for the Olympic Movement and a way around Esports needs 
Olympic because it’s given them credibility that government can trust, parents can support and society 
can start to kind check more. I think both can benefit from the relationship. 
 

- Under which terms can we create Esports Olympiad ?   
 
It’s depended, if you want to create a new event, so not, you will not go for Paris 2024 or Milan 2026 or 
LA 2028, I don’t know create like Budapest 2027 which is a Esports events only. I think here the idea 
of Esports Federation is not as important but if you want to bring it to Paris or Milan or LA you will need 
that. But, to create a separate event it’s more a marketing question, it’s related to commercial structure 
you want around it, how do you want to involve structure, how do you want distributed and things like 
that. 
 

- Ok, we have the Summer Olympics Games, The Winter Olympics Games, the Youth 
Olympics games and if IOC want to add another event for example Electronic Olympics 
Games, they will not follow all the rules like the original Olympics Games ? 

 
Yes correct, for example the Youth Olympics Games, the way to set up actually is different than 
Olympics Games it meant, conceptually when they put it, it was supposed to be like the place where 
they experiment. When they try thing, the risk is lower so they can test few things and they test new 
sports also if you look at the sport 3 on 3 Basketball, it started in Youth Olympic Games and after they 
go to the Olympics, it started there. FIBA tested it in Youth Olympic Games then after they move to 
Olympic Games. I think if the same approach is for the Esports whatever games, it’s a new place, 
have different rules, different commercial structures and have the ball obviously to help the Olympic 
Games itself but it should operate differently. 
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- Sport don’t have propriety opposite to Esports which the Editor has all the copyright 
and Intellectual propriety. The IP can be a problem to create Esports Olympiad ? 

 
Definitely the IP is a problem, for this to happen, it would be maybe shared IP for some source that 
would be like creating a new game or creating Olympic version of an unexciting game. But yes, they 
are too many developers, they want to be involved or to be very smooth conversation should be 
choosing the right game Blizzard versus any other editor. I think it create a big issue, commercially, it 
just a commercial play. I think IP can be a big issue. 
 

- The IOC started any discussion about IP ? 
 
No, they didn’t, at least not in my knowledge. When I was there, they didn’t talk about that. They was 
obviously for many years already licensing program, which the IOC uses to create video games every 
Olympic Games like Sonic and Mario right and it’s going always trough a refresh every Olympic 
Games do a new version of but it has been discuss but it haven’t been relite to the point they want to 
take, to take Olympic Games a event out of it. They didn’t do it. 
 

- Do have any information about Esports in UAE ?  
 
Very little. 
 

- Can you tell me how do you see the market of Esports in a few years in UAE ? 
 
Yes, I knew a few people worked in event, Esports events. I think in Middle East anyways like drove 
by events, it’s always about music events, culture events, exhibitions … So Esports will be the same, 
it’s about events and so for me, if they want a really grow it must be more than event. They need to 
have clubs, academies, training courses, coaches and certifiable them … The infrastructure is missing 
at the moment from the GOLF. 
 

- Dubaï want to be the leader of Esports Markets in World. How can they make it ? 
 
There is lot of initiative to create like hubs like cybersecurity, blockchains hubs and sport tech hubs… 
all these things are happening in the world but for me there many things you need to make it happen 
like ecosystem to exist. Like if you want to be capital city in something you need the have the 
ecosystem surround it. So, for me if you want a Esports ecosystem you need to thing about the place, 
so one the developers, if it’s a good present of developers there. Two teams, if there is a present of 
team. Tree events if it’s a good present of events there. Four the finance, are there investors in 
Esports, are there Sponsors in Esports, are there broadcasting in Esports. So, all these components 
should be in there and for me they are really about Esports capital approach, they need also a 
strategy in place, which is very clear and until now I didn’t see anything. I think these are the things 
they can drive to create Esports capital, although I mean China, USA, LA the hotspot video games 
developers, events and all these. It’s hard to think how Dubai will lead now unless they will take a 
different approach like policy making like certifications, licensing. There is maybe a space but for 
creating the abilities to be an Esports Capital you need developers in the place. And I think game 
development is not that thing in Middle East. So, for me that will be missing point. 
 

- How do you see the strategies of companies and international sports institutions (or 
not) on the development of technology but also on online practices (online coaching, 
Esport, training ...)? How do you see the future after the Corona on Esport? 

 
There is a very big increase in technology investments by sports organizations. This is focused on 
digital infrastructures such as websites, apps, ticketing, CRM, newsletters… Also, there are new 
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technology solutions being created due to COVID for learning and development of coaches, referees 
and athletes. The future of esports after COVID is more consolidation, lower growth (but still higher 
than sports) and better monetization models. 
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Interview Lalith Vase: Nasr Esports Club Director 
Date of interview : 09/06/2020 
Duration of interview : 01:02:26 
 

- Can you please introduce yourself (university study and professional background)? 

My names is Lalith Vase, I’m from India but I lived most of my live in middle east. I moved in UAE in 
1992 and I finished colleague in American colleague in Dubai. Then I joined the gaming industry, I 
joined a company called red entertainment distribution in 1998, they were the largest distruster of 
video games in MENA region. They represing , electronic arts , SEGA , Warner Brother …etc. They 
were supplying 80% of videogames to the main stores in UAE. I’m still working with them till date, but 
the business became much smaller because a lot people guying games online. 
 

- How do you explain the explosion of gaming and how it became Esports ? 

Since the launch of PS3, gaming grow a lot in the middle east, the main reason of that there is no 
piracy on PS3 while it exists in PS2 and PS1. So, everyone was playing but there is no revenue from 
gaming. So, from PS3 onward gaming start growing on consoles. revenue start growing in the region 
and it doubling every 3 years. before 10 years ago eSports become a big thing, publisher start 
organizing tournaments and people start competing. I found a company six years ago called power 
league gaming, we used to organize FIFA competitions across 18 countries in the region and from that 
tournament we got Saudi player who went to the world final  and won it and that happen in 2015. 
As soon as it start it globally people from the middle east start to compete but it’s difficult because 
there is no organized league ,there is no way to go international. So, FIFA was the only game that 
someone from middle east went into international level and won on it. 
 

- But FIFA not the biggest on international level, right?  

Yes there is league of legends, counter strike Dota 2 those are the big, but those games don’t have an 
easy way for teams form the region to qualify. When it’s an individual game it’s a lot easier because 
it’s just one player who can train and travel easily. But with a team from 5-6 people who lives in 
different cities and facing different difficulties like internet connections, Visas to travel for all of them 
and so on. In my team for example I have Iraqi players, Tunisian, Egyptians, Saudi, etc., 15 players 
from 15 countries across the region and they play 11 different games. 
 

- Why did you assemble in Amman Jordan ? 

There is a reason for that, for league of legends specifically, there is no official server so we have to 
connect with the European server and from Amman it’s much better than UAE. When we compete 
against European team, they have a huge advantage if you’re playing from Saudi Arabian and UAE. 
Because of that we took them to Amman to practice and play. 
 

- From where it come the idea to find AlNasr Esports ? 

Because I’ve been in gaming for almost 20 years In the region and I know all publisher and the 
industry. And 6 years ago, I start I power league gaming company that organize leagues and 
completions. So, we took all top players and make AlNasr Esports club 3 years ago because I believe 
Arab player can compete on international level. 
 

- Do you really thing that Arab player can compete on international level ?  

Of course, I have the first player who one FIFA international tournaments, there is Musaed Al Dosari. I 
have a player in my team who called Taken master, he’s the ranked the fourth on the world, another 
player called big bird who is ranked 7th Globally. In individual game is easy in practicing and competing 
and the chances to succeed is high. While in games that need team it’s much more difficult to bring 
them to work together. Multiples player from multiple background and there is a lot of kids who go 
abroad to continue their study. Here we have to find new player and prepare them to play with the 
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team. And the main reason   no enough local tournament and leagues to get money to fund a player 
professionally. Yes, we pay salaries for the players but globally the player has salaries and take the 
majority of the prize money as well. So, the more they win the more money they can take. Here there 
is no much tournament to play, it’s only the salary but the salaries depend on how much sponsor we 
have and how much they’re willing to spend. 
 

- What are the steps to build and Esports Club?  

We knew that in FIFA we have very good player from top 50 of the world so we start with FIFA and we 
have many players. Then we find Taken master who called Said Hachim , he’s a Bahraini national and 
he played in mortal combat tournaments. we looked at his skills and we think he’s is a world class 
player. So, we funded him to go EVO which is the best fighting game competitions In USA and he 
came second even he was competing for the first time in his life. Here we start Nasr Esports Club. It 
was him and some FIFA players. Then we start looking for other game. At that time, we are not able to 
pay salaries but the deal is to cover all the player expenses from equipment, travel, hotels …etc. And 
then once the player reaches a level, he can get a sponsor so we start paying him a salary. This is 
was 2016. We were probably first club who do contract and organize thing officially with the player. 
Then we start building it when the sponsors start coming and interested and adding team. Right now, 
there is 50 Esports clubs in the middle east. Most of them start with few friends who play together then 
more people join them and they become bigger. But they are not organize and not looking into 
sponsors. In brief they are not running as a proper Esports organization. These days things become 
better and more organized on official level, there are official entities for Esports in several Arab 
countries. So, the reason we started early because the investment is less. Who want to come right 
now and invest he have to compete with the oldest club for to get the best players and sponsors? 
What should happen in the middle east that who want to invest in Esports should look at who is in the 
business and invest in one of them. It is the sensible way to do it. Recently A lot of Esports club is 
closing because they couldn’t afford paying for the people while money is not coming. We are one of 
the only team who send player abroad. 
 

- What is your main revenue stream ? 

First one is sponsors and partners, who pay money to put their names on T-shirt and and have access 
to the player to make contents. Second is winning  from tournament , the main sponsor ,RedBull 
legend twitch , VR nations and we have many before January this year I hired more people , I have a 
manager from Korea who have 15 years of experience and someone to handle social media and 
Marketing. 
 

- How do you see the investment in Esports in UAE and GCC ? 

Most of the investment come from private people who are interested and not coming from private 
company or the government. The majority is private investor, but things changed last year and many 
company and entities are interested and they are looking where to invest such as tournament, school 
tournament, leagues (armature or professional). Having those help players to take them into 
professional level. 
 

- For a lot of parents, Esports is not a profession but a waste of time , how much is an 
obstacle for you ? 

This idea is still existing and I don’t blame the parents because today our league of legends team is 5 
players. International teams have 15 players distributed on 3 teams. They have more resources and 
more revenue streams (sponsors, prize money tournaments, etc ) while we don’t have it here where 
the tournament and sponsors are  less. But things are changing and there is an ongoing dialogue with 
the parents of my player. We need their approval if the player is under 18 and we also explain them 
that we’re taking care of their kids and we will not encourage them to leave the study because we are 
aware that it’s not possible to be a full time professional. But when we feel that there is a opportunity 
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that player can earn money and survive from Esports only. That time we can talk to their parents and 
propose dropping their study for one years or two to see if it’s work for them or not. 
 

- What do we need to do In UAE and GCC reason to grow Esports ? 

One thing that not happen is the education. The government should be investing in educate the public 
about Esports. Because in Esports you don’t have to be a pro player only. you can become a 
videographer, you can become and editor, commentator, you can run event. There are many things 
that you can do. 

- What dose UAE need to become a gaming hub like China , Japan , Thailand …etc ? 

They need a few main things Proper organized leagues, schools league, University league, amateur 
league and professional league. Someone has to invest in that and there should be encouragement 
for companies, entities, brands and federations to build this infrastructure. Once you have this will 
people will play more. Along with that you need to educate people about gaming and showing that 
there is nothing wrong with it even if you don’t become it a professional. There is multiple skills you 
can take it from gaming like problem solving, critical thinking .it helps you with your reflexes and teach 
you how to work with a team. Of course, that the playing hours of a child should be manage and if you 
done it in an organize way there is nothing to be hide or to be ashamed of. The other parts of the 
needed infrastructure is the coast of the internet. UAE and KSA are one of the most expensive players 
in internet. Internet infrastructure, server infrastructure and partner with publisher who made the game 
is important. Educating everyone is playing a major role. And when we say everyone, we mean Kids, 
parents, brand and everyone want to involve in Esports sectors. They have to be educated in many 
different ways through workshops ...etc. And people who will do the education has to have years of 
experience and they are exist. The last things there should be the structure to have Government – 
private sector partnership. For example, so far there is no Esports category license as a trade license. 
The one that I have right now is talent management license. So, I consider my player as talents and 
I’m talents management. But I’m sure those things are coming and there is a lot of good signs that 
government is interested. The only things that things is growing so fast so you need to move as well 
elsewhere someone will take the opportunity and become the hub especially that every country in the 
region is looking for that such as KSA, Bahrain, Egypt. They all know that Esports is growing but 
things have to be done in a structure way and there is a fundamental need for educating the investors 
as well on how to do it. Because if a well-known organization collapse and people leave it things will 
be bad for the whole ecosystem. 
 

- Dose Esports benefit from the pandemic ?  

Of course, not only Esports, the whole gaming industry benefit massively. People spend more time 
playing, more time-consuming content related to Esports and video games. They buy much more stuff 
related to the video games. I can estimate 30% increase in revenues for the industry during the last 3 
months at least. 
 

- Do you think Esports is a sports ?  

The definition of sports is a physical activity and there is skill involved. And I do think Esports is a sport 
despite my answer is bias because I’m a part of the industry. But I can say that Esports include some 
physical activity. It’s not included running and jumping but for example the Esports player hit keyboard 
more than 120 time in minute while the fastest tipper in the world hit it 95/min. It’s required huge 
concentration and attention. So, for me it’s defiantly a Sport. 
 

- Do you think Esports is eligible to go into the Olympic games and who need the other 
the most? 

Esports is not structured as a proper sport and that because of many different people own the rights of 
many different things. It’s not like football where no one own the games (and because of that FIFA 
where created to organize the rules for the games) but here they do. The Olympic committee has 
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years of experience on how structure things, so they will be able to benefit all those publishers on how 
to have a proper structure worldwide that people trust to invest in. Federation is a symbol of trust 
where brand know that there is an official entity they can go for licensing and other official stuff. In 
other word a place that they can do the job in the right way. Esports today doesn’t have that and there 
is no governments funding in most of the countries  because they don’t have the proper structure , so 
there is a huge benefit for Esports .There are also a huge benefit for the IOC , very big  audience 
watch Esports and it’s in the way of having to become the most watched sports worldwide. And this 
audience it’s a very young audience, 79% under 35 years. Moreover, the new generation watch 
Esports more than any other sports. 
 

- What other obstacle Esports will face in it’s way to the Olympics?  

Other obstacle is be a member of the IOC. To do that Esports should be a member of GAIFS (Global 
Association of international Sports Federations) Then a member of AIMS (Alliance of Independent 
Recognized Members of Sport) then WADA.  
 

- Is there any Doping problem in Esports and what they’re doing to face it ? 

Yes there is and there are some kind of testing but it defer from Tournament to another.Having 
violence and Terrorism is another obstacle in the way to Olympics according to the president of the 
IOC who said that they will not accept those kind of games. 

- Should Esports avoid them if they want to be a part of the Olympic movement? 

First, Esports is not one game, there are more than 60 games and IOC doesn’t have to accept all kind 
of games. If they will accept it in the Olympics, they might accept the sports games first or the AR and 
VR games. Not having Counter strick in the Olympics doesn’t mean Esports doesn’t accepted. So I 
believe there gonna be a discussions and both party will do compromises if they want things to be 
done. 
 

- But	you	cannot	Ignore	those	games	right?		

Like I said it’s a balance, for example Dota 2 is an imaginary world so that might be a solution. So the 
point is to come into an agreement on it. But the argument is not to accept a shooting game or not but 
if Esports is a sport or not. Second, should Esports is going into Olympics or not. After solving those 
problem, we can talk about shooting games and their popularity, how much sponsors they bring …etc. 
 

- How	much	money	can	encourage	IOC	to	accept	Esports	in	the	Olympics	games	?	

100 % Money will encourage IOC to accept Esports in the Olympics but there also the large audience. 
Both Factors are really important. 
 

- What do you thing the IOC should do to form their side to accept Esports ?  

 
The longer it takes for Esports to accept by the IOC the less the IOC need do. But we have to 
understand that the rules of gaming change all the time not like the traditional sports where the basics 
are the same. So, I do believe the Esports need to change more than what the IOC to go into the 
Olympics. Moreover, Esports is opposite of other sports where it start from the commercial where all 
deals  and rules and leagues is depending on how many sponsors you have and what the best of the 
sponsors while other sports start from what is the best for the player and the games and money came 
later. So, the publisher is more interested about the commercial side where they look for the publisher 
and make deals with them and the players are not important. In Olympics, the player and teams are 
more important and sponsors have to follow them. Another problem is the responsibility of the players. 
In Esports it’s not clear between publisher and Esports team while it’s very clear in other worldwide 
sports. Some game is doing good jobs like LOL and other game is not. 
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- Do you think Esports can replace traditional sports?  

 
I think it quite difficult that Esports replace traditional sports but I do believe Esports will have much 
bigger audience than any other sports. Of course, people play football before ages and they will still 
do. Even Esports player are playing some traditional sports to stay fit. So Esports will not replace 
sports completely but definitely it will come biggest sports in the world. The most played and the most 
watched. 
 

- How much you’ll benefit from having the IeSF HQ in Dubai? 
 

Anything will happen in Esports in UAE and GCC will be beneficial in a way or in another. Instead of 
me and few other people talking about Esports we will have official entity that will promoted. But when 
you do that you need to do it in the right way and in the right speed. In UAE there are many sports that 
played a constructive role in the society and the government and they’re doing the right steps for 
Esports but speed is an essential factor. 
 

- What is the future of consoles for Esports comparing to computer base Esprots ?  
 

I think PS5 and Xbox X will be the last generation of consoles, they will be no more console. either the 
technology will be integrated on you TV or Laptops …etc. Things become more and more smaller and 
once you integrated in other devices, you’ll not need it anymore, even though the consoles are PCs 
but standardized for gaming. Maybe in 5 years from now even PCs will may not so popular and 
everything will go to mobile. One of the reasons why gaming is so popular in ME is the mobile is more 
popular than PC or a console and the gaming are for free so it’s absolutely huge. Mobile Gaming 
might be the Esports for the future especially when the 5G is coming and it’s easy to play competitive 
game. But that is conditional by having proper and cheap infrastructure that can help everybody to 
connect with everybody.  
 

- Who do you see Esports in UAE and GCC in the future ? 

 
let’s talk about the Olympics, there is no way that Esports going to the Olympics before 2028 because 
of the number of steps needed or the lacke of agreements. But Esports will be in Tokyo 2021 a longest 
the Olympics with street fighter and rocket leagues. So, you don’t get an Olympic medal but a gold 
medal. So Esports will be beside the Olympics but not a part of it which ok for the time being. So 
eventfully it will go to Olympics or there gonna be another body who will run Esports game in an 
organize way. Regarding UAE and GCC it will grow phenomenally, I estimate half billion Dollar 
investment in Esports during the next 5 years from brands, investors, government and publishers on. 
But this investment even will happen rapidly at the first or second years or late in the fifth one. And that 
depending on people like me and the government to educate people and investors and push them to 
take the decision to invest. For example, BMW will not invest in Esports except if they sell cars here so 
they will have enough budget because this is not a strategic direction for them. What we need to do is 
to convince the brands to take investing in Esports as a Strategic move and I think this is will happen 
sooner or later.Esports will happen but the questions when it will happen , as much fast it come UAE 
will benefit more. We have to build from today for the next 10 years. Otherwise the investment needed 
will be very big.  
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Interview Said Ali Taher: Secretary General of UAE –Esports Association 
Date of interview : 19/06/2020 
Duration of interview : 01:05:00 
 

- How did you get into the Esports world ? 

The Publicity decision for the UAE Esports association in 2015 by His Excellency Sheikh Nahayan 
Mabarak Al Nahayan the Minister of youth and Sports at that time before it become the General 
Authority for youth and sports. The decision was made to nominate Shaikh Sultan bin Khalifia bin 
Shakhbut Al Nahyan as the Chairman of the Board of Directors. The association met and devide the 
works and positions. During our work for last period of time we found many talented players from 
inside and outside UAE so we decided to start communicating with those talents especially that There 
was many Emirati Players who go abroad and compete in competitions organized by the publishers. 
But this participation was individuals’ initiatives without organizing. So, we start contacting them and 
introduce the Association and tell them what we are doing and how we organize the Esports in UAE. 
We offer to support them and organize their effort so they can compete in the name of UAE and if they 
get good results the government will award them. Many of them welcome that and they show 
commitment to represent UAE at the big competitions. When I became the Secretary General, I tried 
to expand the efforts to communicate with the Emirati gamers and we reach more players and talents. 
We organized many competitions and communicate with the concern authorities to inform them that 
right now there are and official entity which is UAE Esports association who is responsible for all 
Esports activities in the country. And according of the Emirati laws and regulations it not allowed to 
organize any Esports competitions without the approval of the associations. Before, there are many 
entities who came and organize competitions in FIFA, PUBG, Fortinet …etc. Some time they took fees 
and sometime not and they put 10K or 20K prize pool money. After the competitions is finished the 
organizer and the money disappear and people go to complain to the police. So we contact all 
companies and tell them to come and register their completion in UAE Esports associations so it 
become verified. So, people who go to unregistered competitions its their responsibility. We also 
contact all Economic department in the country and tell them to coordinate with us regarding anything 
related to Esports. Here we face a small shape where they want the General Authority of youth and 
sports to address them according the laws but went into the right way. The main idea is organize the 
random activities under one umbrella and prevent the scamming ,but the  most important is to observe 
the content and assure that it suit our traditions and compatibles with the laws in the country and 
thanks good we succeed to communicate with all entities.Our target is to make Esports similar to 
traditional sports in competition but we have some obstacles. One of them that   Today there are many 
competitions that organized outside the UAE associations but the reactions on it is very bad. One of 
the reasons that because who want to organize an Esports competitions normally go to foreign 
companies instead of Emeriti companies. Those foreign company take high fees and they don’t have 
enough information about the local environment so they normally failed to attract the participants due 
to the lack of information about the local market and the Emirati players.Another difficulty that we face 
is the Social reputation of Esports. Parents normally don’t like games and consider it a waste of time 
and consider it as a danger for physical and mental health. So, we have an awareness role to educate 
the parents about the reality of Esports and it potential as a career. Of course, the observation from 
the parents is needed even in the traditional sports. So, it’s better than prohibiting to let your child play 
within you site so you can control and guide him on what to do and not. If you prohibit playing video 
games your child will do it behind you back. It’s similar to social media today , better than preventing 
your children to have a social  account be on of your child friends or followers so you can observe his 
activity log.If Parents don’t know about those stuff they  can also come to the  UAE Esports 
associations for guidance and we will help them and recommend some Esports game that suit their 
children’s age. So, I’m asking all the parents to cooperate with us and we will have a great result at the 
end. 
 

- What is the difference between and Associations and Federations? 

According to the Laws of the General Sports and youth authority the federation has to have a specific 
number of clubs under its umbrella. We can consider the association as a startup and when there are 
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clubs who want to join under the associations there are some rules and regulations to become a 
federation. But being an association doesn’t mean does not mean any derogation from its jurisdiction 
and doesn’t prevent us from doing our jobs. Other things that we have in Esports in specific which is 
the electronic clubs without headquarters or facilities. And we want to present this concept to the 
General youth and Sports authority so we can open the doors for eClubs to be parts of the 
associations. So far the legal frame is not exist. But with the new elections in the next couple of 
months (Than normally happen every 4 years) there gonna be some changes on the board of director 
and there gonna be a new plan for sure. 
 

- What is your relationship with IeSF ?  

We are a member of IeSF, the Chairman of the Board of Directors Shaikh Sultan bin Khalifia bin 
Shakhbut Al Nahyan is the vice president. Moreover, we are member of the Arab federation of Esports 
and the secretary General is from UAE. 
 

- Is there any club are asking for the membership of the associations ?  

Yes, there are some request from the traditional club in UAE but nothing become official yet. 
 

- Under which laws you’re working under?  

So far, the economic entities are issuing the trade license, but before COVID -19 we were working with 
The General authority for youth and sports to become the body that issues licenses for e-sports but 
the Pandemic delay this subject a little bit. Today we’re monitoring any competitions organized without 
any permission from our side as an association. So, we contact them immediately and ask them to do 
things in the right way. If they cooperate with us that would be great , if not we will take a legal action 
against them.But There are many entities or competitions organizers said that they don’t know about 
us and some time they’re right .But we’re doing our best in term of marketing ourselves through social 
media , newspaper , TVs …etc. It might be because the Esports fans are new generations who are not 
familiar with Traditional media or the reading through social media and they don’t have information 
about the the mechanism of the sports industry in UAE .For example the Emirati Esports players don’t 
know about HH Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed honored for sports excellence ,and they don’t know that they 
can be honored by the government if they have achievement in verified competitions such as the world 
cup of Esports , the last version happen in South Korea 2019.Some of the Emirati players normally 
said that they don’t want to be part of any clubs or associations and they don’t even want to  compete 
on international level. They are doing that just for fun. So our role is to explain that the representation 
of UAE is the most important things beside the moral benefit and the pried that you did something to 
your country. 
 

- How do you evaluate the investment in Esports in UAE ? 

As we observe, many games publishers are aiming to open branches in UAE. According to last 
statistics, the Esports industry in UAE evaluated by 300M Dollars (tournaments, Games, competitions, 
prize pools …etc). It’s a huge number and it’s only in UAE without looking to KSA, Lebanon, Egypt. 
Abu Dhabi and Dubai attracting many exhibitors for the Esports exhibitions. And we are working to do 
Esports exhibitions in all Emirates. I do believe that governmental economic departments should give 
more attention to Esports and not leave it totally for the private sector because it’s a very promising 
sector. There must be a clear vision between the Ministry of economy and the governmental economic 
departments and the investment bodies to invest in this industry that can provide thousands of jobs. 
There are many jobs in Esports not only gamers or game publishers. 
 

- What are the plans to encourage governmental economic departments and the 
investment bodies to invest in  Esports ? 
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Our main priority is to organize the sports process and bring all Esports activist under the umbrella of 
the UAE Esports association then we will start talking to the investment entity. 
And we are open for the ideas and to help the youth who want to organize competitions or invest in 
Esports. 
 

- How do you educate the parents and the investors about Esports ? 

We have and education program to protect the youth from the inappropriate content in Esports. This 
programs include brochures, counsels ..etc. and we have communications with the ministry of 
educations as well. We are planning to go to school as well to help declaring that some wrong stuff 
about Esports. We are showing the parents that our member in the UAE Esports association   they are 
in prestigious positions in the government and they’re playing games. So the problem are not in the 
games if people waste their time with it. the problem is with the people. Traditional sports also cause 
waste of time. 
 

- Do you think that Esports benefits from the COVID-19 pandemic ? 

A lot, many competitions where organized and people during staying at home start competing or 
playing more and more. Companies as well make some profit. The social clubs and Governmental 
offices also organize Esports competitions to encourage people to stay at home. While any other 
activity including traditional sports are on hold. 
 

- Did you go under pressure to follow and observe the huge number of completions 
espcailly non-offical one? 

A little bit but we also found new company who organize competitions that we don’t know before. So 
we cooperate with Dubai Sports council to inform them that anything happen without our approval is 
illegal. 
 

- What UAE need to become a gaming hub in the region and Asia and who is yur main 
competitors in the region? is it KSA. 

UAE have one of the best infrastructures in the region for Esports, but the main problem the lake of 
cooperation’s between all entities. If we set together and we put a strategic plan we will No1 for sure. 
Every entity works alone without coordinating with each other. So, job in the next period of time we will 
lead the coordination between entities and Emirates. KSA is on the right track, their efforts are unified 
and they have support from the GSA (General Sports Authority) and GEA (General Entertainment 
Authority). They are working on brining the biggest publishing company and strongest competitions 
with the best player to compete on huge pool prize money. We used to be the pioneer. We are the first 
country who organize competitions with big prize pool money such as the “ Ond million DHS “ 
competitions ,but KSA surpass us right now because their efforts is unified and the support are unified. 
 

- There are news that IeSF will move it headquarter to Dubai, is that true ? and how much 
will you benefit from that ?  

We will benefit a lot and they will benefit as well. IeFS moving to Dubai will help to organize bigger 
competitions and bring the best player to the country but things need some time to be settled to work 
on the law frame and organization stuff. 
 

- Do you believe Esports is a sport ? 

As a personal opinion I don’t see it as a sport but some of my colleague convince me that It’s a sport. 
The heartbeat, The movement, decision making, the concentration the mental effort, similar to chess. 
you use your brain a lot and you lose calories from that so that convince me.  
 

- Do you think Esports eligible to go to the Olympics ? 
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I do believe Esports will not be accepted in the Olympic games at least in the near future. The way to 
recognize as a sport is long and it also include violent games which is another obstacle. So the 
Esports and the IOC have to reach an agreement about the Esports that might go to the Olympics far 
from the violence. The fighting games can be a solution especially it’s a machine fight. There are 
sports game as well. 
 

- What will encourage the IOC to bring Esports to the Olympics ? 

 
I think the host city should push for brining Esports into Olympic games because there is huge 
economic benefit. There should be a communication between host cities, IOC and IeSF to arrange the 
way that Esports can join the Olympics according to it popularity and the economic opportunity that 
can be create and of course with some conditions and far away from violence. 
 
 

- Dose the IOC need Esports or the Esports need the Olympics ? 

I do believe that IOC need Esports more because they do need to improve their methods and follow 
the technology and the improvement in the taste of the new generation, elsewhere they will miss the 
Bus. Esports is coming and it will become the most popular sports in the world so It’s better to agree 
with them to participate in the Olympics, at that time you can put some conditions, but the pre-refusal 
will push the opportunity away. 
The audience is big and I always said in my meeting with the General Authority of Sports that if we 
organize an Esports event it will surpass the AGL with it audience. So, the IOC should grap the 
opportunity to drive this audience. 
 

- Do you think that Esports will replace traditional sports some time?  

 
No, I don’t think so. The traditional sports will stay at least for the health  and the physical competitions 
always have it beauty .Event the Esports competitions become much greater if the players are in the 
same room. 
 

- Who much UAE will benefit if Esports go into Olympics games ? 

 
It will help UAE to win Medals for sure, we have player ranked between top 100, but it will not help to 
host the games because there are other standard to do that. 
 

- Who do you see the future of Esports in UAE ? 

The future is bright and the government take serious steps to supports Esports. the main thing is to 
work fast, unify the effort to create one workflow to coordinate between different entities. 
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Interview Adel “Big Bird” Anouche: Professional Gamer in Naser Esports club  
Date of interview : 19/06/2020 
Duration of interview : 00:36:54 
 

- Can you please introduce yourself (university study and professional background)? 

 
My name is Adel Anouch , I’m 22 years old , Born and raised in AD, I studied in AD university  
environmental and safety , I’ve been a competitive Esports player since 2017 since I got to AlNasr 
Esports, 2018 I got to Red Bull. 
 

- What is the game that you compete with ?  

Street fighter five, that’s the only game I competed. 
 

- How did you went to Esports ?  

I didn’t plan for this to happen, I basically was playing with my friends, a casual play, then we found 
out that there is other player in UAE and start meeting up with them and they introduce us to local 
tournament so we participate and start playing with them. Then those tournament start inviting 
international player from Japan and Korea and US. Then the “CAPCOM “international tournament start 
and there was a stop in Dubai. So, I played in that and I got second place losing to Japanese player at 
that time. I was the first ranked arab player. Then Al Nasr found me when they are looking for number 
one Arab player, we negotiated and they decied to sign me, covering my expenses. 
 

- Why did you choose an individual game ? 

Basically, I always like the concept   1 v 1 games, and I prefer to rely on myself to win, In SF I need 
myself and my skills to win. If I lose it’s on me and if I win it’s on me. In group games or team games I 
have to improve my skills and my team work skills. If we lose there might be someone didn’t do his job 
or whatever, there are many things similar to this that I don’t like in Esports. 
 

- Why this explosion of Esports ?  

Now there is many investments in Esports, many celebrities and investor put money on it. There are a 
lot of countries that pay attentions to Esports these days. In UAE there are the UAE Esports 
association where they try to look out after local talents and develop them and support them ...etc. 
 

- What do you think about the mentality that gaming is a waste of time, how did you 
convince your parents that it’s not a waste of time? 

When I first started travelling, I asked my father so he told me as long as I’ll not pay you can go my 
mother worried more because I’m travelling alone and all that but she agreed that about it as long as it 
not affect my education. 
 

- What do you think about being a member of Naser Esports? 

It’s really nice because you have a group of people who share the same interest as you do. It’s true 
that we are playing a different game but we all share the same interest and we are all play for the team 
and competing. It’s good to have people can support and understand you and also advice you like 
Lalit who help us normally to know how to invest in ourselves. It’s like working in a company, you have 
colleagues, manager, director ...etc, but we are closer that a normal company. 
 

- Are you curious to try the group games like counter strike, LoL and Dota 2 to challenge 
yourself? 
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I’m really satisfied with the fighting game but sometime I’m just curious how to will turn out for me if I 
play league of legends. I never thought that “I should play this instead of street fighter. 
 

- How do you see Esports in UAE ?  

It’s growing a lot and many things is happening right now, three month ago there was an event in 
Dubai WTC called gaming girls and it was very big and there are many events happen in UAE and 
more people approving this. Right now, there are many players who came with their parents to the 
event, before it will never happen because gaming was considered a waste of time. It still not in where 
it should be but it’s improving. 
 

- What do think about the fact that there is no enough tournament in UAE to create the a 
stable income for a pro player ?  

There are many ways to look into a pro gamer, it’s not only competing, is content creation, streaming, 
coaches …etc. It’s divided to many different things. It you’ll rely on competing it’s gonna be hard 
because even there are many competitions happening there are no guarantee to win to get the 
money. Tournament shouldn’t be the main income but a commission fees, like when you walk in and 
sold something you get a commission based on what you sold. Also, there is your salaries…In total 
you shouldn’t rely on tournament only. 

- Do you thing Esports benefit from the COVID 19 pandemic ? 

Esports kind of taking a dive because there no events happening right now. A lot of competitive 
players go to streaming, create content or whatever. Basically, the pro player doesn’t have 
competitions but they do need to present their sponsors and having them visible and all that. It’s 
forced us to experience another side of pro gaming. I still can do some kind of work but I cannot travel 
and compete because of the lake of events. I can’t really present my sponsor who really pay me to 
show them and all. But with covid 19 I can’t make my sponsors or my team visible So I have to rely on 
content but it’s not everything. The competitive side of Esports is taking a dive while the streaming and 
content side is taking a rise. 

- Is there any tournament online?  

Yes, there are many competitions that happening everywhere but my point is that I cannot show 
myself. there no camera, no reaction, crowed …etc. it’s only the game play, maybe you’ll have a vide 
interview when you win or something but that’s it. It’s less visibility basically . 

- What do you think UAE need to become a Hub for gaming similar to east Asia ? 

I do think it need to take more interest, looking after the player, doing more tournaments and events 
backed by the government and all that. In China they have plenty of events and they always backed 
by the government and the pro player are famous people. In UAE it’s not like that here It’s like a hobby 
than a job because most of the people have good jobs and they have family and kids so the approach 
is different. There Is no enough interest. 

- How is you main competitor in Mena region? 

My time mate Amjad “Angry bird “ 
- Do you think Esports is a real sports or not ?  

I can say it takes a different kind of skills, people consider chess as a mental sport and Esports can 
consider that as well because it’s considered that because it’s mostly a mental game. Brain is the most 
functioning part. In football for example you need to use your whole part while in Esports you’re using 
your mind and hands. 

- Do you think Esports is eligible to go to the Olympic games ? 

I think it’s eligible because there is a lot of attention to it worldwide and I Dota 2 got more views than 
many sports final. But I’m really not sure and it’s not my place to say if it’s eligible or not but I don’t see 
anything prevent Esports going into Olympics. 
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- Do think it will be eligible in the next few years? 

Yes, I think so, at some point Esports will out go the traditional sports especially with the new 
generation. Before in my age I used to care about football but kinds these days they are only care 
about gaming. All them are playing games such as Fortnite, league of legends and all that, my 
brother’s son he’s 12 or 13 years old and he’s a massive league of legends gamer. So maybe in the 
next few years when the next generation took over will see Esports in the Olympic games. 

- Esports is plenty of violence, terrorism…. Which is one of the main obstacles to go into 
Olympic games, what is the solution to reduce this obstacle  

Ccompanies can always sensor the violence , all new games become cartoonish, there are always 
solutions I the digital world .Of course games like mortal combats that include blood and head and 
spine ripping will not be eligible to go, but street fighter and gamer with cartoonish look can slove the 
problem of violence. 
 

- Do you think the money and audience will play a role in forcing IOC to accept Esports 
in the  OG? 

They will play a massive role, especially the audience, as long as there are interest there will be a 
change to go to OG. 
 

- Do you think that Esports can replace the traditional sports?  

Yes, I can see that happen, the new generation below 20 years don’t give that much interest in 
traditional sport comparing to Gaming. So, it might be possible when the new generation take over. 
 

- Most of Esports are computer based and right now mobile is taking a huge part of the 
market. Do you think consoles will disappear in the future? 

Yes, it’s possible, PCs is more affordable that consoles where upgrading a computer while you have to 
buy a new console every few years. When they release PS5 I saw a lot tweets saying “ I can play it on 
PCs why should I buy a new consoles. It’s all related to the interest. 
 

- What should the Esports from their side to go into the Olympic games? 

There is nothing to be done from the Esports side, Dota 2 LoL have their own competitions with more 
than 10 M in prize pool money so they don’t need to be in rush. it’s all related to the IOC and their 
people to accept Esports, the main problem that the responsible of the IOC never play Esports 
because they are from the old generation. The debate is if it’s a sport or not. 
 

- How do you see Esports in UAE in the future ? 

Esports in UAE in the right direction, it’s gonna grow and get bigger as long as they are more people 
are taking interest in it it’s gonna grow further. Having the UAE Esports association is a big step. As 
long as they are keep doing big events, congratulate people and all that it will continue to grow but I 
don’t know if the pandemic will slow it down or make bigger it’s much early to judge. 
 

- Anything you want to add at the end ? 

I just want to thank Nasr Esports and Red bull for the support and they are still showing me support 
despite the pandemic and there is no event so thank you so much. 
Interview Ali Al Abed: PR and Arabic Community Manager in GamersHub – Esports event organizer 
company  
Date of interview : 14/07/2020 
Duration of interview : 01:28:09 
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- Can you please introduce yourself (university study and professional background)? 
 
I’m a business graduate and I’m interested in marketing , and I worked in many industry , Pharmacy , 
education sector .before I had the chance to go into the Esports world which is interest me as I’m a 
gamer in the first  place so I found myself in the right place and I played a huge roles to intact the the 
Arabic community with Gamers Hub and with the events that we organize. 
 

- How do you explain the explosion of Esports ? 

It starts in USA and Canada then in Europe with counter strike 1.3, people where collecting money 
and creating tournament with prize pool. Things start to developed and many investors sees that the 
gaming community is really promising. Company such as ESL who I believe played the bigger role to 
transform gaming to Esports at global standard. They start creating tournament and putting some prize 
pool for it and asking the gaming community to register in those tournaments which helped them to 
collect data. The exposure came from the content creation, broadcasting for example where they have 
a caster or Ancher which give life to the games. Putting elements like this and highlighting the team 
and players which create the image of sports, and as long as you’re engaging your mind with it and 
playing with your hand, you’re doing an effort in an electronic way …The bond between team, player, 
event’s organizers and sponsors called Esports Ecosystems. All elements complete each other, if 
there are no sponsors there are no money, if there are no organizers there not gonna be competitions. 
if there are no teams or player there are no events …so it’s all connected in a way that make it in a 
friendly way where anyone can come and play, have fun and compete. Company similar to ESL start 
creating a show with an anchor, caster, organizers, player’s highlights and stats. They make it look as 
an interesting. So, the whole science looks like a complete sport, without forgetting the coaches who 
are connecting with the team and discussing the strategies with them. I witnessed myself in Insomnia 
gaming festival. 
 

- Gamers Hub , what is it and what it do ?  

Right now, we call ourselves Esports organizers, before we were E-commerce company. Our CEO 
was amazed by the huge number of games Café in Dubai (more than 80 some of them have more 
than 100 Pcs ) and he saw how passionate people are for gaming and how do they create 
tournaments between each other so he start organizing competitions in Cafées and notice the people 
interested in this. The brands notice this and they come to us and ask for marketing activations where 
we start cooperating with them and organizing our own competitions and ask people to join without 
asking them for a fee which help us to create trust with our community and make it larger. Gamers 
Hub start being recognized as community and we help getting the trust back after many scamming 
scandals happen in the community. It takes a lot of time to get this trust back but we get it at the end of 
the day. 
 

- What is your role in Gamers Hub ? 

I start as a community manager and they gave me responsibility to look out after the community based 
on my experience. I handle everything related to community and delivered it to the higher 
management and even I fight for it because if you want the community you need to do what they want. 
And you talk about a young generation who are really smarts and outspoken and technology oriented. 
I do remember a 16 years old gamer speak to me looking for a sponsor, so he sends me an official 
email with all their data from social media, reach, game they played etc ...and they are 16 years old. 
They are much advance that our generation.  
 
Then I moved to marketing and then I work with the higher management as PR and Influencers 
marketing manager. 
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- Why he content side of the business ? 

Our name is Gamers Hub so we want to be a real Hub or a gaming destination, not Esports 
centralized company. We started working on influencers marketing when we connect gaming 
streamers and influencers who have thousands of followers with brand using our connections and 
experiences and our knowledge of the community as well, we also work on content creations. Many of 
them don’t have any clue on how to monetize their followers. We design the “end – to – end 
“marketing content between brands and influencers. Basically, our main revenue stream comes from 
events, marketing campaigns and right now we are into e-commerce a little bit with gaming equipment 
like mousse, gaming gamers, seats ...etc. 
 

- Who do you see the investments in Esports in UAE and GCC ? 

There are more need of awareness about Esports in the region to encourage brands to invests more. 
These days brands putting are half convinced in putting huge investments in Esports. Things are 
climbing but we Esports not in the place that force a brand to put a proper budget to invest in Esports. 
They normally provide pool prizes which is a very good step but still most of the time there are no 
allocated budget for Esports. Brands start put limited budget for Esports but still not enough. Team so 
far struggling because they cannot invest that much in their own investment, they cannot reach the 
brands because the brands don’t allocate enough budgets for them.  
 

- What is the situation in UAE comparing to GCC ? 

UAE start the first in giving attention of Esports but KSA is ahead right now and that because in UAE 
it’s difficult to convince the Brands to invest. Many teams come to us to find them a sponsor and we do 
help but our job only to connect, the decisions is to made by the brand. The team in UAE and Europe 
are really involved in investing with teams and you can see team how many brands are on the shirts or 
western teams like team liquid and vitality. Brands are not convinced so far in putting money in them, 
and when they do there going to a competitions in sponsoring teams and events ..we don’t have this 
competitions between brans here. We are not in an early stage; we are getting approached from a 
sponsor and looking for a team through us and we help the brand to choose the right team but the 
kind of sponsorship is up to the brand. We are not in an early stage but we need a strong push to 
evolve the industry. 
 

- Did you benefit from the COVID 19 pandemic ? 

The brands want to invest more in Esports after pandemic to reach audience at home using the 
streaming to advertise “end to end “especially that we have good audience which encourage the 
brands to use the good exposure  a and engagements that Esports have after the pandemic and after 
Insomnia as well. But we also affected by the COVID because many events are cancelled similar to 
one that we had with the pro-league. 
 

- How much the traditional idea “gaming is a waste of time “is an obstacle for your 
work? 

It’s varied between the parents, so we encourage the parents to do a parental guidance about gaming 
better than prohibiting them from gaming. We as and events organizers should play and role in 
educating gamers and parents on how to manage the time so they can play, study and avoid the 
health consequences that happen because of playing for long hours. We organized a workshop in 
Lenovo gaming festival and we brought gamers and steamers to speak about time management and 
parental guidance to give a real example. We also organized the competitions in a proper time for the 
competitor and not go late except it’s a weekend. Moreover, my role as an Arabic community head is 
to educate the young generation and that by being honest with myself so I can help the player and 
give them a proper guidance about how to avoid the toxic atmosphere during online gaming. Fortnite 
community is one of the most difficult communities, so we observe it very carefully especially during 
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the competition we organized. Part of my role is to listen to the young player to help them getting what 
they feel out so they don’t have depression or any other mental illness. 
 

- What’s UAE need to become a gaming hub similar to china and far east ? 

It needs more attention from brands, media, sponsors, government. Give it what it deserves and what 
it needs from proper funding for the teams and events. Otherwise it’s gonna die, if there are no 
support. Give and attention similar to the neighbor countries and I can guarantee will become much 
bigger. 

- Do you think Esports is a sports ?  

As long as you’re engaging a part of your body in something that push you to compete and gain a 
prize it’s a sport. But when it comes to physicality it depends on teams on how to manage their selfes. 
It’s a sport but you add E to it because it’s you’re engaging your mind. It’s a mind sports similar to 
chess and archery. 
 

- Do you think it’s eligible to go to the Olympics ? 

The way It heading right now yes because you’re representing your country, variety of sports. 
Involving Esports will create buzz especially if make and Olympics for the Sports games which is the 
right way to do it. Games that have no blood or killing with cartoonish characters can be also involved 
in this Olympics. 
 

- What do think should happen to get Esports in the Olympic games or to shorten the 
roads? 

There has to be a special deal to be design so the IOC gain the audience without breaching the 
Olympic charter. And It should be also designed to fit the Esports and how it competitions build and It 
should also take in consider the uniqueness of the games. 
 

- What is better, having an Olympics for Esports or having Esports as a part of the 
Olympics? 

 
I do prefer to have and Olympics for Esports because if we want to merge it with traditional Olympics 
you there are many things to be considered and it will also be narrowing your options. It’s better to 
choose Top games to ensure the maximum participations. And we also have to take in consider the 
life span of the game. 
 

- Who need the other the most IOC or Esports ? 

I do believe the IOC need the Esports more because Esports has its own path and has it tournaments 
and prices. But lf we can make Olympics for Esports it’s gonna be a huge step especially with the 
atmosphere that Esports have. 
 

- Do you think Esports will replace Sports one day ? 

No for sure, traditional sports have it own traditions and it will not die. 
 

- How much do you think that IeSF moving to Dubai will be beneficial for you ? 

Of course, it will help, there gonna be competitions, seminars and there ganna be a new planning 
related to Esports. It will create and international exposure and will attract attention from outside the 
country as well. 
 

- What is the future of Esports in UAE and GCC ? 
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It’s getting revive in a way after a slow time and I do think will have events in the big arenas in UAE. It 
will flourish if Esports structured in a proper way. There is a good step taken but we need to execute 
what are planning …as I said before, we have to give Esports more attentions. 
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 Abstract 
 
Esports is a phenomenon that is growing every year. It attracts the young generation and generates high 
revenue, which intimidates many brands and sponsors worldwide to be part of its new ecosystem. 
 
The sports entities are not an exception FIFA and the International Olympic Committee (IOC) show their 
interest in Esports practices that aim to attract the young generation and take part in the profit generated. 
FIFA already created its e-world cup using the EA sports game "FIFA. " In contrast, the IOC is still struggling 
to integrate it into the Olympic games because of various obstacles. 
The research aims to look through the introduction of Esports into the Olympic Games. The study will 
examine Esports' status in UAE and analyze how the country can benefit from this introduction to become 
a leader in the world of Esports, especially with the intense competition in the GCC and MENA region to 
become the capital of Esports. 
 
First of all, the study will explain the Esports definition, its historical context, and its thriving market. Then 
the needs and criteria of Esports to become a part of the Olympic Games. And, the role of the UAE in this 
new ecosystem. The research will use qualitative analysis to analyze interviews with professionals in 
Esports sectors. This will provide a recommendation and close to the conclusion. 
 
 
Résume 
 
L'Esports est un phénomène qui s'accroît chaque année. Il attire la jeune génération et génère des revenus 
élevés, cela attire de nombreuses marques et sponsors du monde entier à faire partie de ce nouvel 
écosystème. 
 
La FIFA et le Comité international olympique (CIO) montrent leur intérêt pour les pratiques Esportifs, qui 
visent à attirer la jeune génération et à participer au profit généré. 
La FIFA a déjà créé sa coupe du monde électronique en utilisant le jeu de simulation sportive "EA FIFA". 
En revanche, le CIO peine encore à l'intégrer dans les jeux olympiques en raison de divers obstacles. 
La recherche vise à étudier l'introduction de l'Esports aux Jeux Olympiques. L'étude examinera le statut 
de cette pratique aux EAU et analysera comment le pays peut-il bénéficier de cette introduction afin de 
prétendre à être leader et capitale mondiale de l'Esports, en particulier avec la concurrence intense dans 
la région du CCG et du MENA. 
 
Tout d'abord, l'étude expliquera la définition de l’Esports, son contexte historique et son marché florissant. 
Ensuite, les besoins et les critères de l'Esports pour faire partie des Jeux Olympiques et enfin le rôle des 
EAU dans ce nouvel écosystème.  
La recherche utilisera une analyse qualitative pour analyser les entretiens avec les professionnels de ce 
secteur. Cela aboutira par quelques recommandations et enfin une conclusion. 


